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ABSTRACT

Next-generation wireless networks are expected to provide ubiquitous broadband

connectivity for multimedia services. Protocols and architectures for such networks

will build upon the existing cellular and multi-hop wireless networking concepts and

technologies. This dissertation deals with analysis and optimization of radio link level

scheduling and error control protocols in cellular and multi-hop wireless networks,

respectively.

For a cellular wireless network, the performance of a channel-quality-based oppor-

tunistic scheduling which maximizes system throughput at the link layer is analyzed

using a Markov process. However, this type of scheduling rules can result in severe

unfairness. Therefore, two optimization-based approaches to solve the wireless fair-
queuing problem under a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)-based Medium
Access Control (MAC) framework are proposed. By formulating a fair scheduling
problem as an assignment problem, this dissertation proposes Optimal Radio Channel

Allocation for Single-Rate Thansmission (ORCA-SRT) and Optimal Radio Channel

Allocation for Multi-Rate tansmission (ORCA-MRT) for fair bandwidth allocation
in wireless data networks which support single-rate and multi-rate transmission at the
radio link level. ORCA-SRT exhibits better performance than all other fair queuing

algorithms in the literature, and provides a basis for ORCA-MRT. The key feature

of ORCA-MRT is that while allocating transmission rate to each flow fairly it keeps

the inter-access delay bounded. Two channel prediction models axe proposed and

extensive simulations a¡e conducted to investigate the performance of ORCA-SRT
and ORCA-MRT for different system parameters such as channel state correlation,

number of fl.ows, etc.

To evaluate the reliability and latency trade-off in a multi-hop wireless network,

two analytical models are presented. The first one models the required number of
transmissions for successful delivery of a packet over an /l-hop wireless path. The
second model derives complete statistics for end-to-end latency and reliability of a
transmission of a batch of packets under multi-rate transmission. Both of the models

take the effect of different Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ)-based error control



lu

mechanisms into account.

The developed analytical models would be useful in analysis and optimization of
cellular, multi-hop, and hybrid wireless networks such as multi-hop cellular networks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

During last few years, wireless technologies have experienced phenomenal growth.

Mobile devices such as laptops, Personal Di,gital Assistant (PDA), and mobile phones

have become more sophisticated and more proliferated. Categorized as the Wi,reless

Wi'de Area Networlc (WWAN), the third generation (3G) wireless systems such as

Un'iuersal Mobile Telecommun'icati,ons System (UMTS) or Wi,deband Code Di,ui.si,on

Multi,ple Access (WCDMA) are designed for vast coverage area, but can support

only low datarate (e.g.,744 Kbps-2 Mbps) [1]. on the other hand, w,ireless Local

Area Network (WLAN)-such as IEEE 802.11 or HiperlAN-can provide high data

rate (e.g., 1 Mbps-54 Mbps), however, with coverage no more than few hundred

meters [2],[3]. In the next generation wireless systems, the merits of both WWANs

and WLANs are expected to be incorporated to provide near ubiquitous coverage,

flexible personalization, and support for multimedia at affordable transmission cost

[4]. Design, analysis, and optimization of efficient/optimal wireless protocols for next
generation wireless networks is a grand research challenge.

1.1 "'W'ireless" Protocol Stack

Wireless protocol stack consists of the following layers (Figure 1.1):

o Physical layer: This layer defines electrical, functional, and procedural char-

acteristics for bit-stream transmission over a wireless channel.

o Radio link layer: Radio link layer defines protocols to transmit data between

two nodes. Its responsibilities include the followings. First, it groups informa-
tion and control (e.g., error checking/correcting and frame synchronization) bits,
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Figure 1-.1. Wireless protocol stack.

and constructs a data frame. Secondly, it controls transmission eïror by means

of retransmission (also known as Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARq schemes)

and/or forward error correction (FEC). Thirdl¡ it defines medium access con-

trol (MAC) protocol, that is, how each node should access the shared wireless

channel. Fourthly, it schedules multiple data flows at a pa.rticular node. Finally,
it also performs link level buffer management functionalities. This dissertation

focuses on radio link layer scheduling and error control protocols.

o Network layer: When a source node cannot directly reach the destination

.node, the network layer determines relay nodes which are ïesponsible for for-

warding data from the source to the destination. Due to network dynamics,

it also needs to keep track of route status, and locates a new route when the
current route is broken.

o Tbansport layer: The main responsibility of this layer is to supervise reliable

data transmission at an end-to-end level. It controls data transmission rate to
avoid network congestion. Both error control and congestion control in this
layer operate only at the source and destination nodes. Fïom an end-to-end
perspective, packet reception pattern at the destination node reflects congestion

and/or error in the intermediate nodes, and a transport protocol is designed to
react only to this pattern.

r Application layer: This layer operates only in source or destination nodes.

It employs the transport layer service for data transmission. Its main respon-

sibilities include providing data to the transport layer, establishing a secu¡ed

connection, interfacing with a user, and so forth.
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Since a particular system consists of many aspects, designing the system as a whole

is usually deemed too complicated. The wireless protocol stack provides a separation

of the system functionalities so that each part can be designed separately. Recently,

however, there has been a growing interest in cross-Iayer design for wireless protocols

to optimize the entire transmission protocol stack performance (at the expense of

more complexity in the system design).

r.2 Scheduling and Error Control in Cellular Wire-
less Networks

A cellular wireless network is a wide a¡ea network, which divides the entire service

area into several sub-areas called cells (circles in Figure 1.2). Each cell is controlled

by a base stati'on. Major responsibilities of a base station include controlling resources

within its jurisdiction and coordinating with other base stations to setup connections

as well as to handle mobiles' mobility. This dissertation focuses on scheduling and

error control mechanismsl of a base station in a particular cell.

Figure L.2. A cellular wireless networlc.

lFlom the wireless protocol stack perspective, these functionalities lie in ùhe radio link layer.
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One of the most important aspects in a cellular wireless network is resource shar-

eng. Resource sharing (also known as channel access) defines a set of rules for each

mobile to use the resource without incurring unacceptably high interference to other

active mobiles. Conventionally, there are three resource sharing mechanisms:

o T'ime Di,ui,si,on Multiple Access (TDMA): Each mobile is granted a channel

access at different time. Since there is only one active mobiles, the interference

is minimal. This dissertation focuses on this type of channel access.

o Frequency Di,ui,sion Multi,ple Access (FDMA): Several mobiles are allowed to ac-

cess the channel simultaneously. Different mobiles use non-interfering frequency

bands.

o Code Diui,si,on Multiple Access (CDMA): Several transmissions in the same fre-

quency band can occur concurrently. Each mobile is identified by a particular

Psudo-Noi.se (PN) code sequence. At the receiver, a multi-user detection tech-

nique uses the code sequence to extract information of the corresponding mobile.

To a particular flow, transmissions from other flows acts as noise. Therefore,

the power control in CDMA is very critical.

In practice, a TDMA system divides time domain into logical units called ú¿r¿e

sloß. During each time slot, the base station allows only one mobile to access the

channel. The functionality of a base station to decide which mobile is allowed to

access the channel in each time slot is known as scheduli,ng. For example, a Round

Robi,n scheduler allows each of the backlogged mobiles to transmit in order.

Although we mainly focus on a TDMA-based system, the results in this disserta-

tion are also applicable for some advanced versions of CDMA systems. For example,

implemented under a CDMA system, a cod,e D'iui,sion Mu\tiple Access wi,th, Hi,gh Data

Rate (CDMA-HDR)scheduler [5] transmits data to only one mobile. A base station
in a CDMA-HDR system obtains channel state information by using the following

approach. The base station broadcasts so-called pi,lot si,gnal periodically. Intercept-

ing the pilot signal, each mobile determines the current received SiNR, looks up the
SlNR-to-rate mapping table, and requests for corresponding data rate via the reaerse

Iinlt data rate request ch,annel. Based on the received request, the scheduler selects

only one mobile to access the channel. Due to time.varying nature of a wireless chan-

nel, this opportuni,st'ic sched,uli,ng exploits so-called multi-user di,uers'ity [6] and yields
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higher throughput than a conventional CDMA system does.

In a wireless network, a scheduler needs to be aware of channel variation. For ex-

ample, to maximize overall throughput (number of transmitted packets over a certain

period of time), a channel-quali,ty-based opportunist'ic schedul'inc principle allows only

a mobile with the best channel condition to access the channel (Chapter 3) [7].

Alternatively, fair scheduling algorithms aims at fairly allocating resources among

all mobiles. In a wired network, fair scheduling algorithms are generally derived from

the Generali,zed Processor Sharing (GPS)algorithm [8]. GPS generally allocates re-

sources (e.g., channel bandwidth) among all data flows in proportion to their weights.

In particular, the scheduler allocates X¿(t1,ú2) and X¡(tr,ú2) amount of resources to

mobiles i and j (with weights tu¿ and ür¡, respectively) in the interval from fi to t2

such that, given that flow i is backlogged, the allocation satisfi.es

Xi(h,tz) - ur¿

vn;õ * *' Yx'r' ( 1.1)

where the equality holds when both flow i, and j are backlogged at the same time.

The location-dependent and bursty channel errors make the original notion of GPS

unsuitable for wireless networks. Fair queuing algorithms, such as W'ireless Paclcet

Scheduli,ng (WPS)[9], Channel Independent Fa,ir Queui,ng (CIF q [tO], and Wireless

Fair Servi,ce Algorithrn (WFS) [t1], have been proposed to alleviate this problem.

In general, a mobile perceiving a badchannel (i.e., low received S'ignal-to-Interference

plus Noi'se Rati,o (SINR) at the receiver) should defer the transmission and let another

mobile with a good channel (i.e., high received SINR) transmit data. The scheduler

should compensate for that when the channel of the deferred mobile becomes good

again. The mobile deferring the transmission is considered to be laggi,ng, while the

mobile receiving extra allocation is considered to be leadi,ng. Most of the wireless fair
queuing algorithms in the literature consist of five main components [12]:

o The error-free service model allocates resources among all data flows in

absence of error.

o The lead and lag model determines which data flows are leadi.ng and lagging.

o The compensation model specifies how laggi.ng data flows can be compen-

sated.
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Slot queues and packet queues classify different types of data flows (e.g.,

delay sensitive flows, error sensitive flows).

Channel monitoring and prediction provide measurement and estimation
of the channel state.

With multirate transmission capability, a mobile can dynamically adjusts trans-
mission rate based on the current channel condition. Therefore, the number of trans-
mitted packets in each allocated time slot might be difierent. The notion of fairness

under multi-rate transmission can have different implications.

Definition 1.1 TpltpoRAL FAIRNESS ?s the property of a scheduler to fai,rly allocate

time slots arnong all the mobi,les so that they wi,ll erperience similar delay.

Definition l-.2 THnoUcHPUT FnIRNpss i,s the property of a scheduler to fai,rly at-

locate transmiss'ion rates so tltat all the mobi,les wi,ll transmi,t si,m'ilar amount of data

oaer a certa'in period of time. !
Another important issues in a wireless network is error control mechanism, which

can largely be categorized into Forutard Error Correcti,on (FEC) and Automatic Re-

peat reQuest (ARq schemes. FEC inserts redundancy bits into a data frame before

each transmission. When a received data f¡ame is in error, the receiver uses these

redundancy bits to correct the corrupted data frame. ARQ, on the other hand, com-

bats an error-prone wireless channel by means of data retransmission. \Mhile able to
correct the corrupted data with low latency FEC could lead to inefficiency in resource

usage, due to redundant bits in each data frame. ARQ, on the other hand, is more

adaptive to channel variation but requires more latency (due to retransmission) to
correct the error. In general, FEC is more suitable to real-time traffic, while ARQ is
more appropriate for non-real-time data transmission.

1.3 Multi-hop 'Wireless Networks

A multi-hop wireless network is characterized by the absence of a direct communica-

tion link between source and destination nodes. Data transmission in this case must
first be transmitted to nearby relay nodes, which in turn forward data to the desti-
nation node. This class of networks has a wide range of applications such as wireless
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ad hoc networks [13], wireless mesh networks [14], wireless sensor networks [15], and

multi-hop cellular networks [16].

A multi-hop wireless network enables short-range communication while preserving

broad service coverage. Short-range communications leads to higher received SINR.

Therefore, transmitting por'¡/er can be reduced without compromising packet error

probability. The reduction in po\¡¡er requirement implies longer battery life time, and

smaller interfering region which could result in an increase in spatial reuse. Alterna-

tively with fixed transmission power, short-range communications leads to decreased

packet error probability, hence allowing higher modulation order transmission which

is more susceptible to noise. Short-range communication not only improves aver-

age throughput, but also helps distribute services fairly among mobiles with poorer

channel condition.

An example of multi-hop wireless networks is illustrated in Figure 1.3, where

Mobiles 1 and 2 are close to the base station, and therefore their SINR levels are

expected to be comparatively high. Mobile 3, on the other hand, is far from the

base station and obstructed by a building, and therefore the link between Mobile 3
and the base station experiences high path loss and shadowing, leading to low SINR.

Although increasing transmitting porü/er can solve this problem, it might lead to more

interference and inefficient energy usage. Another solution is to transmit data to
Mobile 3 via a relay node. Tlansmission in a multi-hop manner could lead to better

overall throughput [17].

L.4 Motivation and Scope of This Dissertation

This'dissertation deals with the analysis and optimization of scheduling and error

control protocols in cellula¡ and multi-hop wireless networks.

1,.4.L Cellular Wireless Networks

For a cellular wireless network, this dissertation emphasizes on a single-cell in a

TDMA system. Particularly, the major interest is in scheduling and error control in
the physical and link layers.

This dissertation analyzes radio link level performances of a channel-quality-based
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Figure L.3. A multi,-hop cellular network.

opportunistic scheduling under both correlated and uncorrelated wireless channels

and under multi-rate transmission. The multi-rate transmission is assumed to be

achieved through Adaptiue Modulati,on and Codi,ng (AMC) to adjust the transmis-

sion rate according to the channel condition. The residual error effect due to each

AMC setting is counteracted by means of a limited persistence ARQ protocol. The

novelty of the proposed analytical framework is the derivation of complete statistics

(in terms of. probabi,li,ty n'Ll,ss function) for both short-term and long-term performance

measures such as system throughput, per-flow throughput, inter-success delay under

both.uncorrelated and correlated wireless channels. These performance measures

can also be obtained in case of non-identical channels for different users. Although
it maximizes system throughput, the above opportunistic scheduling could lead to
unfair service allocation.

Another important aspect in scheduling is to provide fairness among all mobiles.

In the literature, most of the packet-based wireless fair queuing algorithms employs

heuristic-based methods to achieve fair bandwidth allocation (at the radio link level)

among the mobiles. Therefore, the best fair-queuing allocation may not be achieved

under some circumstances. In addition, they are designed primarily for single-rate

transmission scena.rios, where the number of transmitted packets per time slot is fixed
and same for all mobiles. As a result, the implementation of the above fair schedul-
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ing algorithms in multi-rate transmission scenarios (where each flow can change the

number of transmitted packets per time slot based on its channel condition) might

not be straightforward. In this dissertation, two optimization-based fair scheduling

algorithms are proposed: one for single-rate transmission environment and another

for multi-rate transmission environment.

t.4.2 Multi-hop Wireless Networks

Due to the lack of any central controller, problems in a multi-hop wireless network

are generally more challenging than those in a cellular wireless network. In a multi-
hop wireless network, each mobile coordinates with each other to keep the network

up and running. Scheduling could be difficult, since most algorithms for multi-hop

networks are usually in a distributed manner. Error control on the other hand could

be conducted in the same way as it is in a cellular wireless network.

For a multi-hop wireless network, this dissertation models and analyzes the im-

pact of a class of ARQ protocols on the performance of in a multi-hop wireless data

network. The analysis is divided into two pa,rts. The first part models the number of

transmissions for successful delivery of a packet across a multi-hop path. The second

part studies the performance of batch transmission in a multi-hop wireless network

only with a small number of hops (e.g., two hops). The novelty of these models is

that the probability mass function (pmf) for the number of transmissions required for

end-to-end delivery of a packet or a batch of packets can be obtained under differ-

ent hop-level error control policies. Therefore, the trade-off between reliability and

Iatency can be analyzed.

L.4.3 Significance of the Results

Scheduling is one of the most important components of radio link design for cellular
wireless networks. In the literature, it was shown that a channel-quality-based op-

portunistic scheduling can be used to maximize resource usage (system throughput).
However, the impact of. Adapti,ue Mod,ulati,on and, Codi,ng (AMC), ARQ, and channel

variation on this scheduling algorithm was not thoroughly investigated. This disser-

tation derives complete statistics (i.e., probabi,Iity densi,ty functi,on (pdf)lprobabi,ti,ty
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rnass functi,on (pmf)) for the delay and throughput of this type of scheduling. The

statistics can be used to adjust the network parameters such as the level of. Quali,tg

of Seruice (QoS), radio link layer parameter settings, and the number of admissible

connections so that the radio link performance can be optimized.

Another type of scheduling, namely, fair schedul'ing aims at allocating resources

among customers in proportion to their weights. This type of scheduling algorithm

would be useful to classify customers based on their levels of subscription. For exam-

pIe, prem'ium-class customers should acquire larger portions of service than regular-

c/¿ss customers. This dissertation proposes two fair scheduling algorithms for cellular

networks under single-rate and multi-rate transmissions. Both algorithms show im-

proved performance over the algorithms in the literature.

As cellula,r networks evolve towards the next-generation wireless networks, in-

corporation of multi-hop communications into the cellular network seerns to be in-

evitable. This dissertation presents two performance analysis models for multi-hop

packet transmissions which reveal the trade-off between latency and reliability under

different error control (i.e., retransmission) policies. In particular, ARQ with higher

Ievel of persistence provides higher reliability at the expenses of increased latency. For

real-time traffic, data packets might become useless after some time. Therefore, the

use of infinite-persistence ARQ may not be appropriate. The analfiical model would

be useful for engineering the network for provisioning required QoS for the different

types. of service in a multi-hop wireless setup.

1.5 Organization of This Dissertation

The organization of this dissertation is as follows:

o Chapter 2 outlines the following mathematical preliminaries: a Markov pro-

cess and wireless channel models including a Rand,om State Channel (RSC), a

Gi,Ibert-Elli,ot Cltannel (GEC), and a Fi,nite State Marlcou Channel (FSMC).

o Chapter 3 presents a framework for analyzing radio link level performance for

opportunistic scheduling with automatic repeat request (ARQ)-based error con-

trol in multi-rate cellular networks.

o In Chapter 4, afair scheduling algorithm under single-rate transmission environment-
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Opti,mal Radi,o Channel Allocati,on for Single-Rate Transm'issi,on (ORCA-SRT)-

is proposed.

Chapter 5 extends the proposed ORCA-SRT to support multi-rate transmis-

sion environment. The modified algorithm is called Opti,mal Radi,o Chønnel

AII o cati,o n f or M ulti,- Rate Transrn is s,ion ( O R C A- M Rf ) .

In Chapter 6, the performance of transmission of a particular packet over a

multi-hop wireless network with an arbitrary number of hops is analyzed.

Chapter 7 studies the performance of a transmission of a batch of packets over

a two-hop wireless path.

Chapter 8 summarizes the main contributions of this dissertation, and discusses

few future research directions.

Notations and Operations

Definitions of main notations and operators in this dissertation are as follows. Regular

and boldface letters are used to represent scalar values and matrices, respectively.

Matrices e, 0, and I denote all-one, all-zero and identity matrices, respectively. The

notation [X]¿,¡ returns entry (i,, j) of the matrix X. The operation (æ,y) concatenates

matrix æ to the left of matrix gl.
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Chapter 2

Mathematical Background

2.L Homogerleous Markov Process

A homogeneous Markov process is a time-dependent stochastic pïocess, whose value

in the future depends on the value at present [18]. Mathematically, a stochastic

process, X(ú), is called a homogeneous Markov process if

P[x(to + úr) ( 
"lx(ú0) 

: rs,x(r),r e (oo, ú¡)]

: P[x(to + úr) ( rlx(ts) : ro],vú1 ) o, (2.1)

where PlAlBl is theprobability of event A conditioned on event B. Flom (Z.t), the

evolution of a Markov process depends only on its present value (at ú6), not its past

value- Equivalently, the present value of a Ma¡kov process captures all information

in the past, and is sufficient to determine the future value.

The value of that a Markov process assumes at any time is usually called a state.

A set of possible states for a particular Markov process can consist of finite or infinite
numbers of of states. A Markov process can also be classified into D'iscrete-Tzme

Marlcou Chain (DTMC) and Conti,nuous-T,ime Marlcou Chai,n PTMC).In a DTMC,
state changes occur only at a finite number of points in time domain. In a CTMC,
on the other hand, the changes can occur at any time. Throughout this dissertation,

only DTMCs whose evolution is in a set of finite states are considered.

2.t.L Transition Probability

In a discrete-time domain, we represent X(Ð bv the superscript or ¡(t), and define

transit'ion probabi.Ii,ty from state 'i to state j, p¿j, as well as Transi.t'ion Probabili,ty
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Matrir (TPM), P, as follows:

Poo Pot Po¡

Pto Ptt Pr¡

P: (2.3)

where 9l' is the set of possible states of the DTMC

Apart from a TPM, we usually represent states in a DTMC by a row vector. More

specifically, a state probability vector at time ú is denoted by

¡(t) : (XÁ') xÍ,) . ..) (2.4)

*1f_1)p : ¡ç(o)pt. e.5)

In a scalar from,

p¿¡ : PÍX@ : jlXþ-L) : àf ,i, j e ,% ,

x:" : Ð x['-"rl,
vieg

: Ð xlo)oÍ?,
vicg:

(2.2)

(2.6)

(2.7)

where f$) i. the probability that the process will move from state i to state j in t
steps. Equivalently, in a matrix form,

p(t):p(t')p(t-t') _pttpt-tt. (2.g)

In a scalar fot*, p$) can be calculated from a well-known Chaprnan-Kolmogorou

equation:

ol',) : D pÍ!ìpt 't. (2.e)
vkeg'

2.L.2 Basic Properties of a DTMC

Basic properties of a DTMC include
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o(p¿¡(1,

I. Po¡:7,

i, j e fl', (2.10)

(2.11)

(2.r2)

Yjeg

t
vieg

Pq)0.

Literally, (2.i0) is a general constraint for probability. Eq. (2.11) implies that
Markov process always stays in ,%. The state corresponding to the column which

violates (2.I2) is called an ephemeral state and can be removed from the process.

Fgr an ergodic DTMCl, there exists time-invariant steady state probability vector

(n: (nr,,tr2.¡.'. )), which can be calculated from (2.13) and (2.i4).

lt : rP, or equivalently

7r¡: Ðn,qo,, Vje%,
Váeg'

Te:1,

":(+F)

(2.13)

(2.r4)

where e is an all-one column vector,

2.2 Absorbing Markov Process

An absorbing Marlcou process is a special type of a non-ergodic Markov process which

finally stops at one of the absorbi.ng states [19]. Let the first rns states in the above

absorbing DTMC be absorbi,ng states and let states ms * 7, ,rns * 2, . .. , ms * M
be trans'ien¿ states. A general form of the corresponding TPM, P, is given by (2.15)

below

(2.15)

where the matrices Q and R a¡e called trans'ient and the absorbi,ng TPMs, respec-

tively. The probability that the DTMC is absorbed (or finished) at time t (f¿), the
1A DTMC is ergodic if all states are communicable, aperiodic, and positive recurrent.
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absorbing probability vector (/), and the expected time to absorption corresponding

to eaðh absorbing state (,8[ú]) can be calcuiated from (2.16)-(2.18) below [20]

fr

f
Eltl

(2.16)

(2.r7)

(2.18)

í oo, t:0,: 
\ oq'-t*, t2r,

: a(r - Q)-tR,
: d(r - Q)-2R,

f ,,:{":'.1_ 
ae,e,

a(I - Q)-'",

where a6 and a are the probability vectors representing that the DTMC starts at

the absorbing and transient states, respectively (i.e., ¡(o) : (c6, c)).
For a DTMC with single absorbing state, .¡[¿, f, and ,E[ú] in (2.16)-(2.18) be-

comes scalar values. In this case, the time to absorption follows Phase-Tgpe (PH)
distribution, and the above results can be simplified to

where F¿is Cumulatiue D'istributzon Funct'ion (cdf) of time to absorption.

tions of (2.19) and (2.20) are given in Appendix A.

(2.le)

(2.20)

The deriva-

2.3 Discrete Models for a 'Wireless Channel

A discrete channel models a wireless channel by dividing the entire range of SINR

into M non-overlapping intervals. Each interval corresponds to a 'channel state'

("1 e {7,2,... ,M)), which remains unchanged during one time slot (although the

SINR may vary within the corresponding interval) [21]-[23].

The evolution of the channel states can be either independent or correlated (in

case of fast and slow fading environment) in time domain. The channel state of a

time-independent channel can be modeled by a Random State Channel (RSC), while

that in a correlated channel can be modeled by a DTMC-based model (either Gi,Ibert-

Elli,ot Ch,annel (GEC) or Fini,te State Marlcou Channel (FSMC)).

When the channel state is rn, a maximum of r packets can be transmitted during

a time slot such that the average packet error probability is p!P. Although this

F,:

E[t] :

t:0,
t>7,
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dissertation assumes that r : ?n r other channel-to-rate mapping functions (e.g., those

in [23]) can be modeled in a similar manner. Hereafber, we will refer to higher channel

states with higher SINR which can accommodate higher transmission rates as good

or better channel states.

2.3.L Random State Channel (RSC)

The channel state distribution of an RSC is given by

ffl : r,vt, (2.21)

where ¡9)fø : lf|lr,* urd rn : Ínlr,^ are the probabilities that the channel

state is r¿ in time slot ú and at steady state, respectively. Since the wireless channel

is uncorrelated in time domain, the distribution is identical for all time slots.

2.3.2 Gilbert-Elliott Channel (GEC)

l2Ll and [25] proposed a Gi,Iber-t-Elliot Channel (GEC)or two-state Markov channel

model. In GEC, the channel is classified as bad, (b : 0) or good (g : 1) (i.e.,

"// e {0,1}), and is assumed to be constant over a time slot. The probabilities that
the channel in time slot ú is bad, and, sood, arc lfg)lr,r""a ltïl,,r, *h"r"

rY): r9;') .p. (2.22)

Channel states in GEC changes according to the transition probability matrix P
defined below

/ stut"

": I i
u 7-u

l-w u )

(2.23)

where u and ?r,r âxe the probabilities that the channel stays in bad and good states,

respe'ctively. Given that the packet error probabilities when the channel is in the b¿d

and, good, states ar" p$J arr¿ p[n),, respectively, the steady state packet error probability

(p",,) cun be calculated from (2.24) below

pYlG - u) + n$,g -.7Perr- 2-u-u) (2.24)
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Definition 2.1- CsauNEL srATE coRRELATIoN IN srATE i, (p{t')¡ is the probabi,ti,ty

of a channel to stay i,n the same state (i,) i,n the nert ti.me slot. tr

Definition 2.2 AvBnncE cHANNEL srATE coRRELATTow (p) 'is auerage ualue

p(i) talcen ouer all states.

In GEC, p(b) : u, p@) : ?r, and

w(I-u)+u(I-w)
(2.25)p: 2-u-tu

Larger values of p imply that the channel states are more correlated, while smaller

values signify a more independent channel. Note that, given the average packet

error rate p",,, f,he above transition probabilities (u and ta) can be obtained using

normalized Doppler frequency f¿r 126],where /¿ is the maximum Doppler shift given

by f¿ : T. f" (, is the velocity of the mobile, c is the light speed, .f" is the carrier

frequency), and r is the packet length. When /¿r is small, the fading process is more

correlated, while for higher values of f¿r, channel fading is more independent.

2.3.3 Finite State Markov Channel (FSMC)

In a typical wireless network, received SiNR fluctuates fairly widely. Increasing the

number of channel states in a Markov-based channel, each corresponding to a smaller

range of SINR, would presumably result in a more accurate channel model.

Each state in an FSMC represents a range of SINR. With the Fi,red Modulation and

Codi,ng (FMC), transmissions in different states result in different average packet error

probability. For a fixed average packet error probability corresponding to each state,

Adaptiue Modulati,on and Codi,ng (AMC)2 exploits channel variation, and adjusts the

modulation index as well as the strength of the error correcting codes accordingly

[21]-[23]. When the channel is in states which correspond to low SINR values, only

lower:rate transmission is possible. For example, by setting the SINR threshold in a
Rayleigh fading wireless channel to {6,10,14,18,27,24) dB, uncoded transmissions

2AMC has been adopted in systems such as SGPP [27], 3GPP2 [28], IEEE 802.16 [29], IEEE
802.11 [30] and HIPERLAN/2 [31].

of

E
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lasing M-ary Quadrature Ampli,tude Modulati,on (M-QAM)-based adaptive modulation

with the modulation index of {2,4,8,16,32,64} can stabilize the average Bi,t Enor
Rate (BER) of each channel state to 10-3 [32],[33]. Similar examples for a Nakagami,

fading channel can be found in [21],[23],[3a]. In this dissertation, we focus only on

the FSMC model with AMC.

A FSMC is represented by a DTMC in which transitions only between adjacent

states are allowed. A multi-rate transmission scenario, where M different transmission

rates are possible, can be modeled by an M-state FSMC. Each state in the Markov

chain corresponds to a certain range of SINR at which a particular transmission rate

results in constant probability of packet loss.

The approaches for estimating FSMC parameters depend on the underlying phys-

ical layer model. Again, FSMC parameter estimation examples for Rayleigh and

Nakagami fading channels were provided in [32] and [34], respectively. To free our

model from physical layer assumptions, we assume that all the stationary parameters

are available.

For multi-rate transmission scenarios, we assume ,// e {I(worst),2,. ",M(best)}.
The average channel state correlation (p € [0,1]) defined in DnrrNlrroN 2.2 can be

calculated as follows:

MM
p:Ðp(o) .no:T.p¿¿.r¿,

i=l i:l
(2.26)

where p,;¡ is the transition probability from state i to j and n¿ is the steady state

probability that the channel is in state i.

Observation 2.L (Natune oF FSMC): In an FSMC, i,f all the steady state probabil-

i,ties (tr¿,V¿) are specifi,ed, the ualues of pQ) 
"onnot 

be arbi,trari,Iy chosen for all aalues

or i.

PRoor': A TPM P ,in an FSMC zs tridi,agonal. Therefore, th,e number of aariables

in P is 3M - 2, where M i,s the dimension of th.e matrir. The necessary equali,ty

condi,ti,ons for a DTMC,includ,e (2.11) and (2.13). Si,nce (2.11) and (p 13),include

M and M -I li,nearly i.ndependent equat'ions, total number of equati,ons wi,ll be 3M-1,

i.f aU p@ : pä,i: {1,. .' ,M} are speci,fied,. In thi,s case, the number of equati,ons is
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greo,ter than the number of unlcnown uariables, and the soluti,on to thi,s li,near system

does not erist. r

Therefore, we fix p (instead of pØ¡, and calculate the TPM P by using the fol-

lowing algorithm:

o Step 1: Set k :0 and p&): p.

o Step 2: Find the solution (p¿¡,Yi, j) of

M

rnins<e,rç1t n¿. (p¿¿ - p@)2 Q.2T)
i=I

subject to (2.11) and (2.13).

o Step 3: Evaluate

M

P(k+l):Ð4',oo'
i:t

o Step 4: Terminate if lp1¿a1¡ - pl is sufficiently small. Otherwise, set k : k * 1,

change the value of p(r+r), and go back to step 2.

With the above algorithm, \Me can choose any value of p, and all values of p(l) *111

be very close to the average value.

At steady state, fj)) : zr, v/here Ú, is the time slot at which the FSMC reaches the

steady state. Due to the limiting behavior of an ergodic DTMC, lg;*') : T .PT :
T,T ) 1. In other vrords, fj) wittbe time-invariant if we start observing the channel

from the point at steady state (i.e., fy) :ur), or if we observe the long-term behavior

of the channel in the case that f9) *:r. Under these situations, the wireless channel

can simply be represented by an RSC, where l|t : n,Vt.
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Chapter 3

C hannel- Q uality- B ased

Opportunistic Scheduling

In a multi-user cellular wireless network, limited available radio resources must be

allocated among all mobiles in the most effective manner. Opportunistic scheduling

is a scheduling algorithm which exploits the time-varying nature of a wireless chan-

nel. A class of opportunistic scheduling which allows only one-by-one transmission

rather than simultaneous transmissions can provide high average network through-

put in a wireless network by exploiting the gain due to multi-user diversity [6], which

depends on the asynchronous channel variations among mobile users. This type of

opportunistic scheduling was shown to maximize network capacity when the network

is not limited by available rate set and/or transmission por¡/er [e5]. However, when

the available rate set is finite andf or the transmission power is limited, multiple si-

multaneous transmissions (e.g., in a CDMA system) may maximize the capacity (i.e.,

fro*? fill effici,ency [36]).

That the opportunistic scheduling can maximize a wireless system performance

stochastically even under certain resource allocation fairness constraint, was proven

in [37] using the notion of 'utility'. Simulation-based forward link data throughput

performance in the Qualcomm Code Di,ui,si,on Multi,ple Access wi,th Hi,gh Data Rate

(CDMA-HD.R) system [5], which uses an opportunistic scheduling scheme based on

the Proporü,onal Fazrness (PF)criterion, was presented in [38]. The PF algorithm

was designed to sha¡e the wireless channel resources fairly as well as to maximize

channel throughput for best-effort data services. Scheduling mechanisms such as

erponenti,al (EXP) r"ule 139] and mod,'ifi,ed largest wei.ghted delay first (M-LWDF) l40J

were proposed for quality of service (QoS)-sensitive data service. While most of the
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v/ork on opportunistic scheduling aimed at enhancing the scheduling algorithm in

different ways [4f]-[4a] (and the references therein), little attention has been paid

on modeling and analyzing the basic scheduling mechanism under different channel

dynamics and its impact on overall radio link level performance.

Again, to effectively utilize the scarce radio bandwidth, Adapti.ue Modulat'ion and

Codi.ng (AMC)can be used to adjust the modulation index as well as the strength of

the error correcting codes according to the current value of SINR at the receiver [21]-

[23]. Since in general, AMC is not designed for absolute integrity, reliability can be

provided at the radio link level by using ARQ-based error control mechanism which

invokes a retransmission procedure in case of transmission failure.

In practice, choices of AMC adjustment correspond to a set of non-continuous

transmission rates. In most AMC implementations, the wireless channel is modeled

by an FSMC defined in Section 2.3.3. For each interval, an AMC is selected to satisfy

the target average packet error probability constraint. For a single user system (i.e.,

without scheduting), the effects of traffic source on AMC-based system parameters

werestudiedin [22] and [23]. Theeffectsof differentARQpoliciesonradiolinklevel

buffer management were investigated in [21] and [a5] considering FSMC and GEC

models, respectively. However, the problem of scheduling was not addressed in these

works.

This chapter presents a novel analytical framework to evaluate radio link level per-

formance. The framework incorporates channel-quality-based opportunistic schedul-

ing mechanism (and also round-robin scheduling), ARQ-based error recovery, and

multi-rate transmission under both correlated and time-independent wireless chan-

nels. We determine the probabi,lity mass function (pmf) of performance metrics in-

cluding system and per-mobile throughput, inter-access delay, inter-success delay,

and connection reset delay. We present simulation results which validate the numeri-

cal results obtained from the analybical model. We investigate impacts of system and

channel parameters on the different radio link level performance mea.sures thoroughly.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 provides a summaxy

of the system model and the underlying assumptions. The analytical framework is

presented in Section 3.2-3.4. The numerical and the simulation results as well as their

useful implications are presented in Section 3.5. Finally, chapter summary is given in
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Section 3.6.

3.1 System Model and Assumptions

3.1.1- System Description

Consider transmission in a cellular wireless network with a fixed size time slot. With
a channel-quality-based opportunistic scheduling principle, the base station trans-

mits/receives data to/from a mobile perceiving the best channel condition. We as-

sume perfect channel state information at the base station, which might be achieved

by a training-based channel estimation [a6]. We also assume a continuously back-

Iogged data flow corresponding to each mobile.

3.L.2 'Wireless Channel Models

In this chapter, we consider both RSC and FSMC models defined in chapter 2. In
presence of n mobiles, we study three following cases:

o Case f ØU-RSq: Channel state for each mobile varies according to zr,

o Case \I (AU-FSMQ: Channel state for each mobile follows the FSMC model.

For these mobiles, we specify zr as well as p, and use algorithms in Section 2.3.3

to calculate the TPM.

o Case III (FSMC-RSQ: Channel states f.or n, and n¡ mobiles follow the RSC

and the FSMC model, respectively.

3.1.3 Opportunistic Scheduling Policy and Automatic Re-

peat reQuest (ARQ) Mechanism

In each time slot, there could be k eligible mobiles whose channel states are the

best among those of all n mobiles. Since l"r¡e a;re considering a TDMA-based system,

a channel access opportuni,ty is given to only one eligible mobile. Among all eligible

mobiles, the base station randomly selects one of them for transmission in the current

time slot. Therefore, the transmission probability for each mobile in the eligible set

is tlk.
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To combat error probability inherent with each channel state, ARQ-based error

recovery with limited persistence is employed to retransmit erroneous packets. For

each mobile, a retransmission counter is maintained to keep track of the number

of time slots in which all the transmissions have failed. When all the transmitted

packets during a time slot are lost, the retransmission counter is incremented, and

when the counter exceeds a certain limit K, the corresponding connection is reset.

The counter is reset to zero when the connection is initiated or reset or when at

least one of the transmitted packets is received successfully. By adopting this ARQ

mechanism, a connection tends to be reset only when the mobile is turned off or

experiences extremely bad channel condition. In both the cases, data packets in the

buffer are subject to extremely long delay and might be discarded during a connection

reset processl.

g.t.+ Analytical Methodology

We analyze the performance of an opportunistic scheduling under the three above

channel assumptions: All-RSC, AU-FSMC, and FSMC-RSC. For each case, we divide

the analysis into two pa,rts. The first part assumes error-free wireless channels, and

derives statistics for the following performance parameters:

Definition 3.1 SvsrpM TuRoucHpur (%ss) i,s th,e number of pacleets successfully

transm'itted, during a ti,me slot. !

Definition 3.2 llnpn-Access DplRv (Ø""") i,s the number of ti,me slots between

two channel access opportuni,ti,es correspondi,ng to the same mobile. tr

Definition 3.3 Pen-MoBILE TsRoucupvr (.y*"a) i,s the number of packets suc-

cessfully transrn'itted, to/frorn ø part'iculør rnobi,Ie per ti,me slot. ¡

In the second part, we introduce non-zero packet error probability to the wireless

channel, and use an ARQ mechanism for error recovery at the radio link level. In such

a case) at least one packet might be successfully transmitted (sc), or the connection

will be reset (rsú) after some time due to limited persistence of the ARQ mechanism.

rA similar approach is used in IEEE 802.11 [31], where the buffer is flushed after seven transmis-

sion failures.
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For a particular mobile, r#e measure the conditional delay to the occurrence of either

sc or rst as follows:

Definition 3.4 INrpn-Succpss Dørev (Ø"") 'is the nurnber of ti,me slots between

the po'ints where the retransmi,ss'i,on counteris zero and the poi,nt where at leøst one

paclcet'is successfully transmi,tted, g'iuen that sc w'iII occur before rst. tr

Definition 3.5 CoNNpcrIoN Rnspr Dpl.ly (Ø,*) i.s the number of tirne slots

between the poi,nts wl¿ere the retransm'iss'ion counteris zero and the poi,nt wltere the

connect'ion 'is reset, gi,aen that rst wi,ll occur before sc. tr

3.2 Mathematical Model for Case I: All-RSC

in this section, we assume that channel states of all mobiles are independent and

identically distributed (i.i.d.) and are modeled by an RSC model. The results for

non-identical channels can also be obtained by the modification suggested in Appendix

B.

Proposition 3.1 For Case l, each mobi,Ie i,s scheduled for transmi,ss'ion at rate m

i.n time slot t witlt, probabi,ti,ty pÍ? @) Q,n (3.1)), where F* : ÐLtr¿.

pÍ?@): (F^)" - (F^-)"
(3.1)

PRoor': see Appendi,r B. r

When identical to each other, each mobile has the same channel access probability

ÐX:rpÍ?@) : I/n. Therefore, the probability that a mobile is not scheduled for

transmission is 1 - |ln. Since the evolution of an RSC is a memoryless process,

pÍ!)@): pt (m),Vú (i.e., time-invariant).

3.2.L Error-Fþee'Wireless Channel
'We 

assume that p9) : 0 (Vrn) and derive statistics for 1"0", Øou, attd.7^o6.

Theorem 3.L For Case I, the pmf of system tltroughput can be calculated, frorn

h"o"(m). The joi,nt pmf that a part'icular mobi.Ie acqu'ires channel access at ti,me slot
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d, and perceiues channel state m i,n th,at ti,me slot can be calculated from f ¡¡,e"..(m, d,) ,

where

Í-r,,"(*) : (F*)' - (F^-r)* , r,r'/,e"""(m,a¡: 
rr","a")#- 1Y-), 

(3.2)

and n i,s the total number of mobi,les. tr

PRoop: The probabi,Ii,ty that the best channel state among all mobi,Ies (and therefore

system throughput) 'is m can be calculated from (3.3) below

fr"o"(*) : Pr{(=i t,tl!Ð : ^) k (t¿tl') . rn + l,vi)}
: (t - tr - ¡9)@t^Ð) (ryrù) ,

where t//!') t the channel state of mobi,le i, i.n ti,me slot t, ¡p, @lm) : ¡9) @) I e9) f*l
and Fpr@) : Ð7rf9r(ù. The probability f¡¡,e"."(*,d) that the mobi,Ie,is not

selected for f,rst d - 7 ti,me slots and, 'is selected 'in ti,me slot d can be calculated

i,n (3.1), where pÍ? : Dr^pÍ? @) and, ell @) can be calculated, usi,ns (3. 1).

(3.3)

(3.4)

T

rzt,ø"..(*, ù : pÍ? (^l ä (t - ef?)
t:L

Corollary 3,L Tlte statisti,cs of system throughput ('yrur), 'inter-access d,elay (Øo""),

and per-mobi,le throughput ('y^ot) for C.ase I can be calculated from (3.5), where El.)

'is an erpectation function.

M_L

Elt,uì- M -\{rà",
¡n=L
(' 

- \)d-rfø"."(d):::-f-,

ElØo."): n,

El.y*"u): #4. (3.5)

PRoor': see Appendir C. r

When identical to each other, each mobile has to wait for n time slots for another

channel access opportunity, which leads to a harmonic reduction (i.e., at the rate of

lln) in per-mobile throughput.
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3.2.2 Error-Prone Wireless Channel and ARQ Mechanism

For non-zero packet error probabtlitv @9P : perr¡Vrn), the pml U.ygæ(s)) and the

expected vafue (E[1"fii]) of system throughput can be calculated from (3.6).

M

f*æ(s) : Ðeþlù' fr","(*),
n=l
M

nW"ål : tr fts6b),
s:1

p(slm) : (i) (r - p",,)" . (p",,)*-"

We model the opportunistic scheduling with ARQ by an absorbingDTM} g'þ).

At time slot ú, !{'(Ð e {tr,rst,sc} (Figure 3.1) represents transmitting (úr), connec-

tion reset (rsú), or successful transmission states (sc). The states tr and sc are divided

into sub-states úr¿ and sc¡ representing the retransmission counter (i e {0, . . . 
, /(})

and the number of successfully received packets (f e {1,..' ,M}). We set all the

sub-states tr¿(Vi,) to be transient states and all other states to be absorbing states. In

effect, there are M +7 absorbing states: rsú and sc, (s € {1,... ,M}) corresponding

to connection reset and successful transmission of s packets, respectively.

(3.6)

Do not
transmit

Transñìssion,-* Ifailure\ 
:

Donot \ ¡

ì\
\) Successlul

transmiss¡on

Figure 3.L. A DTMC representing retransm,iss,ion process /or Case I with AR].

The above process always starts with the retransmission counter set to zero in the

sub-state úø6, which implies three possibilities: connection initiation, connection reset,

and successful transmission. At each transition (time slot), the mobile is granted and

not granted a channel access with probabilities If n and 7 - lf n, respectively. The
process finishes in state sc, with probability g" : fqçg(s)/n, where the mobile acquires
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a channel access (with probabíli|y I ln) and s data packets are successfully transmitted

(with probability /r5,3(s)). With probability qs, the mobiie acquires achannel access

but no packet is successfully transmitted. In this case, the retransmission counter will

be incremented. If the transmission fails when J{'(t) :trK, the process will flnish in

state rsú where the connection is reset. Since the process always starts from ú16, we

set the initial probability vector to (1,0) and obtain the TPM (W) * given by (3.7),

where Q¿i : lo"þ¡ and a¿¡ : lrl7.

w:

Q¿j :

a¿j : (3.7)

Since O is digaonal dominant, a closed-form solution can also be obtained from

Tnnoepl,t 3.2 below.

Theorem 3.2 The probabili,tg that the DTMC process representi,ng CaseI with ARQ

'is absorbed to state sc" at ti,me sLot d U9 ,q(s , d)) , the absorbr,ng probabi,Ii,ty to state sc,

(fs(s)), and the erpected tzme to absorptzon to state sc" (ElØ;s)) can be calculated

by usins (s.8)-(3.10).

(';') (?)d-I(-7 (qo)rr+1,s: o,

n"Ð!,\' (1-l ) f +l o-t (no)t-', s 2 7.

f^,sfi(o)t{*', s : o,

r,t¡rl) (+##) , szr

/t o\
\., a)'
( r-;',vi: j,

{ no, j:i.+l,i:{1,...,K},
I o, otheruise,

( qnr, i: {2,"' ,M + 1},vi,

{ no, (i, j) : (K + 1, t),

I o, otherw'ise.

f -v,ø(t, d) :

fy?) :

E[Ø; s] :

(3.8)

(3.e)

n(K + 1)./"s;t(0)K+r, s:0,
(1 - /rrur(0)o*'(2+ K - (tf + r)/.,rr,(o))) (3.10)

/ nf-"..(s) \., ..,rsv¡._, 
), s2I.

\ (t-"f.,E;5 (o))'? 
7

tr
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PRoor': See Appendi,r E. r

Corollary 3.2 For Case I with ARQ, the connection reset (p,,¿) and, successful

transm'iss'ion probabi,li,ty (p*) can be calculated frorn (3.11) and (3.12), respecti.uely.

AIso, the condi,ti,onal pmf and the erpected ualues of connect'ion reset and successful

transrn'iss'ion delay can be calculated, from (3.13)-(3.16), respecti,uely.

: fv@): lrE$(o)K*'

fø,"r(d) :

ElØ,"t) :

L - Prrt'

f"q,ø(o,d):
Prst

(n - 1¡a-x-t

Prst

Psc

(3.11)

(3.i2)

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3. 16)

nd,
(';')

K +r).

Pnoor': Eqs. (3.11)-(3 16) can be obtai,ned si.mply by applyi.ng total probability the-

orem.and Bayes'theorem to (3.8)-(3.10). r

Having obtained results f.or Case d we now discuss some insightful implications. First,

knowing that either rsú or sc will occur, we define TL¡s¿ ã,Ld nsc as the number of access

opportunities until the occurrence of rsú and sc, respectively. Again, for rst to occur,

the transmission must fail for K + 1 consecutive access opportunities. In other words,

ElØ".1
n 

---''"" - ElØo""f -

nrst: "#A: K +1.

1 - fÉ$(o)K+t(2 + K - (K + Ðhsffi(0))
(1- /røE(0)¡r+1) . (1 - /.,ru(0)) '

(3.17)

Similarly,

(3.18)

where the expected inter-access delay (ElØ"""]: n) can be calculated from (3.5).

Secondly, from (3.10)-(3.i8), 'ù/e can obtain unconditional expected delay (ElØ¡¿"))

and number of access opportunities (n¡r,) until the process finishes (either in rsú or
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sc) by using the total probabi,l'ity theorem as follows:

EID¡nl :
M

lø¡o;'1
s:0

t-

n l(x + 1)ñsrr(o)K+, +
L

(Ët"r,,",)

(3.le)

(3.20)

Flom (3.19) we can obtain ElØ"""] : n by setting K in (3.19) to zero (i.e., no

retransmission).

Thirdly, conditioned on the occurrence of sc, the per-mobile throughput, which

is the number of packets successfully transmitted by a mobile per unit time, can be

calculated as follows:

EltTÍ,a1: (3.21)

We can also calculate two more useful metrics: the number of successfully trans-

mitted packets before connection reset and the delay until the connection is reset.

Let a transm'ission cyclebe an interval between the occurrence of either rst or sc and

the next occurrence of either rst or sc. Let % e {sc,rsú} be the state at the end of

transmission cycle i. Then, the probability that the process will be in state rsú for the

first time at the end of i cycle is p!;1(1 -pr"), and the corresponding expected number

of cycles is Elksl : 7l G - P".) . Also, the average number of successfully transmitted

packets in each access opportunity is E[1fi!]. Therefore, the number of successfully

transrnitted packets before connection reset and the delay until the connection is re-

set can be calculated from nW"Å}. Elksl : n\"åill(L - p,") and ElØ,"]' Elksl --
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ElØ,"]l 0 - p,"), respectively. F\rrthermore, the expected per-mobile throughput un-

til the connection is reset can be calculated ftom (Ðfu"fii] . ølkrD l(ElØ,"1 ' ølksl)
which is E[1ff"r] in (3.21). Therefore, EWü.rl represents both the number of packets

successfully transmitted by a mobile per unit time and the average number of packets

transmitted by a mobile until the connection is reset.

3.3 Mathematical Model for Case II: AII-FSMC

In this section, v/e assume that channel states of all r¿ mobiles follow the FSMC model.

Denoted AV fj\ and P¿ are the initial probability vector and TPM representing the

channel of mobile z. When the initial state is *0, ff) : €m¿t where e^o is a row

vector whose mf;h entry is one and all other entries are zero.

3.3.1- Error-Fþee Wireless Channel

Again, we start the analysis with perr :0 and later extend the results for the case

with non-zero packet error probability and with ARQ. In the absence of transmission

error, the process consists of two steps: channel variation and scheduling. Since

the channel model in this case exhibits time correlation, the events corresponding to

each mobile (i.e., granted channel access or not) in two successive time slots are not

independent. Therefore, the joint pmf l¡t,Ø,..(^,d) cannot be factored as in (3.4).

We use an n-dimensional DTMC "6ft) : ØlÍÐ Z4Ð . . . "//Ít)) 
to keep track of

channel states of all n mobiles, where á!') , {1, . . . 
, M} is the channel state of

mobile i at time slot ú. Correspondingly, the channel state probability vector in time

slot t and TPM of all n mobiles can be calculated from fY) : f!)r,Ø...ø ¡l)^ aø
P : Pr A . . . A P,, respectively, where I denotes the Kronecker product.

Due to the Kronecker product, the resulting states in the DTMC are a.rranged

such that "//Ð increases in the reverse order of i. For example, with n : 3 and

M :2, "6(t) ç {(111), (712),(121), (122),(211),.'- ,(222)}. Hereafter, we will refer

to each entry in the matrices involving the FSMC process, by using an n-digit label

rr¿: rmtrnz...rnn) where the ith digit is the channel state of mobile z.

Having obtained the model for channel variation, r¡/e now incorporate the schedul-

ing mechanism into the model. Due to time-correlation, we model the transmission
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process by using an absorbìng DTMC (g'al,-r//(Ð), where g(t) ç {wait,úz} and

¡l(t) represent the transmission state of the mobile 1 and channel variation of all

mobiles, respectively2. In the following analysis, we drop 'á(t) inheúted in each 9{(t)

for the sake of explanation. At time slot ú, g(t) -- wai't and g'(t) : úr imply that

the mobile is waiting for and is glanted a channel access opportunity, respectively.

Let G and G' be diagonal matrices with the same dimension as P. Conditioned

on the channel states *: (*r'..rnn), the diagonai entries (g(*) and g'(rn)) of

G and G' represent the probabilities that mobile 1 will be and will not be granted

channel access opportunit¡ respectively, and catt be calculated from

(0.
g(rn) : { ,

l;;¿¿-(,",)'
g'(rn) I - g(rn),

:?> 1'.lrL¿> TrL1,

rn¿ { rn¡Yi,
(3.22)

(3.23)

where the multiplicity of À in rn (mult,-(À)) is the number of digits in rn which are

equal to À. If mobile 1 is not eligible3, it will not obtain a channel access. if the

mobile 1 is eligible, on the other hand, it will and will not acquire channel access with

probability g(rn) :7fmult,*(mr) and 7 - g(*), respectively, where mult,n(m1) ís

the number of eligible mobiles. Given fj)r') ,the probability that mobile 1 will be

and will not be scheduled for transmission at time slot ú, is given Ay ¡j);I)Ve ana

l.:r; 
t) P G', respectively.

We assume that mobile 1 acquires a channel access at time slot 0, ,"""¡ ff(o) :
wai,t, and set every state with g'(t) : úr as the absorbing state. Therefore, the TPM

W for the (%'(t),¿ø(t)) process can be expressed by (3.24) below

(3.24)

Sínce (fl'(t),"V¡(ù¡ always starts from 9ü'(0) : wo,'itt the initial probability vector is

/t o\ (pe' PG*:[, nJ:I o I )

f9)
2without loss of generality, we calculate statistics of mobile 1 in presence of n - 1 mobiles.
3In a time slot, the channel state of an eligible mobile is the best among those of all mobiles
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Theorem 3.3 For Case II wi,thout ARQ, i,f mobile f is granted a channel access

opportuni,ty at ti,me slot 0,

o the probabi,Ii,ty that mobi,le 1 will be granted the nert opportuni,ty at ti,me slot d

and perce'iue channel state m 'is

f"r'l,eo""(m,d,lry)) : I (r9)ao-'.), (3.25)
Ym1:¡n

o the probabi,Iity that mobi,le 1 wi,il perceiae channel state m 'in the nert access

opportuni,ty i,s

Ío,(*69)) : t (t9)rt- o)-'-) , (3.26)
Yn1=p

o the erpected, i,nter-access d,elay cond,i,ti,oned, o" ¡f) *

ElØ"..| Í9À : rø(r- 0)-'", (3.27)

where e 'is an all-one column uector. D

PRoop: Si,nce the ti,me to absorpti,on of thi,s DTMC i,s equi,ualent to the number of

ti,me slots mobile t has to wai,t for its nert channel o,ccess opportun'ity, (3.25)-(3.27)

can be obtained from (2.16)-(2.18). The absorb,ing state space for the aboue DTMC
cons'ists of seueral channel states. Therefore, th,e possi,bi,Ii,ti,es attributed to all the

states are'incorporated through the summati,on. r

Corollary 3.3 For Case II,

M_T

E[t,',]: M-Ð(F*)".

EtØ"*lfy)l : t9tt- o)-''.
EÍl^"u]: M

PRoop: Si,nce the throughput i,s defined at tlze steady state, the result,is the same as

i.n (3.5). The result for ElD"""l¡f)l ¡ottors d,i,rectly fromTuøonøv 3.3. r

(3.28)
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3.3.2 Error-Prone 'Wireless Channel and ARQ Mechanism

We use an approach similar to that in Section 3.2.2to model Case lIwith ARQ. Again,

when channel state is rn, s packets will be successfully transmitted with probability

p(slm) in (3.6). We define the two following matrices (Q and Q') which will be

used to model Case II with ARQ. Matrix Q maps channel states during an access

opportunity to the number of successfully transmitted packets. The entry in row ?n

and column s of Q are submatrices p(slrn) .e, where e is an all-one column vector

with size Mn-|. Matrix Q' is a diagonal matrix whose mth entry is p(0lnz) . I, where

I is an identity matrix with size Mn-r.
By allowing only K consecutive transmission opportunities without any successful

packet deliver¡ the TPM (W) for Case II with ARQ is formulated as (3.29) below

/n-\W:l I

\ o | )'
I ""' ,i: j,
I

dl¿j : 
1""Q' ,j:,i*I,i:{7,...,K},
[ 0 ,otherwise,

I [0, pcel ,i : {r,. . . 
, K},

U)¿l 1t-'--ar '. ::' -'--t' (3'29)
t PG[qo, Q] ,i : K * r,

where fl¿¡ and u¿1 àre the sub-matrices in row i and column j of O and c.r, and

qo : Q''e'
Compared to that in Section 3.3.1, the model in this section divides a channel

access state (úz) based on the transmission result. The probability that no packet is

transmitted successfully and that the ARQ increments the retransmission counter is

PGQ'. If the transmission fails when the counter is K, the process will finish with
probability PGqo. On the other hand, the process will finish with s successfully

transmitted packets with probability located in column s of PGQ.

The above process always starts with retransmission counter set to zero and fi.n-

ishes when at least one packet is successfully transmitted or when the counter exceeds

K. Therefore, v/e set the initial probability vector to fffl),0). The row vector 0 ap-

pended tu f .9)represents that the process must start with the retransmission counter

set tò zero. Connection reset and inter-success delay correspond to the time that
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the process requires to be absorbed to a state with zero and at least one successfully

transmitted packet, respectively. We observe that W has the same form as in (3.24).

Therefore, the results in this case a;re the same as in Theorem 3.3. By replacing the

above results into CoRoLLARy 3.2, \Me can obtain the performance results in terms

of Ø"" and Ørrt.

3.4 Mathematical Model for Case III: FSMC-RSC

In this section, we assume that channel states for n¡ and. n, mobiles follow the FSMC

and RSC models, respectivelya. Again, the channel states of mobile i are characterized

by steady state probability vector ?r¿ and by TPM P¿ a.s well as initial probability

vector fY) i" case of RSC and FSMC, respectively. Since an RSC model is equivalent

to an FSMC when ff): ?r¿ (see discussion in Section 2.3.3), the performance results

in this section can be obtained by using the model in Section 3.3 and setting f9) .f
mobiles with RSC to r¿.

In general, the worst case complexity is O(kt), where k is the size of O. With this

solution, the size of O is M" and is (K + 7) . M^ for the scena¡ios with and without

ARQ, respectively. To reduce the complexit¡ we reduce the size of Í^| to M"r and

(/f + i) . Mnr ír each corresponding case. We also obtain the model for special

case with nl: I andn,: n- l where the size of O becomes M and (K +t)M,
respectively.

For Case III, we only need to keep track of channel states of mobiles with FSMC.

Therefore, "6@ in Section 3.3 reduces to (t/lt') Zl,?l Correspondingly, ff) :
f2Ø "' Ø f9¿, and P : Pr 8 "' 8P'¡. Entries g(rn) and, g'(Tn)in G and G' a¡e

also modified to

=i>1;'trL¿)1n1,
m¿ { mlvi,

g(rr-) :

g'(rn):

(3.30)

(3.31)

where F*,-r is the probability that channel state of a mobile in RSC will be less than

(¡-r )ß(F-r-r)"-k
Ic{multa(m1) ,

4Case III converges to Case Iwhennl:0 andnr: nandto Case Ilwhen tuJ:n and n":6.
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rnr. The derivation of (3.30) is given in Appendix B. The performance results after

this point can be derived in the same \ilay as in Section 3.3.

For the cases with ÍLr : TL - 1 and TL,:7, we only keep track of the channel state

of mobile 1. In Appendix B, we show thar g(m): '"**!' .We set P to P1, and set

the (m,s) and (*,*) entries of Q and Q' to p(slm) and p(0lrn), respectively. After

these basic matrices are obtained, we use the same methodology as for the AII-FSMC

case to obtain the relevant results.

3.5 Performance Evaluation

3.5.1 Numerical and Simulation Settings

For the different mobiles in a cell, we assume M-state i.i.d. wireless channels with

each state being equally likely, and denote a steady àtate probability vector for each

mobile by zr. We first set perr :0 and vary the number of mobiles (n) and the number

of channel states (M) to study fr"u"(*), El'y"r,l, and El1*o6) in Case I and Case II.

In the former case, the expected inter-access delay (E[Ø"""]) is always equal to the

number of mobiles. For the latter case, we show numerical results only for nl : I
and n, : TL - 1 (the special case in Section 3.4). The results for more general cases

can be generated from our framework as well.

For n : 2, we study the effect of average channel correlation (p in DnFtltITIoN

2.2) and initial channel state on Øo"" for the mobile with FSMC. When the initial

state of the mobile is i, the initial probability vector is set to e¿ whose i¿h entry is 1

and all other entries are 0. We then investigate the impact of n and M on ElØ"".1e¿].

Again, fr"u"(^), El',rrrrl, and El1^o6l are long-term performance metrics and are the

same as those in Case I.

Next, we introduce non-zero pg) : p",r,Vffi, and show the results for expected

inter-success delay (ElØ""1) and connection reset probability (p,,r) * a function of

p",, aîd maximum number of retransmissions (K). The results f.or p"" are comple-

mentary to those for p,,¿ (".g., p"" - 1-p,"t). Flom (3.13), ElØ,*l always equals to

sThis particular case could be useful to estimate the statistics at the mobile, which is aware only

of its own state. The next best assumption is to use ø as the initial probabilities or to use RSC

model for all other (" - L) mobiles.
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n(K + 1). System throughput and per-mobile throughput are expected to decrease

monotonically with increasing p"r, ar'd decreasing K. Based on the results of p,"t, p".,

ElØ,,t1, ElØ,"1, and EfØo""](: r), t¡¡e can verify the formulation of T1,1.új nsc, nÍin,

and ElØ¡nl in (3.t7)-(3.20). These results as well as those in Case II canbe obtained

from our framework easily and are omitted for brevity.

We also compaxe the performance results for an opportunistic scheduler (shown

with legend 'OPP') to those for a round-robin scheduier (shown with legend 'RR'),

where all the mobiles a,re scheduled in sequence regardless of their channel states. Due

to the deterministic nature of the round-robin scheduling, fr"r"(*) : Ttnt El.yro"l :
Do**.r^, ElØoul : E[Ø"*le¿) : n, fr6þ): Dv- r*.p(slm), and the results

for p,"¡, pr., ElØ,rtf, and ElØr"l can be obtained from ConoLLARy 3.2.

3.5.2 Simulation Methodology

We validate our analytical results by means of simulations using MATLAB. We collect

data samples over 104 time slots and find their averages for each performance metric.

A sample for Ehrsr] is the transmission rate for the selected mobile in each time slot.

A sample for E[Øo""] is the interval between two consecutive slots where the same

mobile is selected. These samples are classified based on their initial states and are

used to calculate ElØ"*le¿]. With non-zero per, a sample for ElØ,") is the number

of time slots from a connection reset or initiation (rsú) or a transmission success (sc)

to the next sc event. Again, the statistics for the number of time slots from an rsú

or an sc event to the next sc event is identical to those between two consecutive sc

events because they both sta¡t with the retransmission counter set to zero.

3.5.3 AMC without ARQ: Results and Discussions

3.5.3.1" AII-RSC

Figures 3.2-3.3 plot the expected values of system throughput (E[%r"]) and per-

mobile throughput (Ell*"aD as functions of the number of channel states (M) and the

number of mobiles (n). In both the ûgures, the simulation results (shown with legend

'Sim') follow the numerical results very closely. As expected, in case of an equally

iikely wireless channel, increasing M increases El",l,s,l and El1^o61. In Appendix D,
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Figure 3.2. Erpected system throughput i,n Case I wi'thout ARQ.

we also prove the this statement is also true for any equally likely channel with a

channel-to-rate mapping which is an increasing function in rn.

Increasing the number of mobiles leads to increased Ell"o,) due to the multi-user

diversity gain. When n : !, the pmf of. system throughput f^,"r"(*) : ?rm (Figure 3.4)

and El1^o6) : El"Y"o"]opp : El'Y,y"Jan (Fignte 3.3), where E['Y"r"]r*: Ðv*n'L'nrn
is the average system throughput under round-robin scheduling, which is 2, 3, and 4

for M : 3, 5, and 7, respectively. For r¿ ) 1, fr"u"(*) is shifted from 'r towards the

best state and E[t sr]opp ] El1ro,]on. Despite increasing diversity gain, admitting

more mobiles into the system always results in reduction in per-mobile throughput

as can be observed in Figure 3.3. To prove this statement, let differentiate (3.5),

ft)

l.U

=o-
-co)
:fo
L

-c
E
o)
.n

ar,

'ìo
q)

C)
(l)
o-x
lU

19

*ur^"ul : i(r-r-' (#-')) M_Ô.

Since þ - i < 0 with the equality when n : 1, &,ÙÍl^oa] ( 0, and the per-mobile

throughput is a decreasing function of n.
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Figure 3.3. Erpected per-mobi.le throughput'in C.ase I wi.thout ARQ.

3.5.3.2 FSMC-RSC

Figure 3.5 plots the expected inter-access delay (ElØ"".1e¿]) as a function of initial

channel state (z) and average channel correlation (p) for flr : I and n¡ : 1. As a

comparison, we also draw the delay (: 2 time slots) for fhe AII-RSC case with n:2.
Again, this line acts as long-term inter-access delay for Case IL

FYom Figure 3.5, we observe that the inter-access delay for the mobile with FSMC

depends strongly on the initial channel state. When the initial state is goodfbad,

the mobile will experience shorter/longer inter-access delay (ElØ"*l.ol). Note that,

the initial state i in E[Øo""lel] refers to the state (?) when the mobile last acquired

the channel access. At steady state, the state i is distributed according to /""u"(i).
Flom these statistics, we can calculate long-term (or steady state) inter-access delay

by using the total probabi,Ii,ty theorem; ElØ""") : DY, f.r"o"(i) . ElØ"*le¿l (which is

equal to 2 time slots in Figure 3.5). FYom Figure 3.4, we observe that the probability

that a mobile withbad (initial) state (e.g., 1) acquires a channel access (.fr","(¿)) i.
rather small. In such a case, it is more likely that the mobile will have to wait for a

Iong period of time before it is granted another channel access (Figure 3.5).
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for M :7 (cont'i,nuous plots are used, for better readabi,li,ty).

The delay variations due to initial state is augmented with increasing p, since the

mobile is more likely to stay in the same state. We can observe in Figure 3.5 that the

range of the delay with p : 0.8 is larger than that with p: 0.3.

In Figure 3.6, we set p : 0.5 and ït, : !, and plot ElØ"""1e¿] as a function

of. n. We also plot long-term delay (: n time slots) for comparison. Intuitively,

inter-access delay increases as r¿ increases. We can observe stronger dependency of

inter-access delay on initial states for larger number of mobiles. In this case, the

mobile with FSMC starting from a bød initial state (e.g., Iocated further from the

base station) might not acquire the channel access afber becoming eligible because of

an increased number of total eligible mobiles. If not selected when being eligible, the

mobile might experience bad channel states later in time. Again, it needs some time

to regain the eligible status (e.g., be closer to the base station). As a result of these

two éffects, inter-access delay may increase significantly for bad initial states. This

result is aggravated when M increases (e.g., M : 7), since the mobile might need
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Figure 3.5. Impact of i,ni,ti,al channel state on erpected'inter-access delay.

longer time to claim the eligible status.

To summarize, Ia.rger values of both n and M Lead to large delay variation, which

can be interpreted as a measure of instantaneous unfairness6 among mobiles with

different initial states. Here, we observe that an opportunistic scheduler offers the

highest throughput but suffers from severe temporal unfairness (see DnrtxtrloN 1.1).

On the other hand, a round-robin scheduler achieves the best temporal fairness at

the expense of degrading throughput.

3.5.4 AMC u/ith ARQ: Results and Discussions

This section presents the results when ARQ is incorporated into the scheduler. In

Figure 3.7, we set n : 5, p"r, : {0,0.15,0.3}, and maximum number of retrans-

oUnfairness can be roughly estimated from the difference between the minimum and the maximum

value of ElØ"ule¿].
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mobiles for Case II without ARQ.

missions K : {0,!,2,æ\7, and plot the expected inter-success delay (ElØ""1) for

Case I. Figure 3.7(a) and Figure 3.7(b) represent the cases for M :3 and M :7,
respectively. In Figure 3.8, we frx K : 2 and plot connection reset probability p,"¿

for different values of p",,. Figure 3.9 plots the joint cumulative distribution function

(cd,fl ofcumulative delay d (Fe,ø(t, d) : D!=, f.r,ø(s,i)) for M : 7 and. n : 10. We

plot ihe joint cd7Ë for p",,:0.05 and.p.,,:0.1 in Figure 3.9(a) and Figure 3.9(ó),

respectively. Finally, we show the cd,f of inter-success delay (Fø""(d) : Ð!:, f ø".(i))
with M : 3, p.,,: 0.15, and n : {5, 10, 15} in Figure 3.10.

Consider Figure 3.7 and 3.8 altogether. When K : 0, the transmission must

be successful at the first channel access opportunity, otherwise the connection will

be reset. Therefore, ElØ,") : ElZ,,tl : ElØo"") : n. For K ) 1 and perr )
0, each transmission might be unsuccessful and retransmission might be required.

TFor K: oo, we do not increase the retransmission counter and force ihe DTMC process to stay

in state tas for each failu¡e.
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Figure 3.7. Comparison of inter-success delay for opportun'istic and round-robin

scheduli,ng with. (a) M : 3 and (b) M : 7.

Therefore, both prr¿ and ElØr"l increase with increasing p"rr. On the other hand,

ElØ,"](: n(K + 1)) is not a.ffected by p",r, since it is conditioned on the occurrence

of connection reset. Here, we observe the tradeoff between reliability (p".: L - pr"t)

and latency (Ø"") in that improving the successful transmission probability p," by

means of retransmission could lead to an increasein Ø"".

Since an opportunistic scheduler selects a mobile with good channel quality, the

selected mobile is expected to transmit/receive several packets per time slot. With

round-robin scheduling, on the other hand, the mobile tends to transmit/receive fewer

number of packets per time slot. In Figure 3.8, we observe that with opportunistic

scheduling p,"¿ is always less than that with round-robin scheduling. For an equally-

likely wireless channel, for both the schemes, increasing M results in an increase in

the probability of transmitting more packets, and therefore, decreases prsr. Despite

increasing dela¡ for opportunistic scheduhng, ElØr"] becomes saturated very quickly.

The values of. ElØ""1are very close to those for infinite persistence even with only

two retransmissions, while the difference in case of round-robin scheduling is still

perceptible for K >2.
Figure 3.9 presents the joint probability that s packets will be successfully trans-

mitted within a certain threshold d. We observe that there exists a most likely point

for the number of successfully transmitted packets (s) corresponding to each value

5

T-loPPrpd{
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IoPP:pd=o.3
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of cumulative delay. This point is a decreasing function in p"r, (as can be verified in

(3.6)), but remains unchanged for increasing cumulative delay.

By integrating all states s > 0 and normalizing the result, we obtain Fø".(d),

which is the probability that at least one packet is successfully transmitted within

the limit d. The plot of Fø".(d) in Figure 3.10 reveals that delay variation can be very

wide, and the variation tends to increase with increasing n. Even with the best case

(n : 5), after ElØ,"1, the probability that a packet will be successfully transmitted

is not more than 73.78%. This implies that the expected value might not be a true

indicator of the instantaneous inter-success delay.

The above joint pmf and cd,f would be useful in three different ways. First, we

can utilize these statistics to obtain more accurate information about end-to-end

round-trip time (RITT) in a wide-area wireless network, which in turn can be used to

minimize the number of timeouts in the end-to-end flow control protocol (e.g., TCP

timeouts). Secondly, 'vve can also estimatethe pmf of link layer bandwidth (fa(r))
from fo, f.y,ø(t,s/r), and use this parameter to probabilistically set the transport

Iayer transmission window size at the sender. Thirdly, for real-time data services, in

which each data packet would be useless afber some time r, Fø".(r) is the probability

to deliver packets within the delay limit, and can be used as a measrue for QoS.
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3.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter presents an analybical model for radio link level channel-quality-based

opportunistic scheduling with AMC and ARQ considering both uncorrelated and

correlated wireless channels. We have derived complete statistics (in terms of prob-

ability mass functions) for the performance measures including system throughput,

per-mobile throughput, inter-access delay connection reset delay, and inter-success

delay. Analybical results have been validated through simulations.

Although the multi-user diversity gain is an increasing function in number of mo-

biles and number of channel states, admitting more mobiles into the system always

reduces per-mobile throughput, increases delay variation, and degrades temporal fair-

ness. Inter-access delay for a mobile with an FSMC strongly depends on initial channel

states. The delay variation (among different initial states) is an increasing function of

channel state correlation and diversity gain. The pmf andf or cdf for the delay reveal

the tradeoff between the probability of successful transmission (i.e, reliability) and

the corresponding delay.

Performance results for an opportunistic scheduler have been compared to those

of a round-robin scheduler under different AMC and channel parameters. In most

ca"ses, an opportunistic scheduling leads to higher throughput and lower connection

reset probability due to multi-user diversity. However, it also leads to higher delay

va¡iation and temporal unfairness in some cases.
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Since the proposed analytical framework derives the complete statistics for radio

link level throughput and dela¡ it would be useful in modeling and optimizing higher

layer protocol performance.
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Chapter 4

Fair Scheduling Algorithms for
Single-Rate Transmission

Providing fair share of channel bandwidth among the different mobiles is one of the key

issues in provisioning QoS in wireless data networks. The fairness is achieved by using

a scheduling protocol to allocate all available resources (e.g., channel bandwidth)

among the mobiles in proportion to their weights.

This chapter discusses fair scheduling algorithms under a single-rate transmission

environment. Under this environment, a wireless channel can be modeled by using

a GEC model (see Section 2.3.2). In principle, a mobile perceiving a bad channel

should defer the transmission and let another mobile with a good, channel transmit

data. To provide fair service allocation, the scheduler should compensate for such

the deferred services when the channel of the deferred mobile becomes good again.

A mobile deferring the transmission is considered to be løgging, while a mobile re-

ceiving extra allocation is considered to be lead,i,ng. General wireless fair queuing

algorithms consist of error-free service, lead and lag model, compensation model, slot

queue and packet queue, and channel monitoring and prediction [12]. A collection

of fair scheduling algorithms which follow this framework a,re given in [12] and [47].

We observe that all these algorithms obtained the solution in a heuristic manner,

and propose an optimization-based fair scheduling algorithms namely Opti,mal Radi,o

Ch annel AII o cati.on f or Si,ngle- Rat e Transmi,s si,on ( O R C A- S RT ).
The organization of this chapter is as follows. Fair scheduling algorithms proposed

in the literature are outlined in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 discusses the proposed ORCA-

SRT. Simulation environment and results are presented in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.

Finally, the chapter sufilmary is given in Section 4.5.
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4.L Fair Scheduling Algorithms for 'Wireless Net-

works

Well-known fair schedu[ng algorithms for wireless networks in the recent literature

include Channel State Dependent Paclcet Scheduli,ng (CSDPS) [48], Ideali,zed' Wi're-

less Fa'ir Queui,ng (IWFØ [49], Seruer Based Fai.mess Algorithm (SBFA)1501, Class

Based Queui,ng wi,th Channel State Depend,ent Paclcet Scheduli'ng (CBQ-CSDPÐ [51],

Wireless Packet Sclteduli,ng (WPS) l9), Channel Independent Fai,r Queui,ng (CIF-Q)

[10], and W,ireless Fai.r Serui.ce Algori,thm (WFS) [11]. For the sake of brevity, we will

presents only some of them.

 .L.L 'Weighted Round Robin (.WRR)

WRR allocates time slots to each mobile in proportion to the corresponding weight

[12]. For example, for three mobiles with weights 1, 3 and 2, allocation of time slots

for these mobiles in a scheduling frame would be {ø1, 12,rzt12,rs,13}.

4.L.2 Weighted Fair Queuing (\MFQ)

In WFQ [52], the scheduler maintains the following start tags (Sf) and finish tags

(ff) for all the mobiles:

nlc
-2

dv(t) :
dt

sf : ^", {r{o!),s!-' 
-'#},

tlt

s! + L,-U¿
c(t)

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)
Ðall backlogged mobiles U¿

where Af andl! are packet arrival time and the length of packet k of mobile i,u¿is
the weight of mobile i, C(t) is the instantaneous channel capacity, and the function

V(t) can be calculated from (4.3).

Afier the calculation of start and finish tags, the time slot is assigned to the

mobile with minimum finish tag. For the above example, the allocation would be

{rr,rr,12¡lLtfsrfz).
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Simila¡ to WRR, WFQ distributes resources among all the mobiles in proportion

to their weights. WFQ also reduces the severity of burst errors by spreading out the

allocation.

4.L.3 Wireless Packet Scheduling Protocol (WPS)

This algorithm employs WFQ as its error free service. By assuming perfect knowledge

of channel condition, the scheduler will try to swap the allocated time slots, if the

owner of a certain time slot perceives a bad channel. For example, if mobile i is

allowed to transmit but it finds the current time slot åød, WPS will search in the

forward direction for another time slot which is good for mobile i. If the owner of

the newly found slot perceives the slot possessed by mobile i, good, the allocation

of both the mobiles will be swapped. If not, the current time slot will be given to

another mobile whose channel condition during the current slot is good. The mobile

relinquishing a time slot will be regarded as laggi,ng while the mobile receiving an

extra time slot will be regarded as leadi.ng. In the implementation, the lead and lag

might be represented by positive and negative numbers. At the beginning of each

time frame, before scheduling, a set of effecti,ae wei,ghts is calculated by subtracting

the lead-lag counter from the original weights of each mobile. All the scheduling

computations afterward will be performed using the effective weights rather than the

original weights.

4.L.4 Channel-condition Independent Packet Fair Queuing
(crF-Q)

The error-free service of CIF-Q is based on Start Ti,me Fai,r Queu,ing (STFQ) [53].

STFQ is very simila¡ to WFQ. However, instead of calculatingV(t) from (4.3), STFQ

sets the virtual time, V(ú) to the current time. CIF-Q simulates error free service

allocation for all the mobiles and calculates corresponding lead-lag counters as the

difference between real allocation and the error free service allocation. Unlike WPS,

the mobile selected by the error free service and perceiving good channel condition in

CIF-Q can be deferred with probability a. If the selected mobile is deferred, CIF-Q

will allow another lagging mobile with minimum extra service to transmit. If the
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Table 4.1-. Compensation seçluence of WFS

selected mobile cannot transmit, any other mobile with minimum extra service will

be allowed to transmit.

4.L.5 'Wireless Fair Service (\MFS)

In order to support delay-bandwidth decoupling, WFS modifies WFQ by using the

rate weight (ur¿) and delay weight (@¿). The sta.rt tag is calculated in the same way

as WFQ. However, the finish tag is calculated as follows:

(4.4)

The error free service selects the mobile with minimum finish tag which satisfies

the constraint, ,Sf < y + p, where I/ is the current virtual time and p is a loolcahead,

parameter. After obtaining the error free service solution, the scheduler will allocate

each time slot to a mobile using the sequence specified in Table 4.1 only if the mobile

finds the current time slot tobe good. If not, the scheduler will select the next mobile

in the sequence.

In the sequence number 1, the leading mobile is forced to give up the allocation

for the leadflead^o, fraction of time slots and is allowed to transmit for the 1 -
(lead"f lead,*o") fraction of time slots. Lagging mobiles in the sequence number 2 are

selected to regain extra allocation by using their lag counters as weights in a weighted

round-robin manner. If the mobile from the error free service is not scheduled to

F!: s! +*

Sequence Condition

1
A mobiìe from the error free service if it is either lagging

or leading and rescheduled to transmit.

2 Another lagging mobile.
I The leading mobile which was rescheduled to give up its time slot in sequence number 1

4 Another leading mobile with the lead counter less than the maximum allowable lead.

5 Another in-sync mobile.

6 Any other mobile.
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transmit, its lead-lag counter is decreased, while the counter of the mobile which is

scheduled to transmit in place of another mobile is increased.

4.2 Optimal Radio Channel Allocation for Single-

Rate Transmission (ORCA-SRT)

ORCA-SRT is designed under a GEC model, where the channel state can be either

goodor bad. In this chapter, we assumethat adatapacket is properly delivered in a
good,time slot and is unsuccessfully transmitted when the time slot is in bad condition

(i."., p9),: 0 and pYJ :1). ORCA-SRT formulates a wireless scheduling problem

as an. ass'ignment problem, where each individual can be regarded as a mobile and

each job can be rega.rded as a time slot. ORCA-SRT uses the following three-step

procedure:

o Step 1-: Setup the problem as an assignment problem and formulate the total

cost (C7) in (4.5), by using Si,ngle-Rate Tbansmission Cost Matrir (Csnr).

o Step 2: Find the solution of the assignment problem (see Appendix F).

o Step 3: Minimize the useless transmission by means of an explicit compensa-

tion.

4.2.L Assignment Problem

Given k individuals, k jobs, as well as a set of costs e¡ e no+ corresponding to

the assignment of Jt" job to ¿úh individual, the assignment problem is to assign jobs

among the individuals such that each individual does exactly one job and each job is

done by exactly one individual, and the assignment leads to total minimum cost [54].

Mathematically,
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ìçk
nx,i,n C, :ÐÐo, .rn, (4.5)

i:t j:t

( t, individual i is assigned to iob i,
subject to r¿¡ : I (4.6)

|. 
0, otherwise,

k

D"o¡ : I, (4.7)
i:t

k

Ðro¡ : L. (4'B)
j:r

A solution to this problem can be obtained by using the Hungari,an Method which

is related only to the manipulation of the matrix C whose entries are e¡ [54]. Since

the objective is to minimize the cost function, the solution is located where the cost

is minimum, i.e., x¿¡ : 1 if c¡j : 0. Note that, if. q¡ : 0, r¿¡ will not necessarily be

equal to 1. The detail of the Hungarian Method is given in Appendix F.

4.2.2 Cost F\rnction

The single-rate transmi,ss'ion cost matrir (Csnr) is established as follows:

1. Calculate scheduling frame sizeTp:Ð?=tu¿, where tu¿ is the weight of mobile

i, and n is the number of mobiles.

2. For mobile i, calculate the cost of allocating time slot j (q¡) UV using the

following formula:

qj : l-Irù¿jt i : {1,2,"',Tp},

where

( o, if slot j is bad,for mobile i,
m¿j: \

[1, if slot j is good for mobile i.

3. Put z.r¿ identical rows of mobile i into Ce¡7.

4. Repeat step 2 - step 3 for all the mobiles.

(4.e)
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Observation 4.L (Cosr FUNCTIoN FoR oRCA-snr): If the cost functi,on i,n ORCA-

SRT i,s defined, as i,n (1.9), then the ass'ignment solut'ion min'imi,zes the number of

un s uc ce s s ful tr an s m'i s s'i o n s.

PRoor: ES. Ur.g) sets the cost of ø good state to be lower than thøt of abad state. In
order to mi,n'imi,ze total cost, the Hungarian method always ass'igns *n! : I (l,n (l¡.5))

to the entry wi,th lower q¡. The mobi,le wi,thbad state (c¿¡:7) wi,ll not be selected,

if anoth.er mobi,le wi,th good støte (c¿¡ : 0) can be chosen. Th.erefore, the number of
mobi,Ies transm'itti,ng i,n thebad channel is mi,ni,mized. r

4.2.3 Finding Solution of the Assignment Problem

Subject to the constraints in (a.7) and (4.8), the Hungarian method is utilized to find

the optimal time slot assignment that minimizes Cy. In time slot j, mobile i will be

allowed to transmit, only iÎ r¿¡ :1.

Definition 4.1 INrpn-AccESS DELAv oF MoBTLE i @[y") i,s an i,nteraal between

the transmi,ssi,on of (k - 7)'n and kth paclcet of mobi,Ie i.. tr

Observation 4.2 (PnorenrrEs oF THE ASSTcNMENT soLUTroN):

1. guarantees that only one mobi,Ie can transmi,t in a ti,rne slot,

2. guarantees fa'irness,

3. guarantees that 'inter-access delay is bound,ed, to (2lo * w¡ -l I) ,

l. does not guarantee successful transm'iss'ion.

PRoo¡': The aboue properti,es can be prouen as follows:

1. From the constraint i,n (1.7), there i,s eractly one rnob'ile transm'itt'ing in a ti,me

- slot.

2. From the constrai,nt i,n (/¡.8), each mobi,le transm'its eractly one t'ime slot per

frame. Assumi,ng that eaery mobi,Ie has the same we'igltt, the fai,mess is ensured.

3. In two scheduli.ng frames, mobile i transmits 'in eractly 2w¿ time slots. There-

fore, the marimum inter-access delay i,s bounded to (21, * u¡ I I).

/¡. If all mobi,Ies perce'iue the channelbad i,n a speci,fic time slot, fro* (4.7), one

of them must be selected and transm'it unsuccessfully. Si,mi,larly, 'if one mobi,le
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does not fi,nd any good channel i.n a scheduli,ng frame, i,t must be allocated wi.tlt,

one of thebad ti,me slots and transm'it unsuccessfuly (eq. (/r.8)) r

4.2.4 Lead-lag and Compensation Model

The assignment solution obtained in step 2 might lead to unsuccessful transmission.

Similar to WFS, the third step utilizes explicit compensation specified in Table 4.1

to eliminate all the residual ineffectual transmissions. In this step, each mobile per-

ceiving good channel condition is allocated according to the same process as that of

WFS.

Observation 4.3 (vtOlartOx oF DELAY BOUND AND FAIRNnSS): 7å,e cofiLpensa-

ti,on mechani,sm i,ry step 3 of ORCA-SRT ui,olates property 1 and 2 of the ass'ignment

soluti,on.

PRoor': By giui,ng a ti.me slot allocated to one mobile to another, some mobi,les mi,ght

not get ang allocat'ion i,n a scheduli.ng frame. The i,nter-access delay i,s no longer

bounded to (2lr.r.w¡ -11). Fa,irness i,n that frame also degrades because of unequal

amount of slot allocation. t
Note that, step 3 in ORCA-SHI results in unfairness. However, it should be

implemented since the residual ineffectual transmission in step 2 is detrimental to

both fairness and delay bound. Step 3 is necessary as long as the allocation obtained

in step 2 causes transmission in bad channels.

4.2.5 Implementation in a TDMA-Based MAC Fbamework

In ORCA-SRT, scheduling frame size must be equal to Ð¿ tr,r¿ (i.e., number of rows

or columns in the cost matrix) which may not be equal to the MAC layer frame size

in a TDMA-based channel access scenario. In fact, the ORCA-SRI-based scheduling

can be applied to any MAC frame size. If the scheduling frame size is larger than the

MAC layer frame size, the MAC frame can be filled up using the ORCA-SRT-based

allocation. In this case, some of the allocations which have not been used to fill the

MAC frame, will be used to fill the beginning of the next MAC frame. On the other

hand, if the scheduling frame size is smaller than the MAC frame, several rounds of

ORCA-SRT-based scheduling will be needed to fill the MAC frame.
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Note that, even if the weights of the mobiles a¡e non-integer, they can be normal-

ized to integer values without changing the proportion of the weights.

4.2.6 Complexity

The worst case time-complexity of the Hunga,rian method is O(ka) [55], where k, the

number of columns andf or rows in the C5¡7, is a function of the number of active mo-

biles and variations in the weights of the mobiles. The compensation model is similar

to that of WFS. Therefore, its complexity is O(n), where n the number of simulta-

neous mobiles. Note that other approaches designed to solve an assignment problem

include Success'iue Shortest Path Algori,thm, Relarati,on Algorithm, Cost Scali,ng AI-

gorith,m, and, Stable Marriage Problem 156). Although the use of these approaches

could lead to lower complexity, we leave this issue for future study.

4.3 Simulation Environment

4.3.1 Performance Measures

When all the mobiles have equal weights, the following performance matrics are de-

fined:

o Unfairness (o):

":(; ä(#r-;)') 
,

o Expected inter-access delay (ElØ"*l):

EtØ"""t : : Ð (>f:, ?*s'>)

(4.10)

(4.11)

where K¿ is the number of packets successfully transmitted by mobile i over a certain

observation period, n is the number of mobiles, and Øo"o(k) is inter-access delay of

mobile z from packet (k - L)'o to packet kih.

Each mobile is assumed to have a buffer with the size of one packet and no new

packet is generated until the packet in the buffer has been transmitted. Note that,
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the unfairness (o) is based on the average Euclidean distance between the actual

allocátion to the mobiles' weights. In the ideal situation (in the absence of loss),

o :0 and ElØo""]: n.

4.3.2 Simulation Parameters and Methodology

Using C++, we run the simulation for 106 time slots. Each parameter is averaged over

1000 samples, each of which is the average value in a 200 time-slot observation window.

Each wireless channel corresponding to each mobile is assumed to be independently

varying. In all following simulations, we assume 5 simultaneous mobiles each with

the weight of 1.

The single-rate fair scheduling algorithms considered here a¡e the WPS, CIF-

Q, WFS, and ORCA-SRT algorithms. We set pe*: {0.1,0.15,0.3}, and p:
{0.5,0.7,0.85,0.95}. Lead-lag counter is assumed to be bounded within [-4,4]. For

CIF-Q, we set o : 0 as in [10]. For WFS, we set Ó¿: w¿and p : oo as in [11].

4.4 Simulation Results ä.nd Discussions

4.4.L Delay Performance Under Single-Rate Transmission

Figure 4.1 shows that WPS incurs higher expected inter-access delay as compared to

CiF-Q, WFS, and ORCA-SIUT schemes. Also, for WPS the average delay increases

with increasing packet error probability, while fo¡ the other schemes the average delay

does not vary significantly aß f)e* changes. For CIF-Q, WFS, and ORCA-SRT, the

average delay is very close to the ideal delay (Ø"*(k) :¡rù:5,Vi, k).

As the channel errors become more correlated, the expected inter-access delay

increases because each mobile has higher possibility to experience bad channels for

a longer period of time, and might not get any allocation in a scheduling frame

(Figure 4.1).

In case of WPS, increased channel error correlation may cause the leadlag counter

to exceed the maximum limit, and consequently, the deferred mobile will not be

compensated. As a result, the delay performance deteriorates significantly. For the

CIF-Q, WFS, and ORCA-SRT schemes each mobile is compensated before its lead-
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Figure 4.L. Erpected i,nter-access delay under si,ngle-rate transm'iss'ion.

Iag counter exceeds the limit, and therefore, increased channel error correlation does

not have significant impact on the average delay performance in this case.

4.4.2 Fairness Performance in Single-Rate Transmission

As the channel becomes more error prone and/or the channel errors become more

correlated, in common with the average delay, unfairness increases (Figures 4.2 and

4.3).

CIF-Q, WFS, and ORCA-SRT schemes provide better fairness compared to WPS

(Figure 4.2). This is due to the fact that WPS has the limitation of forward swapping

only, while the other schemes allow both forward and backward swapping. Due to

the optimization, ORCA-MRT performs slightly better than both CIF-Q and WFS.

4.5 Chapter Summary

Fair scheduling schemes such as WPS, WFS, or CIF-Q do not perform optimiza-

tion, and therefore, the best solution might not be found in some cases. 'We 
have
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formùlated the scheduling problem for fair bandwidth allocation among mobiles as

an assignment problem. The optimization using the Hungarian method and lead-

Iag compensation constitute the Opti,mal Radio Channel Allocati,on for S'ingle-Rate

Thansm'iss'ion (ORCA-SRT) protocol. Simulation results have shown that, due to

such optimization the ORCA scheme outperforms WPS, WFS, and CIF-Q schemes.
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Chapter 5

Fair Scheduling Algorithms for

Multi-rate Transmission

The problem of fair bandwidth allocation in TDMA-based wireless environment has

been studied quite extensively in recent literature. [tZ] summarizes most of the pro-

posed heuristic-based approaches for fair bandwidth allocation (e.g., Wi'reless Packet

Sched,uli.ng (V/PS), Channel Ind,ependent Fair Queuing (CIF-Q), Wi.reless Fai'r Ser-

uzce (WFS) algorithms). In Chapter 4, we propose an optimization-based approach,

ORCA-SRT, and show that the proposed algorithm provides improved performance

over the heuristic-based approaches in the literature. However, all the above schedul-

ing algorithms including ORCA-SHI are based on the assumption that only one

mobile can transmit at an instant and at one transmission rate only'

It is well known that in a wireless network the spectrum efficiency of the radio

channels can be substantially increased by using dynamic rate adaptation based on

the channel interference and fading conditions [33]. The dynamic transmission rate

can be achieved, for example, through an Adapti,ue Mod,ulati,on and Codi'ng (AMC)

technique in Ti,rne Di,uiszon Multi,ple Access (TDMA)-based systems and through

variable spreading gain and/or multi-code transmission in Code Di'uisi'on Multi'ple

Access (CDMA)-based systems. Analysis of the fair-queuing problem under multi-rate

transmission, therefore, reveals the interesting inter-relationship among the physical

level transmission parameters and radio link level performance measules.

Several works on fair scheduling in a multi-rate system have been reported in the

recent literature. The Opportuni,stic Auto Rate algorithm presented in [57] allows

mobiles perceiving good channel condition to transmit severa,l packets consecutively

and ensures that all the mobiles acquire channel accesses for the same long-term time-
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shares (i.e., temporal fai,rnessl). The algorithm presented inla2l stochastically fixes a

fraction of time slot allocation to each mobile and maximizes the overall throughput

in a multi-rate TDMA cellular system. Neither of the two above algorithms provides

tltroughput fai,rness. Ã Multi,-channel Fai,r Scheduler (MFS) for a CDMA network,

which maximizes system throughput while maintaining fairness among all the mobiles,

was presented in [42]. In MFS, several mobiles are allowed to transmit at the same

time as long as summation of the power of transmitted signals does not exceed a

certain threshold. However, MFS does not guarantee temporal fairness.

In this chapter, we propose a framework, namel¡ Opti,mal Radtio Channel AlIo-

cation for Multi-Rate Transm'iss'ion (ORCA-MR?) to solve the combined temporal-

through.put fa'ir scheduli.ng problem in a multi-rate TDMA network. ORCA-MRT en-

sures fair time slot allocation in each frame and maximizes overall throughput without

deteriorating throughput-fairness. The fair scheduling problem is formulated as an

ass'ignment problem [58]. The properties of ORCA-MHI are analyzed by observing

certain aspects of the modified assignment problem, and simulation results axe pre-

sented in support of these mathematical observations. Also, two channel prediction

methods are proposed to facilitate the optimal bandwidth allocation when channel

state information cannot be perfectly known.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 presents the

background and motivation. The a¡chitecture of the ORCA-MRT scheduling frame-

work is presented in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 describes the simulation environment

and the performance metrics. The simulation results are presented in Section 5.4.

Chapter summary are given in Section 5.5.

5.1 Background and Motivation of the Work

5.1.1 Multi-channel Fair Scheduler (MFS)

Two variants of MFS, namely MFS-D (Deterministic fairness problem) and MFS-P

(Probabilistic fairness problem), are designed to solve two fairness problems [a2] . For

MFS-D, the problem is defined as follows:

lSee the definition in Chapter 1.
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Ðøt¿ttll
i:l

subject to
Elxt@)l : E[xj(k)]

)

f ø&)'&(k) < P,
i=l
Xi(k) e {0,Ãot, ... ,RY'},

,,(ry-"#l ,u) <.,,

(5.1)

wiU¿
(5.2)

(5.3)

(5.4)

where X,(k) is the transmission rate of mobile i in time slot k, ur¿ is the weight of

mobile i, n is total number of mobiles, and E[.] is an expectation function. Possible

values of transmission rate are given in (5.4), where mobile ihas M¿* 1 possible rates

(0 means no transmission). The channel condition for mobile 'i at time ¿, c¿(¿), is

calculated from

s(t) : 0.5 + d' cos(Zr f¿t + 0¿) + Xon(t), (5 5)

where 0¿ is a random variable uniformly distributed in [0, 2r), X",(t) models Addi'ti'ae

Whi,te Gauss,ian Noi,se (AWGN) with variance o!, f¿ expresses the channel correlation

due to mobility over long time scale, and d is a scaling factor exhibiting the range of

the channel variation.

MSF-P is devised to solve the probabilistic fairness problem in which the constraint

in (5.2) was replaced by that in (5.6) below

(5.6)

where ô is the service discrepancy defining the tolerabie deviation from ideal fairness.

Both MFS-D and MFS-P employ a greedy algorithmwith the following preference

list:

cn&),c¿(k) - -c¡(k);ó*".ffi
MFS sequentially chooses the next mobiles in the list until the maximum power

Iimit (5.3) is reached. The control vector u : [ur,ltrzt"',u,,] is selected by using
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a stochasti,c-approri,mati,on based iterative algorithm [59] so that the solution from

the greedy algorithm (&(fr)) satisfies (5.8) and (5.9) below for MFS-D and MFS-P,

respebtively.

Ln¿ _"f ¿frl I
*-_,.,:'lg,*ß1 (5.8)

*("1*] -''l 'ouuø,) 
:* (5.e)

5.L.2 Motivatron

ORCA-SRT is able to calculate the optimal channel allocation for a fair scheduling

problem in a single-rate TDMA network. For a multi-rate TDMA network, the op-

portunistic scheduling algorithm in l 2) was designed to ensure temporal fairness and

to maximize overall throughput stochastically. However, both ORCA-SRT and the

algorithm inla2) do not take throughput fairness into account.

MFS, on the other hand, was designed for throughput-fair scheduling in a multi-

rate CDMA network. Nevertheless, MFS does not consider temporal fairness. AIso,

the greedy algorithm and the stochastic approximation used in MFS may result in

a suboptimal solution and slow convergence rate for the algorithm' Again, MFS as-

sumes that there a¡e unlimited available codes and that they are perfectly orthogonal

to each other. Therefore, the actual throughput might not always be as high as the

throughput reported for MFS.

The primary objectiveB of the proposed ORCA-MRT framework are to ensure

frame-based temporal fairness (i.e., all mobiles acquire temporal-fair sha¡e in every

frame) and to bound the inter-access delay. Subject to these two constraints, the sec-

ondary objective is to maximize overall throughput without deteriorating throughput

fairness. Such a combined temporal-throughput fair scheduling would be useful espe-

cially in situations where bounded delay is of utmost importance such as in the case of

applications running Transm'iss'ion Control Protocol (fCP)to avoid TCP timeouts,

or in a real-time application where data packets become useless after some time'

in oRCA-MIUI, the optimization problem is formulated by (4.5)-(4.8). The nature

of a TDMA network and the primary objectives a¡e realized by the hard constraints
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(a.7) and (4.8) of the assignment problem. The secondary objective is achieved by

designing appropriate cost function and minimizing the corresponding total cost (C7)

in (4.5).

5.2 System Model and Architecture of ORCA-MFUT

Scheduler

The general operation of ORCA-MRT2 is illustrated in Figure 5.1.

CHANNEL
CONDITION

LAG COUNTER
TRANSMISSION

RESULT

ALLOCATION

Figure 5.L, Architecture of the ORCA-MRT scheduler.

5.2.L Channel Prediction Block

In a multi-rate transmission environment, it is assumed that the channel condition is

quantized into M levels. The channel variation among these M levels can be modeled

by an FSMC as explained in Section 2.3.3. Assuming that the parameters of FSMC

are known, the predicted channel state (rni¡) of mobile i in slot j can be calculated

based on the following channel prediction models:

o Perfect channel pred'iction:

fij: ffiij'

zAgain, ORCA-MRT is implemented at the base station.

(5.10)
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where m¿¡ is the real channel state.

Si,mulati,on-based, channel predi,cti,on: The last known state for mobiie i, m¿s (i.e.,

the channel state of the last time slot in the previous frame) is utilized as an

initial state in the FSMC to generate simulated channels *!o¡U : {1,''' ,Tr}),
where ?¡ is scheduling frame size.

Erpectatzon-based, channel predi,cti,on: The expected channel state for mobile 'i

in time slot k * ú given that m¿¡, is known (El//¿lm¿¡r)) can be calculated as

follows:

M

m'¿,t +t : El'//tlm¿*] : t I' Pll),*y,
I:I

(5.11)

where nl!),*v (calculated using (2.9)) is the probability that stat'e m¿¡" will be in

state I in the next ú time slots. For ORCA-MRT, k : 0 and t : {I,"',Tr}'

5.2.2 Throughput-Fairness Block

ORCA-MRT does not use explicit compensation to avoid delay and temporal-fairness

degradation (see OasonvauoN 4.2 and 4.3). Instead, it makes use of the throughput-

fairness block to give favor to mobiles which are lagging and/or perceiving good

channel condition. This process is based on the cost matrix which is determined by

exploiting the nature of the assignment problem, channel condition, and a lag counter'

5.2.2,L Nature of the Assignment Problem

To minimize total cost (ca) in (4.5), we set ,0, : t where Qi is minimum. when

each mobile does not experience its minimum cost in the same slot, the problem is

fairly simple in that the scheduler selects the mobile with minimum transmission cost

in each slot. Hereafber, we will consider only non-trivial cases where each mobile

experiences equal minimum cost in the same slot. When several mobiles experience

minimum transmission cost in the same slot (which is called the contendi'ng slot),

they must contend for the possession of that slot (because of the constraint (4.7)).

Observation 5.1 (Tun nelauONSHIP BETwEEN COST MATRIX AND THE SOLU-

TroN oF THE ASSTGNMENT PROBLEM): Let j be the contendi,ng slot in whi.ch a pair
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of mobiles (h and i,) perce'iues the same and mi,n'imum transm'ission cost' FIow i wi'Il

acqu'ire slot j, if qn > c¡r¡,Vk I j.

PRoor': Let row 1 and, 2 represent transmiss'ion cost of mobi'Ie h and i, respecti,uelg-

Let column j : L be the contendi,ng slot and tet k be the second column i'n the sub-

/ " lc+f/) \
matrir C' reszd,i.ng i,n any cost matrir. Therefore, C' : | 

- 
; :J l, where c, H,

\c lc+t) /
and,I areposi,ti,ueintegers. If I > H,the contend'ing slot j:1wi'Ilbe gi'uentomobile

'i, : ). and, the soluti'on {rr, : I,r2t : L} wi'It 'incur lower total cost (C, : 2c + H)

bg the amount of I - H than {rr, : !,rzz : l} will (C, :2c + I)' I

5.2.2.2 Channel Condition

A channel-aware the cost function could be obtained by generalizing the cost function

of ORCA-SRT in (a.9) as follows:

"?¡o:*-mli'
(5.12)

The channel-aware cosl (frA) is a linearly-decreasing function in m'ot. When the

channel becomes \ryorse, m!u, is smaller and cf;rA increases.

5.2.2.3 Lag Counter

A lagging mobile is allowed to transmit in a slot with good condition, even though

other mobiles in the same slot perceive the same or better channel' Based on (5.12),

we revise the cost function by taking into account the lag counter'

Observation 5.2 (Aontrtve coST FUNCTION w.R.T. LAG COUNTER): The cost

function cannot fauor any lagging mobile by just addi.ng/subtract'ing a lag counter to

all the elements 'in each row.

PROO¡': Let K be an i.nteger. By ad,d,i,ng a constant K to aII elements, the mzni'mum

ualue 'in row 'i becomes min¿ * K. Afier step I i,n th,e Hungarian rnethod,, q¡ :

"?ro 
* K - (mi,n¿+ K) : ccA - min¿. Therefore, the transm'iss'ion cost is not affected

by ød,di,ng a constant.
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The cost function intuitively revised by decreasing the cost of a lagging mobile to

increase the probability to transmit at a faster rate,

q¡: c?¡A - L¿, (5.13)

where L¿e no+ is a lag counter of mobile i, will not work.

To prevent min¿ from being subtracted, the cost function could be modified to

obtain a constrained increasing cost function (w.r.t. the lag counter) as follows:

c¿¡: c1¡A + L¿ s.t' i * atgt min{coe,A}' (5.14)

Observation 5.3 (CoNsrnarNED INcREAsING cosr FUNcTION): Let mobi'Ie h and

i haue lag counters of L¡, and, L¿, respect'iuely. Eq. (5 1Ð wi'II faaor mobile i' only 'in

ti,me slot j, if j i's a contend'ing slot and, A'L¿n ) L,c¡¿(k),Vk + i, where LL¿n - L¿-Ln

and, Lc¡¿(le) : 
""nî - "?{.

PROOp: Let h and,'i are 'inserted, i.n the fi,rst and second rows of the sub-matrir C' and

let j and, Is represent the f,rst and second columns i,n the matrix, respect'iuely. After

apptyi,ns (5.1/r), c' : ( " 9*',:?,)\, rn"r" H and, I are pos'it'iue zntesers.

\c \cït+tt¿) /
From OssøRVATIoN 5.1, the f,rst slot (j ) i,s giaen mobi'le i, i,f (c+ I + L¿) > (c+ H +

L¡,), 'i.e., LL¿n ) L'c¡,¿(k),Vk + i. r

Consider mobile g , h, i in 7'r ,2nd ,3'd row of the following sub-matrix (afber apply-

ing (5.14)):

( 
" cst"*Ln csr+L, \

C': I c c¡¡1-L¡ c¡¿t-L¡ I. A..orrr" A'L¿slA,csi,(k)andA-L¿¿>Ac¿¿(k),Vk+I'
lt
\c c¿¡x*L¿ ca-fL¿ f

The beàt slot with the cost of c wilI be given to mobile i, rather than g or ft.. Afber the

fi.rst column is allocated to mobile i, the first column and third row can be removed

from C'. The problem now reduces to the upper-right sub-matrix of C' (marked by

bold-face letters). AII the elements in each row in the reduced sub-matrix is different

from the channel-aware cost by an additive constant. Therefore, the scheduler does

not favor any lagging mobile (see OnsenveuoN 5.2).
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Observation 5.4 (Knv ru.CroR IN coST FUNCTIoN): Onlg larger cost step s'ize

(L@') 1, where

6?n'):c(m'-I)-c(m'), (5.15)

can fauor laggi,ng mobzles.

PRoop: By applyi,ng (5 12), (5.11,), and (5.15), the cost step s'izebecomes

6(zn,) - {r* - @!oi-r)) - (M -^!0,+L): L+r, ""o(*'o¡- 
1) : "n'çr..u¡

Itt - @',i -1) +¿) - (M - *!o,t L) :r, otherwise'

From OSSøRVATION 5.3, the sched,uler wzll fauor a laggi,ng mobi.le r¡"r"n 6@') f I,

or only,in a contend,zng slot where 
""o(*!o¡ - 1) : cffi and does not fauor alaggi,ng

mobi,le wi.th att other states, wlt'ere (A(-'):1). r
FYom OespRVATroN 5.4,if.6(*') - L+t (Vm'), the cost function would intuitively

be able to favor a lagging mobile for all the states. To achieve this, the cost function

is deflned as follows:

q¡: €¡o . (L¿+ 1). (5. i7)

observation 5.5 (c*nr): The cost functi.on defi,ned in (5.17) i.s able to fauor a

taggi,ng mobtle ,in euery state. The amount of fauor r,s proporti.onal to the lag counter

L¿.

PRoo¡': From (5.15) and (5.17), we obserue that

A(") : l(M - (*,¡ - r)) - (M - *ti))' (L¿ + r) : L¿ -r r'

Since LG) i.s a lznear functzon zn L¿, the amount of fauor gzuen to a laggi'ng mobi'Ie

i.s a li,nearly ,increas'ing functzon of the lag counter. Constder C' g'iuen preui,ously zn

OespRvarroiv 5.3. Let us assun'Le again that column 1 zs gi.uen to mobi,le i, i,n row 3.

After applyi,ng (5.17) the upper-ri'ght sub-matrir wi'Il be

( cnx + cnx(l * Ls) cst + csí7 + ¿r) \
\ tou * ca,(r-l Ln) cnt I cnL(r ¡ Ln) )

Each row i.s not modi,fi,ed by just addi.ng a constant, but a constant that i's scaled wzth

the current transm'iss'ion cost. There.fore, the cost functzon in (5.17) fauors a laggi'ng

mobi,le i,n all slots.
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5.2.3 Temporal-Fairness Block

Like that of ORCA-SRT, scheduling frame size in ORCA-MRT is 7¡ : !n,r.u¿ time

slots. For each mobile i with weight w¿, tlne temporal-fairness block calculates a row

vector of c¿¡ (derived from (5.17) in the throughput-fairness block) with the length of

7¡, and inserts into the cost matrix tu¿ identical rows where a set of rows belonging

to mobile i is denoted by & : {Ër, R2,... ,R-r}.

Observation 5.6 (PnoennrrEs oF TEMeoRAL-FAIRNESS BLocK): Regardless of
cltannel cond'it'ion and/or lag counters, the temporal-fai,mess block ensures that

1. FIow'i transmits 'in eractly w¿ t'ime slots i,n a scheduli,ng frame.

2. The marimum 'inter-access delay for mobi,Ie i, is bounded by

\T{Ø".,(k)}:2lw¡+1' (5.i8)
vi+i

3. The max'imum'inter-access delay of each mobi,Ie'increases by 2us, when a mobile

wi.th the wei,ght of u becomes act'iue.

PRoor': ORCA-MRT uti,li,zes the Hungarian method and therefore i,nherits all the

propert'ies of the ass'ignment soluti,on (see OasnRvlrrcN /r.2). By inserti,n! u¿ rous

i,nto the cost matrir, mobile i i,s allocated eractly w¿ ti,me slots. In two scheduli,ng

frames, mobi,Ie i rece'iues 2w¿ ti,me slots. The mari,mum 'inter-access delay occurs

when the allocati,on i,s clustered at the begi,nni,ng of the first frame and, at the end, of the

second frame. In such the case, the marimum,inter-access delay of maxy¡r{Øo*, (k)} :
2(7, - .t) t 1 : 2Dr¡+ow¡ I I. It can easily be obseraed that, maxye{Ø""r(k)}
'increases by 2w, i,f the sum of all the wei,ghts'increases by w. r

5.2.4 Hungarian Block

The Hunga,rian block receives the cost matrix from the temporal-fairness block and

uses lhe algorithm presented in Appendix F to solve the assignment problem. In
column (or time slot) j, mobile i will transmit with the rate of

,nj:tVheR¿,
otherwise,

l'*r,+m¿j-r,
"or: lo,

(5.1e)
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where r*¿n is the minimum number of packets that each mobile can transmit in a
particular time slot (when the channel state is worst), and again S is the set of rows

belonging to mobile i. We assume that channel state is always known right before

the transmission. The transmission rate is therefore calculated based on the actual

channel rather than the predicted channel.

5.2.5 Compensation Block

Due to the channel variation (as discussed in Section 2.3.3), each mobile might be

allocated different transmission rates. The resulting unfairness is monitored by the

compensation block via lag counters. The lag counter of mobile i (L¿) is calculated

as follows:

(5.20)

where ús is the current time slot and r¿¡ is the number of packets that mobile i
transmits successfully in time slot j.

5.2.6 Summary

During each scheduling frame, the ORCA-MRT-based scheduler performs the follow-

ing procedures:

o Step 1: Channel prediction block predicts the channel condition in the next

scheduling frame.

o Step 2: Based on the predicted channel condition and the lag counter, the
throughput-fairness block calculates transmission cost, by using (5.12).

o Step 3: Temporal-fairness block receives the transmission cost from the throughput-
fairness block and constructs Multi-Rate Transm'iss'ion Cost Matrzr (C*or).
For mobile i, u.r¿ identical rows (each with the size of 7¡ time slots) of transmis-

sion costs are inserted into the cost matrix.

o Step 4: Hungarian block solves the assignment problem based on the input
cost matrix and gives the allocation to each mobile.

o Step 5: Compensation block observes the transmission result and calculates

lag counters as a function of the observed transmission result.

L¿:m*{næ,}-äæ,
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5.3 Simulation Environment

5.3.1 Performance Measures

We define the following weight-independent performance metrics which are similar to

those in [42]:

o Normalized throughput for mobile i (1*"6(i)):

'Y^ou(i):l.sIø.
Toa H ro'

o Normalized inter-access delay for mobile i (Ø""):

- 1 !\/ \
Ø^...: +.) 'l #; . Ø"*@)),-uLL7 K¿ ?__\_,_, " /

(5.2 1)

(5.22)

where r¿¡ is the transmission rate given to mobile i in time slot j, u.r¿ is the weight

of mobile i, K¿ is the number of transmission opportunities of mobile i over an ob-

servation period (7}6), and Ø""".(k) is inter-access delay of mobile ¿ from (k - 1)¿ä to
kÚå transmission opportunities. Note that, both 1*o6(i,) and Øo"o are normalized and

averaged over a period of 7}6 such that they are independent of mobiles' weights.

We measure throughput and throughput-fairness by calculating the average value

of. 1*o6(i), denoted by El.y^"u1, and the Standard Deui,ati,on (S D ) of. 1*o6(i,), de-

noted by o(l*"a). Similarly, the delay and the temporal-fairness are measuïed by

the average value of Øo""r, denotedby ElØ"""], and the standa.rd deviation Øo."r, de-

noted by o(Ø"*). Before proceeding to the simulation, the following observations are

noteworthy:

L EÍl*.al < MlT, where M is the number of channel states. Higher El.y*"al

implies better performance in terms of throughput.

2. Under perfectly fair time slot allocation, EfØou) -- 1.

3. Smaller values of. o(1*.6) imply better throughput-fairness performance and

smaller values of o(Ø""") imply better temporal-fairness performance.

5.3.2 Simulation Parameters and Methodology

MFS allows several mobiles to transmit at the same time, while ORCA-MRT permits

only one mobile to transmit. By ignoring the noise term and setting d : 3 as in
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[42] , the channel condition calculated from (5.5) varies approximately in the range

[0.5 - 0.3,0.5 + 0.3] : Í0.2,0.8]. Due to the por,¡/er constraint in (5.3) with P : 2, the

overall transmission rate at an instant is in the set of , : {2,3, . . . ,10} and has the

average vahrc (r*n) of 4.

Assuming equally likely transmission probability in each state and setting r^¿n to
2 packets, we observe that a channel with r : {2,3,4,5,6} (5-FSMC) has roon:4
which is equal to roun of MFS. We run simulations for 2000 time slots (as sug-

gested in [a2]) for 3-FSMC (r : {2,3,4}), 5-FSMC (r : {2,3, . . . 
, 6}), and 7-FSMC

(r : {2,3, . . . 
, B}) with equally-likely steady state probability. We vary p in the

range of {0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8, 0.9}. Unless otherwise specified, perfect channel predic-

tion is assumed to eliminate the effect of prediction inaccuracy on the performance

evaluation.

5.4 Simulation Results and Discussions

5.4.L Performance of ORCA-MRI and MFS

As in MFS, the number of active mobiles is set to 76: 72 mobiles, each with weight

of 1 and 4 mobiles, each with weight of 2. The average value and standard deviation

of the normalized throughput among all the mobiles a¡e shown in Figure 5.2.

Throughput of MFS ranges from 0.35 to 0.45 depending on the service discrepancy

(ô), while ORCA-MRT has throughput in the range of [0.17,0.33]. However, with

MFS the standard deviation of throughput o(1,,*6) is in the range [0.05,0.11], while

with ORCA-MNI o(Ø""") is in the range [0.006,0.03]. ORCA-MRT achieves better

throughput-fairness performance at the expense of throughput degradation.

High throughput in MFS is achieved by allowing several mobiles to transmit si-

multaneously, under the assumption that interference among all the mobiles is negligi
ble. As the transmission rate increases (e.g., increasing number of code channels in a
CDMA system), the interference becomes more severe and cannot be ignored. ORCA-

MRT, on the other hand, accommodates only one mobile per time slot. Therefore,

the interference among all the mobiles in the same cell is alleviated. Obviously, the

reduction in throughput occurs as a nature of a TDMA-based approach. Note that,

although performing well in terms of throughput, MFS can neither ensure temporal
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Figure 5.2. Auerage and standard deuzatzon of normalized throughput for (a) ORCA-

MRT and (b) MFS

fairness nor bound inter-access delay.

5.4.2 Channel State Correlation

As can be seen from Figure 5.2, throughput and throughput-fairness improve as

channel states become less correlated (small p). When the channel-state correlation

is small, a mobile does not to stay in the bad state for a long period of time. The

scheduler is able to select the most suitable state and therefore is capable of improving

performance in terms of both throughput and throughput-fairness.

Figure 5.3 reveals that delay and temporal-fairness performances are fairly good:

E[Ø."") æ 1 and o(Ø"*) < 0.005 under a]l channel conditions. ORCA-MRT shows

delay robustness in that both E[Ø"""] and o(Øo"") are not affected by the channel

condition.

5.4.3 Channel Prediction

In this section, we investigate the effect of three channel prediction models on system

performance.
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Definition 5.1 AvpnacE pRoDrcrroN ERRon (A(t)) ,is the mean absolute di,ffer-

ence between predi,cted channel and actual channel states zn tzme slot t. Mathernati-

cally,
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A(¿) : Ðry t t l^ - *' | . ¡j),"r,,(rn,rn'lt), (5.23)

i:l mt:Lm:l

where fPr,"r,,(m,m'li,) i,s the joi,nt probabitity that i,n time slot t the actual state ,is m

and the predi,cted state i.s m' g'iuen that the channel state i.n time slot 0 i,s i.. !
Theorem 5.1 (Average prediction error) For an FSMC model where the cÌ¿an-

nel state at t : 0 'is lcnown, auerage predzct'ion errorin tzme slot t for erpectati,on-based

and si,mulation-based predictzon models can be calculated from (5 2l) and (5.25), re-

specti.uely,
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where the predi,ctr,on length t i,s the 'interual ('in terms of ti,me slots) between the last

known channel state and the predzcted state, E|tlrlù zs the predzcted channel state i.n

ti,me slot t obtai,ned from the erpectat'ion-based predzction model (usi,ng (5.11)), and

pÍi)" 
^ the probability that state i. wzll rnoue to state m in t steps.

In an RSC, where the channel state depends only onr¿(Vi,), the auerage predzcti,on

error for erpectat'ion-based and si,mulati,on-based models can be calculated from (5.26)

and ( 5. 27), respectzuely.

MM

^¿(¿) 
: ttno-l*-E¡//;lill eÍ:L,

i,:I m:I
A,I M-7 M-r

As(¿) : rI t Ð"0.,. p::)". pll,),*,,
i:I r:I m:l

MM
Li"o(t) : Ð"^.lm -D,u.",1.

m:l i,:L
M-l M-r

^f"(¿) 
: ,t I r.r*.rmtr.

¡:7 m:I

(5.24)

(5.25)

(5.26)

(5.27)

!

PRoop: See Appendi,r G. I

Figure 5.4 shows the effect of prediction length on average prediction error when

M : 5 and p : {0.5, 0.9}. We observe that in all the cases considered, the expectation-

based channel prediction model always has smaller prediction error than the simulation-

based model. Also, an RSC model leads to the upper-bound (worst-case) of prediction

error, since the current channel state does not provide information about the channel

state in the future. For small prediction length, the possible range of predicted states

is limited (e.g., 3 possible states when I : 1) and the prediction is less likety to be er-

roneous. As the prediction length becomes larger, the possible values of the predicted

states ittctease, the FSMC behaves more randomly, and the prediction becomes less

accurate. When the prediction length is sufficiently long, the prediction of the FSMC

converges to that of the RSC which provides the upper-bound for prediction error.

We observe from Figure 5.4 that the average prediction error for both expectation-

based and simulated-based models converges to Lff"d(t) : I.2 and Lff"d(t) : 1.6
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calculated from (5.26) and (5.27), respectively. We also observe that increased channel

state correlation leads to better prediction accuracy because the channel tends to stay

in the same state and the predicted channel states become more similar to the actual

channel states. Therefore, for high channel state correlation, the prediction error

slowly converges to the worst-case error.

Figure 5.5 plots normalized throughput obtained from an ORCA-MRT scheduler

under different channel prediction models wilh M : 5 and p : {0.5,0.7,0.g}. We

observe that the simulation-based channel prediction model leads to inferior through-
put and throughput fairness performances due to prediction inaccuracy. As channel

states become more correlated, the prediction model performs better, and the perfor-

mance of ORCA-MRT with the simulation-based model becomes closer to that with
the perfect channel prediction model.

The expectation-based model performs fairly good in that it almost results in
the same throughput and throughput fairness as those obtained when the channel

condition is known ahead of time. The performances in terms of delay and temporal
fairness are very similar for all the prediction models (the results a¡e omitted for
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brevity).

5.4.4 Upper-bound and Lower-bound for Throughput

Consider a situation where all mobiles have equal weights and equal lag counter,

and experience the best channel state strictly in different slots. In this case, the

solution is the same as that obtained from the channel-quality based opportunistic

scheduling (see Chapter 3) where the mobile perceiving the best channel condition

in each slot is allowed to transmit. This case therefore provides the upper-bound

for overall throughput. However, if this is not the case, each mobile might not get

its best allocation because of (A.7) and (4.8), and the overall throughput will drop

accordingly.

Definition S.L TneNsMISSIoN srATE pRoBABrLrrv (Íz(m)) i,s the probabili.ty that
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a part'¿culol' mobi,le i,s allowed to transm'it when cho,nnel i,s in state m.

Flom TunoREM 3.1 and CoRoLLARy 3.1,

f z(m)

Eh"al

Íø(m)"n :

E[1'a,"À :

!

where @h"u]) is an upper-bound throughput obtained from a channel-quality-based

opportunistic scheduling, M is the number of channel states, n- is steady state proba-

bility that the channel is in state m, and F* : DLrn- is the Cumulati,ue Distributi,on
Function (cdf) of the channel state. In case of an equally likely channel model, where

r*: !f M,Vm,

TnTp _(m_t)r,

(F*)" - (F^-t)r',

+ ('*,,- 1+ * -îe*,*) ,

)

TpM_T
m=L ffi
Mre

(5.32)
M\

-1+t*'n^\ . (b.BB)
,

n:L /

(5.28)

(5.2e)

(5.30)

(5.31)

MTP 1

1/

"o'["-0"-r+M-
Furthermore, in case of a round-robin-based scheduler, where each mobile acquires a

channel access in order,

fz(m)" : lrtn¡

-/
Eh^l : *' (,*^

tF \

we plot both -Ð[7"6,"q] and Ell","d @L'y"] when the channel states are equally

likely) as well as the average throughput obtained from the simulation in Figure 5.6.

All the parameter settings is the same as that in Figure 5.2, p - 0.7, and numbers

of channel states are 3, 5, and7. We can observe that E[1.6,.o] and EÍ1,*ol provide

upper-bound and lower bound for the average normalized throughput respectively.

We also run the simulation in 3-FSMC, 5-FSMC, and 7-FSMC equally-likely chan-

nels with p : 0.7 and plot the values of f ¡¡(m)"n in Figure b.z. We compare the results

from ORCA-MRT (f.¡¡(m)"':ORCA-MRT) with those from (b.30) (f"v¡(m)"n:UB).
Figure 5.7 reveals that both upper-bound and simulated values of. f "¡¡(m)"0 are shifbed
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(from rr) towards the best channel state. Due to fairness and interference-free cons-

triants in (4.7) and (4.8), some mobiles experiencing good channel conditions might

not be able to transmit at good states. Therefore, the average throughput measured

from ORCA-MRT is always lower than the upper-bound throughput in (5.29) and

higher than the lower-bound in (5.33).

5.4.5 Number of FSMC States (M)

5.4.5.L Throughput Performance

Flom Figure 5.7, f¡¡(m) tends to cluster around higher states. Therefore, increas-

ing number of FSMC states increases average throughput, as can be observed from
Figure 5.6, and in (5.29) and (5.33) with increasing M.

The shape of. f ¡¡(m) obtained from simulation becomes less similar to the upper-

bound f ø(m), as the number of channel states increases. As a result, the performance

in terms of throughput diverges from the upper-bound as the number of FSMC states
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Figure 5.7. Transm'iss'ion sta,te probabi.Ii,ty.

increases (Figure 5.6).

5.4.5.2 Fairness Performance

There are two key factors related to throughput-fairness: equality in transmission

rate and perfect compensation mechanism. When f¿(i) :7 and f.v¿(j) :0 (V j * i),
all mobiies transmit only at rate i. In this case, there will not be any unfairness. If
there exists inequality in the transmission rate and the compensation mechanism is

able to perfectly compensate for unequal allocation, there will be no unfairness.

In case of equally likely channels, each with M states, the probability that atl n
mobiles perceive the same channel state during a scheduling frame is

(5.34)
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If the number of channel states is increased by a positive integer ô, Puqrul ,ut"(M *6) :
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"l 
(h)"-1. Therefore, the relative incremental probability is

D _P"qu.r,^r.(M+6)_( M \"-tt inc - 
-*,", -;1lzf - \M + 6 )

(5.35)

Since P¿,r" ( 1, increasing the number of channel states (ô: {1,2,..'}) reduces

the probability that all mobiles will be allocated the same transmission rate during a

scheduling time frame.

The compensation method in ORCA-MRT is non-aggressive, in which each mobile

must transmit at least one packet per scheduling frame. The maximum number of

compensation for a mobile with the weight one is limitedto M -I packets per schedul-

ing frame. Compared to the compensation mechanism, the inequality in transmission

rate has a stronger influence on fairness performance. Therefore, throughput-fairness

in ORCA-MRT degrades as M increases (Figure 5.2). Again, average inter-access

delay and temporal fairness are not affected by the channel parameters (Figure 5.3).

5.4.6 'Weights of the Mobiles

To investigate the effect of the weights of mobiles on system performance, we assume

5 mobiles with the weights of I, 2,3, 4, and 5, and run the simulation on a 5-FSMC

channel with p : 0.7. In this case, the scheduling frame size (Tp) is 15 time slots.

Table 5.1. of wei,shts o the mobiles.

mobile 1 2 ,f 4 5

U¿ 1 2 ð 4 5

max s ¿¡¡,,¡ ¡, {Ø o.., (k) } 29 27 25 23 27

maxy¡{Øo."n(k)X5.18) 29 27 25 23 27

ElØ"""1 15.01 7.50 5.00 3.74 3.00

Øacci 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

w¿. El1*"6(i)l 0.228 0.527 0.671 1.104 r.23

Table 5.1 shows that the maximum inter-access delay measured from simulation

(max"¿-,vr{Ø"""0(k)}) is bounded by the value of maxy¡x{Ø¿¿c"(k)} calculated from

(5.18). We can observe that the average inter-access delay of mobile i, E[Ø"..] is pro-

portional to u¿. Equivalently, the value of normalized inter-access delay approaches
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that in the ideal fairness condition (Øo"o :1). Also, we can observe that the actual
throughput (l^"u(¿)' tr¿) is proportional to the weight of each mobile.

5.4.7 Number of Mobiles and Scheduling Frame Size

In this section, we assume that all the mobiles have equal weight. The number

of mobiles is varied in the set of {5, 10, 75,20,25,30}. we conduct the experiment

on a 5-FSMC channel with p : 0.7. The scheduling frame size is calculated by
To : ÐT=r,ru¿: {5,10,l-5, 20,25,30}, where n is the number of mobiles.

10 15 20 25

Frame size (slots)

Figure 5.8. Throughput us. frame s,ize.

In ORCA-MRT, both number of mobiles and the corresponding weights do not
have direct impact on system performance. Their increasing values only expand the
scheduling frame size which in turn a.ffect the performance.

Flom OeSBRVATIoN 5.6, maxy¡{ Ø""o(k)} :2D¡+¿wi*I. The delay increases as

frame size becomes larger. Again, lhe ElØ"..] ar'd o(Øo"") are not affected by frame

size since they are normalized by trl¿ and 7¡. Normalized throughput, on the other
hand, decreases as frame size becomes larger because it is normalized by the frame
size. We can observe in Figure 5.8 that the upper-bound of normalized throughput
(Eb"ul) calculated from (5.31) decreases as frame size increases. The intuitive notion
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behind this is that as the number of mobiles increases, each mobile has to wait longer

for another transmission opportunity.

As frame size becomes larger, the scheduler has more choices to allocate higher

rate to each mobile while maintaining fairness. The performance of ORCA-MRT with
respective to the upper-bound becomes better for longer frame size.

5.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter extends ORCA-SRT to support multi-rate transmission environment.

Based on the Hunga,rian method to solve the assignment problem, the ORCA-MRT
scheduler utilizes optimization-based intra-frame rate allocation along with fairness

compensation using lag counter. Also, to facilitate optimal bandwidth allocation we

have proposed two methods for channel prediction. The proposed channel prediction

methods perform almost as good as when the channel states are known ahead of time.

Simulation results have revealed that ORCA-MRT outperforms MFS in terms of

throughput fairness and temporal fairness. Average throughput of ORCA-MRT is

upper-bounded and lower-bounded by those obtained from the channel quality-based

opportunistic and round-robin scheduling algorithms, respectively. ORCA-MRT en-

sures temporal fairness and bounds inter-access delay under a certain threshold. This
feature would be useful to prevent end-to-end throughput (e.g., TCP throughput)

degradation in wide-area wireless networks and/or to control QoS in real-time appli-

cations.
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Chapter 6

Impact of Error Control on a
Multi-hop Wireless Network:
Part I Single Packet

Transmission

Multi-hop wireless networks are characterized by the lack of a direct communication

link between source and destination nodes. End-to-end data transmission between

a pair of nodes in this type of network requires intermediate nodes to forward data
packets. For example, in a multi-hop cellular wireless network [60], the communica-

tions between a mobile and the base station can be carried out via relay nodes. The
use ofrelay nodes helps increase service area and prevent network partitioning. In ad-

dition, short-range transmission improves spectral efficiency, increases spatial reuse,

and leads to higher energ-y efficiency. A wireless backhaul network is another type of
multi-hop network which consists of a collection of. Transi,t Access Poi,nts (TAPs) [6t).
These wireless TAPs forward traffic from mobiles to the internet gateway in a multi-
hop manner. For successful end-to-end transmission of a packet, the packet needs to
be successfully transmitted across all the links. Therefore, if the transmission fails

(due to collision and/or channel fading) in one of the nodes en route the source and

the destination nodes, retransmissions based on an ARQ (Automatic Repeat reQuest)

policy will be necessaxy.

The end-to-end performance in a wireless multi-hop network depends strongly
on the hop-Ievel protocols and parameters. The study in [62] showed that the en-

ergy effi.ciency and end-to-end throughput (e.g., TCP throughput) depend greaily on
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hop-Ievel error probability transmission range of each node, and maximum number

of retransmissions at each node. However, only average values of the performance

metrics such as energy efficiency or throughput were obtained.

Performance of end-to-end congestion and flow control mechanism in TCP over

IEEE 802.1I Di,stributed Coordinati.on Function (DCF)was investigated in [63] through

simulations. In [64], the impact of TCP on end-to-end throughput performance in a
multi-hop wireless network was analyzed and the optimal transmission window size

was determined to be Hl4 for a single TCP flow over a linear chain path with //
hops. However, hop-level error control policies were not considered.

An analytical model for computing average steady state TCP throughput for a
two-hop chain topolog-y was presented in [65] assuming a collision-free and error-free

wireless channel. Given the node density and the expected path length in a uniformly
distributed ad hoc network, [66] computed optimal transmission distance which gives

maximum network throughput and minimum energy consumption per data message.

After all, a generalized analysis of the impacts of different hop-level error control

policies on the end-to-end performance in a multi-hop network with an arbi,trary

number of hops has not been reported in the literature.

This chapter presents an analybical methodology to study the impact of radio link
error and different hop-level ARQ policies on the end-to-end performance in a multi-
hop wireless path. Specifically, by using Phase-Type (PH) distribution, we derive the
probabi,Iity mass functi,on (pmf) of total required number of hop-level transmissions

for successful end-to-end delivery of a packet in an fl-hop chain topology. The useful-

ness of our analysis comes from the following facts. First, a general end-to-end trans-

mission cost function can be defined in terms of number of hop-level transmissions.

Based on this cost, the optimal routing paths (e.g., minimum energ.y paths [67]) can

be determined for reliable communication in a multi-hop wireless network. Secondly,

Cumulati,ue Di,stributi,on Funct'ion (cdf) of the required number of transmissions can

be utilized to quantify the reliability-energy tradeoff, since it is the probability to de-

liver a packet to the destination within a limited number of transmissions (and hence

Iimited amount of transmission energy). Thirdly, statistics for end-to-end latency can

be estimated if the information about queuing and channel access delay is available.

This statistics can be used to set the transport control protocol timeout value at
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the source node with a view to improve the end-to-end performance. Finally, since

the proposed model is based on a generic link error process, the impact of different

MAC and physical-layer parameters on the end-to-end performance under different

hop-level error control strategies can be analyzed, and hence cross-layer design and

engineering can be performed.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 outlines the system

model and assumptions. The Markov-based anaþical model is presented in Section

6.2. The numerical and the simulation results as well as their useful implications are

presented in Section 6.3. Finally, chapter summary are stated in Section 6.4.

6.1 System Model and Assumptions

6.1.1 Multi-Hop Network Model
'We consider a data packet transmission scenario from a source node (A) to a destina,-

tion node (D) over a multi-hop wireless path (Figure 6.1). We use a chain topology to

represent the flow under consideration and rega"rd all other active flows as background

trafficl. We derive the statistics for total number of hop-level transmissions required

for successful end-to-end delivery of a particular packet.

Afber transmitting a packet, each node can determine whether the transmission

has been successful or not. The acknowledgement is transmitted over a different

channel and is assumed to be error-free. If the transmission has failed, the node will
invoke a retransmission procedure based on the ARQ policy at that node. If the

packet is dropped (e.g., in case of zero-retransm'iss,ion poli.cy), the source node will
retransmit the dropped packet.

6.L.2 Packet Error Model

Tlansmission of a packet in a link may fail due to data collision (when a distributed

MAC protocol is used) and/or channel fading (independent or time-correlated). Data

collision depends primarily on the underlying MAC layer. For example, the steady-

state collision probability (p",,.) for an IEEE 802.11 DCF-based MAC was analyzed

lsimilar topology is used in a wireless backhaul network [61].
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in [68]. In a channel with independent channel fading (e.g., an RSC model in Section

2.3.7), packet transmission is assumed to be in error with probabihty p"rr, Correlated

channel fading can be modeled by the GEC model defined in Section 2.3.2.

In general, collision and fading are independent to each other. A methodology

to calculate successful transmission probability (p,,") for an IEEE 802.11 DCF-based

MAC under Rayleigh fading channel was given in [69]. For a general MAC under

independent fading channel, psuc can be calculated from (I - p"rr¡). (1 - p"rr"). On

the other hand, the successful transmission probability in a good and bad state of.

a correlated. fading channel can be calculated * pln)": (1 - n9,,¡ .(1 - p",,.) and

pl\" : (r - p!?)'r) . (7 - p.,,"), respectively. By replacing n9),, anap!?Ì, (pu.L.t, error
probability due to fading when the channel state is good and bød, respectively) in
(2.2a) withl-pl1)" and t -pÍ%, respectively, the steady state packet error probability
for a correlated fading channel can be determined.
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6.1.3 Hop-Level Automatic Repeat ReQuest (ARQ) Model

If a node fails to deliver a packet to the next node, it will retransmit the packet

according to one of the following hop-level ARQ policies:

o Zero retransmission (ARQO): If a transmission fails, the packet will be

dropped immediately.

o fnfinite retransmission (ARQ-): The packet is retransmitted repeatedly

until the transmission is successful.

o Finite retralsmission (ARQF): The maximum number of retransmissions

allowed is K, and the packet will be dropped if. the Kth retransmission fails.

o Probabilistic retransmission with infinite persistence (AReP): If a

transmission fails, the packet will be dropped with probability ( and retrans-

mitted with probability (1 - {).
o Probabilistic retransmission with finite persistence (AReFP): This is

similar to ARQP with the following constraints: ( < 1 for first K-1 unsuccessful

retransmissions and 6 : 1 for the Kth unsuccessful retransmission.

Definition 6.L LlNx2 RELIABILITr (rî:f ) i,s the uncond.i.ti.onal probabi,li,ty that a
packet, 'is successfully transmi,tted (before bei,ng dropped,).

Theorem 6.L For di,fferent ARQ poti,ci,"t, ,foff can be calculated, as follows:

: Psu",

:7,
: 1-(1 -p"u")Kit,
: P"u.

P"u.* € - €pru"'

: p","(r - (r - p".")K+'(r - €)K+t)
P"r.*€-€p"u" '

wlt'ere Pru" 'is the probabili.ty of successful paclcet transm,iss,ion ouer a li,nk, K i,s the

marimum number of allowable retransm,iss'ions 'in case of AR{, and { i,s the paclcet

dropping probabi.li,ty for ARÇ. tr

ARao
Tlink-

ARAØ
Tlinlr-

ARaF
Ttint -

ARÔP
Tl¿nk-

ARaFPTli,r."

(6.1)

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.4)

(6 5)

2We use the terms li,nk and å.op interchangeably in this dissertation.
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PRoor':

1. ARQT: Si,nce the packet i,s d,ropped, after one transm'iss'io", ,î:f" : psuc.

2. ARQ-: Si.nce the packet w'ill neuer be d.ropped., ,t}f' : t.

3. ARQF : ,t""f' : DfJ' p","(I - p",")¿-7: 1 - (I - p"u")o+' .

/*. ARQP: ,t:1" : DË, p","((I - p",")(t - 6))'-t : *;fr+;Ã
5,ARQFP:,l:r,,:Ðr:,p,u"((7_P",")(I_€))o_':P"u"yEffi.l
We observe that ARQO and ARQ- provide lower-bound and upper-bound for link

reliability with rfff' : psuc anð, ,fnff* : 1, tespectively. To achieve a target link

reliability rfono, the minimum number of retransmissions K. (in case of ARQF) or the

maximum dropping probabilities {- (in case of ARQP) can be obtained as follows:

(6 6)

In Section 6.3.7, we wili show that TupoRtrM 6.1 would also be useful in estimating

the end-to-end latency for a packet in a multi-hop route.

6.2 Markov Model and Analysis

6.2.I Markov Modeling Under Independent Packet Error Pro-

CCSS

We model a multi-hop wireless path by an absorbing DTMC (Figure 6.1). Again,

need to formulate TPM ,

":(jl+) , (6.7)

as well as initial probabilities vectors (ao, a). We formulate these matrices only for

ARqff only, since it is the most general ARQ. Let X(¿) € {sc,(å(¿),Æ(¿))} be the

state of a tagged packet at service opportunity ú. At opportunity ú, the packet either

reaches the destination (X(t) : sc) or is being transmitted/waiting to be transmitted

in one of the nodes along the route (X (¿) : (h(t) , ¿(t) ) ) , where the hop number 1n(t) e
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Table 6.L. Impli,cations of the sub-matrices

{I,2,.. . , äi) corresponds to the link where the packet is being transmitted and

k(') e {0, 1,. . . ,K} is the number of transmissions in the corresponding link.
The Markov process always starts when the packet is fed to the frrst node and

finishes when the packet traverses the last hop. Therefore, we set X(0) : (1,0) to be

the initial state and X(t) : scto be the absorbing state. Correspondingly, the initial
probability (as) and initial probability vector (o) whose size is r x H(K f 1) are 0

and (1, 0), respectively.

We now construct transient TPM T and absorbing TPM t for the above DTMC
in (6.8). Both of the matrices consist of blocks of sub-matrices. A transition among

these blocks is equivalent to a change in the hop number (h), while a transition within
a particular block represents the change in number of unsuccessful transmissions (,k)

in the same hop. The implications of all the sub-matrices are explained in Table 6.1.

The elements in row i and column 7 of the sub-matrices IJ¿, S¿, R¿, and s', whose sizes

are (K+I)2, (K+7)2, (K+1)2, and (ff+t)x 1, (i.e., un(i, j),sn(i, j),rn(i, j),s,(2,1),
respectively) can be calculated from (6.9)-(6.12) below

,rt,:[:

UrtRr
R2

Rr-r
R¡y

(6.8)

s1

U2

;

0

0

0 0 ...

Szo

U n-t S¡¡-t

o U¡¡

Matlix Event at time I (å(¿+1), k(t+1)) Implication

Unsuccessful (U)
k(¿) < K and

tlansmission faiÌs.
(ä(i), A(¿) + 1)

Tfansmission fails and

the current node retransmits the packet.

Successful (S) Successful Tlansmission 172(t)+t,f)

Successful transmission.

Start transmission in the next hop.

Reset fr to l.

Restart (R)
k(¿) : K and

transmission fails.
(1 1)

Packet is dropped.

Retransmit from the hop ä : 1

Zero (0) Not possible Not available Not possible
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. f (r-p"u"(i,å)) .(1 -t1,,h)), i:{r,... ,K},j:i,+r,un(i,i): { 
¡oøu\/ // \ r\-ì-/t1 - t-' 

(o.9)
|. 0, otherw,ise

,. .\ |p","(i,h), i : {1, ..' ,K * 1}, j : 1,snlz,J): I (6.10)

|. 0, otherwise,

.. ( (r - p","(i,h)). €(i,h), i : {1, ...,Ka rr ; - r
rn(i,j) : 

{ ì. 
j"auc\")'"'/] \\"',",' " - L.l )'\ | LJIJ _ Ll 

(6.1i)
|. 
0, otherwise,

s'(i,t) : pru"(i,H),i: {1,...,K+I}, (6.12)

where Pru.(k,å,) denotes probability of successful transmission corresponding to the
Æ¿À transmission in hop å,, and {(k, ñ.) denotes dropping probability when the kúå

transmission in hop h fails. By applying the formulated matrices (i.e, as : 0, a, T,
and t) to (6.13)-(6.15), the pmf Us(t)), cdf (Fs(t)), and the expected value of the
number of transmissions (El7]) required for successful end-to.end delivery can be

calculated. In other words,

f s(t)
Fs(t)

E[s]

cT¿-1t,

I - aTte,

a(I - T)-t".

(6.13)

(6.14)

(6.15)

6.2.2 Markov Modeling under correlated Packet Error pro-

CCSS

The analyzes above can be extended for the packet error model under correlated

fading. At service opportunity ú, a channel with correlated error (due to fading) can

be in either goodor badstate and the corresponding successful transmission probability
it p!'J and p!%, respectively. For simplicity, we assume a homogeneous link condition
across all the links. The analyzes for heterogeneous link conditions can be performed

in a Àimila, manner. Hereafber, we d.enote parameters for a correlated.-error channel
by superscript corr.
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Assuming p,u"(k,Ð e {pLnJ,n!2"¡,Vtt,fr,, we modify the matrices e, T, and t to
support correlated error. 'We embed one more variable into the Markov process to
keep track of the channel state. Therefore, the TPM becomes

(t-"¡T"*',¡ :
uïo,, +Èl-,

R$o*

Rff*

S1o"

UT"

0[,1

0

s3*'

0

(6.16)

(6.17)

(6.18)

IJ?r, : u¡af (r-Gl'P). Rgo" - Rtsf(r-G)'P)
2 L-psuc 1 --X l-p"u. t

qcorr 
- 

S¿8(G'P) ^corrt - 
sÍe(G'l)

Ðr
"PsuctaPsuc

where I denotes Kronecker product, G' 
( p!1)" 0 \: 
('; et¿" )' 

and P is the rPM for a

GEC defined in (2.23). After constructing the matrices, the statistics for correlated-

error channel can be obtained by using e,'o",Acor,, and t"-'in (6.18)-(6.15).

6.2.3 Phase Type Representations for the Different ARQ
Models

Assuming independent and homogeneous packet error process, we reduce entries of
T in (6.8) for the following special cases with K :! to scala.r values.

6.2.3.I Zero Retransmission ARQ (ARQO)

In this case, { : 1 and pru"(k,h) : p"u",Vk, å. Therefore,

(U¿, S¿, R¿) : (0,p"u",I - p"u.),Vh.

6.2.3.2 Infinite Retransmission ARQ(ARQ*)

For ARQ*, 6 : 0 and pru"(la,h) : pru",Vk, ñ,. Therefore,

(6.1e)

(U¿, S¿, R¿) : (7 - p,p,0),Vå. (6.20)



Since T is diagonal dominant, a closed-form expression for

obtained as follows. FYom (6.13),

fs(t) : aTt-lt

: (1,0,0,...)(rr-r, 

Ll ) 
:r","
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Lhe pmf ffg(t)) can be

[Tt-t]t,r. (6.21)

Since T in ARQ* is a bi,-di,agonalmatrix, a closed-form for [T¿-1]1,¡r can be calculated

from Lpvttvte 8.1, and

(6.22)

otherw'ise.

In (6.22), f s(t) can be also regarded as a negati,ue b'inorni,al or Pascal distribution
which corresponds to the probability that there arc H - 1 successes among ú - 1 trials
and another success at the ú¿ä trial [19].

6.2.3.3 Probabilistic ARQ (ARQ")

In this case, p"u"(k,h) : p"u",Vk,h, and

(Un, S¿, R¿) : ((i - €)(1 - p"u"),p"u", €(1 - p",")),Yh. (6.23)

6.3 Numerical and Simulation Results: Model Val-
idation and Useful Implications

For brevity, we present results only for the independent packet error process, where
packet error probabiliiy is fixed to p"rr. The results for a correlated packet error
process can also be generated by using the methodology provided in Section 6.2.2.

Unless otherwise specified, we assume that all nodes implement the same type of ARQ
and the probability of successful packet transmission is the same for all the links.

f s(,):{j ",
t, 

) 
,*.,t - P"u")t-H, t )- H,
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6.3.1 Model Validation

We verify the accuracy of our model by simulations using ns-2 [70]. We establish a
10-hop chain topology and insert a link-loss module as well as ARQ models between

each node and the connecting link. We nn Fzle Tlansfer Protocol (FfP)over TCP

and plot the expected number of transmissions E[9] as a function of packet error

probability in each link (Figure 6.2). Throughout this chapter, we set the maximum

window size of TCP to 1. The payload of TCP is 500 bytes. The size of payload at the
link layer is set to be the same as a TCP segment. During simulation, we measure the
error probability in each Ìink. The simulation terminates when the difference between

input and measured link error probability is less than 10-6. Flom the simulation, we

calculate the expectation of measured hop-level transmissions associated with each

TCP packet, and compare it with that obtained from the proposed framework.
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Figure 6.2. Comparison between analyti,cal and si,mulat'ion results.

As expected, Elgl increases as the link error probability increases and the results

from the simulations are fairly close to those obtained from the analytical model

(Figure 6.2). when the packet error probability is high, for ARQO, the packet rarely
reaches the nodes closer to the destination node. In such a case, during simulation, the
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link-loss module for the corresponding hops is rarely invoked. For this reason, at high

link error rate, the analytical results on El7l deviate slightly from the simulation

results.

6.3.? Impact of Hop-Level ARQ Policies on Expected Num-
ber of Tlansmissions

Figure 6.3 plots El7l as a function of the number of hops (.I/) under different ARQ
policies when the packet error probability in each link is 0.3. As expected, Elgl
increases as the number of hops in the route increases. Since with ARQO each un-

successful transmission at any intermediate node requires retransmission from the
source node, the upper bound of El7l is observed for this ARQ policy. On the other

hand, the lower bound of E[9] is achieved with ARQ- because in this case each

intermediate node retransmits the lost packet until the transmission is successful.

01520
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Figure 6.3. Vøriati,ons i'n the erpected, number of transmi,ssi,ons with number of hops

'in the route.
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allowable retransmissions in each hop (K) decreases (for ARQF) and/or the dropping
probability ({) increases (for ARQP). In any case, the value of E[9) is bounded

by those for ARQO and ARQ*. Both ARQF and ARQP policies are complementary

to each other in that they yield the same E[9] when the parameters K and { are

properly adjusted. Note that, Elgl for ARQF converges to the lower-bound fairly
fast. trÌom Figure 6.3, the required total number of transmissions becomes very close

to the lower-bound when K :2.
In general, the average amount of energy spent per hop-level transmission is a

function of parameters such as transmission range, modulation techniques, and packet

size. Given the average amount of energy consumption for a packet per hop-level

transmission ã, the average energ-y spent for successful end-to-end delivery of a packet

can be calculated as El7l x e. Since E[9] depends solely on the hop-Ievel reliability
and the number of hops, but neither on queuing delay nor on channel access delay,

the expected number of transmissions required to deliver a window of ly' packets is

N x El7l. Also, the corresponding pmf for a window of N packets can be obtained

by convoluting f s(t) calculated from the above framework for ly' times.

6.3.3 Distribution of the Total Required Number of Tbans-

missions

Figure 6.4 illustrates the cdf (Fs(t)) of the required number of transmissions for a 10-

hop connection when the packet error probability in each hop is 0.3. With the same

argument, ARQ0 and ARQ- converge to 1 at the lowest and highest rate. Again, the

rate of convergence of ARQF and ARQP fall in between the above two.

We observe that the expected number of transmissions in ARQo ensures less than

63.5% of packet delivery. Since Fs(t) represents the probability that a packet will be

delivered to the destination within k transmissions, using Fg(t), the tradeoff between

reliability and energy consumption can be analyzed,

6.3.4 Residual Improvement

Although ARQ- is the best ARQ policy in terms of El7l, it may cause head-of-line

(HOL) blocking, and consequently, result in large hopJevel delay and/or buffer over-
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(pg(t)) for di,fferent ARQ poli,cies.

flow. Therefore, ARQF and ARQP might be preferable to ARQ- in some scenarios.

For these ARQ policies, there exist values of. K or ( further increase or decrease of
which do not result in significant improvement in total required number of transmis-

sions but would rather cause the HOL blocking problem.

To quantify the improvement for a particular ARQ policy (compared to the im-
provement from lower-bound to upper-bound corresponding to ARQ¿ô and ARe"ô,
respectively), we define a parameter Resi,dual Improuemenú (ô) as follows.

Definition 6.2 RpsrouAr, IMeRovEMENT (tti"or) of an ARe policy wi,th respect to

the improuement from upper-bound, ("b) of the number of transmi.ss,ions down to the

correspond'ing lower-bound (b) i,s d,efined i,n (6.21)

(6.24)

¡
The case r¡/ith ôófß) : 1 corresponds to an ideal ARQ, whose performance is the

same as the lower bound of the number of transmissions. The worst case scenario,

on the other hand, corresponds to an ARQ whose the number of transmissions is the

¡ARe a Ðio(Pu(t)Ib - rsç¡eao¡uça,"u\-W
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same as the upper-bound, where 6t#.4^):0. Therefore, smatt ôff,a4 implies good

performance of an ARQ protocol. For two ARQ policies, namely, ARQI and ARQ2,

it can be shown that (Appendix H)

Ð pu(t)o"ot - t Fs(ÐARa2 : geaQ2¡Jrl - EARar lgl, (6.25)
k:0 ,k:0

where Fs(t)ma and EARalg] refer to cdf and expectation of the number of trans-

missions for successful end-to-end delivery for a particular ARQ policv. Therefore,

IARQ -" (tb,ub) -
EoRalgl - E,ulgl
E"blr) _ E¿blgl

(6.26)

In this section, we use ARQ0 and ARQ- as the upper-bound and the lower-bound,

respectively. As can be observed. from Figure 6.4, 6ttffb) is in fact the ratio of two

areas-the area between the cdlfor a certain ARQ and the cdf for ARQ- and the area

between the cdf for ARQ0 and the cdf for ARQ-. Since Elgl¿nQ* ( ElglARa <
ElglARao, Aff$ fies between 0 and 1, where 6ä3; : 1, and ¿fffi : O

Figures 6.5-6.6 show typical variations in the residual improvement (ôj{4" and

"ARaP,ôåiot ) as a function of the maximum number of allowabie retransmissions (K) and

the dropping probability (€) in each hop, when the packet error probability in each

hop is flxed to 0.3 and the number of hops varies from 5, 10, 15, to 20. As expected,

for a particular -É1, 6å14" and ôjf;Q" decrease with increasing K and decreasing

{, implying that the corresponding cdf becomes closer to the cdf for ARQ- (lower-

bound). The performance of both ARQF and ARQP converge to the lower and the

upper bounds when K: oo and 0 and €:0 and 1, respectively.

We can achieve a certain level of residual improvement by adjusting K and (. For

example, for a target value of õXf' ( 0.1 and 6Xf' < 0.1, K must be chosen to be 2

for a 5-hop connection (Figure 6.5) and { must be set as the values located at the arrow

ends in Figure 6.6. As .H increases, both E"olgl - E'olg) und EARa[9] - E'ol,ql

increase. However, the rate of increase of. E"bl7l - Etol,El (the denominator in

(6.26)) is higher than that of. Eo^alTl - E'ol7l. Therefore, as fI increases, the

residual improvement relative to the E"ol,?) - E'ol.ql becomes smaller. In effect,

for larger.Ë1, smaller K and larger { can still satisfy the same constraint on residual

improvement.
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retransm'iss'ions at each node.

6.3.5 Heterogeneous Wireless Links

In general, packet error probability in each link in a multi-hop route can be difierent.
This section presents typical numerical results under heterogeneous wireless links.

We assume that each link can be either good,withperr:0.1 or badwithp",,:0.8,
and show the cdf for the required number of transmissions for successful end-to-end

delivery (ps(t)) under ARQ* in Figure 6.7. The legends in this figure correspond

to cases where all links are good, all links are bad, fi,rst bad, (where all except the first
link is good), and last, åad (where all except the last link is good).

With ARQ-, since all the nodes persist on transmitting the packet until the
transmission is successful, the cdl in this case depends only on the number of. bad

Iinks but not on the location of the öød link(s). However, the location of a ðad link
does affect the performance of all other ARQ policies. Using the all good and the
all bad cases for ARQO as the lower-bound and the upper-bound, respectively we

denote the residual improvements in case of ARQo for the fi,rst bad and the last bad,
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Figure 6.6. Variati,ons in resi,d,ual improuement, witl¿ packet, d,roppi,ng probabi,li,ty at

each node.

cases bv 6ti;t:::,",ö@d) and tl\iiiiÍ0,r,öad), respectively. For the last bad, case, it is

more likely that the packet will be dropped at the last hop. If this happens, the

transmissions which have already been succeeded earlier will be useless, since the
source will have to retransmit the packet. We observe that \ti;Xfli,auuaa¡ is always

Iess than 0l\iiiiÍo,",aoa¡ (Figure 6.8). That is, the system performance drops when

location of the badlink moves towa¡ds the destination.

As the number of hops increases, the required number of transmissions in all the
cases increases. With respect to the aII good, case, the rate of relative increase in the all
bad case is the highest because it has more numb er of. bad,links. In fact, this relative
increase is the denominator in (6.26). Therefore, the residual improvement always

decreases as rJ increases. Although 6{i;X::í,i,,aoa¡ ( õti;;y:,",åoa¡, the difference

becomes smaller as .Il increases because the denominator becomes more dominant.

Packet dropping probability fi)
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6.3.6 Impact of MAC Protocols: Typical Results for IEEE
802.11 DCF

Using ns-Z, we run an FTP/TCP fl.ow over a four hop linear chain topology. Each

node implementing IEEE 802.11 MAC, and has a transmission range of.250 zn. The

distance between any two nodes is also 250 m (we will refer to these nodes as chain

nodes, hereafter). We place background nodes (each with transmission range of 100

nz) within a distance of r meters from each chain node, where r is randomly chosen

between 0 to 100. We also set the retry limit in IEEE 802.11 DCF to oo and compare

the results with ARQ-. This setting is necessary to prevent route failure along the
chai", of nodes.

Under a two-ray ground refl.ection propagation model, every node generates CBR
(constant Bit Rate) traffic at the rate of r0, 20,30, 40, and 50 ,kbps, destined to
the closest chain node. Consisting of chain nodes as well as background nodes, this
topology is very similar to that of wireless backhaul networks [61], where the chain

nodes are analogous to the TAPs.
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homogeneous wi,reless I'inlcs.

The simulation is run f.or 20 times. In each simulation, the first chain node sends

out 1000 TCP segments destined to the last chain node. We mea,suïe the collision

probability at each hop along the chain of nodes as well as the required number of
hop-level transmissions for successful delivery of each TCP packet. Based on the
measured collision probabilities, we calculate E[9] from the above framework and

compare it with that obtained from simulation. Note that, this dissertation does not
focus on modeling the collision probability p"rr.. Therefore, we use the measured

value of p.,,. to calculate Elgl. The value f.or p",,. can be obtained by estimating
the number of interfering mobiles following the approach in [71] and then using the
method presented in [68].

In absence of channel fading, collision is the major cause of transmission failure.

Figure 6.9 (a) shows typical variations in collision probability in the first hop of the
chain route, where the number of interfering nodes refers to the number of mobiles

which can cause collision at the chain node. Similar results have been observed in the
other hops.
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erpected number of transm'iss'ions.

We observe that IEEE 802.11 suffers geatly from frequent data collisions due

partly to the CBR background traffic, hence resulting in very low successful trans-
mission probability. This result is in fact not surprising, since the collision probability
for only 7 mobile nodes in the same neighborhood is expected to be greater than 20%

[68]. In our simulations, this probability becomes even higher due to hi,dd,en termi,nøl

jammi,ng problem [72].

Figure 6.9 (b) compares El7) obtained from simulation (shown by symbols) with
that obtained from the framework (shown by solid line). When collision probabilities

are known, our model is extremely accurate in that all the symbols (simulation) fall
very close to the line generated by the framework.

6.3.7 Estimation of End-to-End Tbansmission

The end-to-end latency (9) for a packet depends primarily on queuing delay (Ø),
channel access delay (Øo"") associated with each hopJevel transmission, total number

of hop-level transmissions (9), and packet transmission time (Ør"). In each hop, the
queuing delay for a tagged packet is the time that the packet waits before it reaches

the head of the queue. The channel access delay is the time required for a packet to
be transmitted afier it reaches the head of the queue. The queuing delay depends

on the buffer management and scheduling policies, while the channel access delay
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depends on the MAC scheme used by the nodes. The transmission time depends on

the packet size and the link speed.

Assuming that the averâge queuing delay (E[Øn]) and the average channel access

delay (ElØ"""]) *" available, the expected end-to-end latency for a packet can be

calculated from El9l : El4]. ElØn] + El7l . (ElØ"""] * Øt,), where ,/rn is the
number of times the packet is enqueued in any of the queues in the multi-hop route
before it reaches the destination node. Note that, the expected end-to-end throughput
can be calculated as tlE[91.

The expected value of 4 @14]) for the different hopJevel ARQ policies can be

calculated as follows. First, evaluate link reliability (rî:f) for the implemented ARe
(in each hop) using Tsponpv 6.1. Secondly, formulate IJ¿, S¿, and R¿ for ARe0
(6.19). Thirdly, replace p"u" irr the formulated matrices with the calculated ,f:1.
This substitution is equivalent to the use of ARQO at each hop along the route with
the unconditional packet dropping probability at each node being equal to the one

for the implemented ARQ. Finally, calculate El7lby using the proposed framework,

which in this case is equivalent to Eþlrol.

6.4 Chapter Summary
'We 

have presented a methodology for anaLyzingthe impacts of hop-level ARQ policies

on end-to-end performance statistics in a multi-hop wireless network. The number of
hop-level transmissions is lower-bounded and upper-bounded by ARQ policies with
infinite and zero retransmissions, respectively. Performances of all the ARQ policies,

except that for ARQ with infinite retransmissions, degrade as the location of a weak

wireless link moves towards the destination.

Simulation results have validated the analytical results. The proposed framework

can be used to estimate the total amount of energy consumption and to analyze the
tradeoff between reliability and energy for reliable end-to-end transmission. Also, it
would be useful in estimating the end-to-end latency (hence throughput) and im-
proving the end-to-end flow control mechanism. Consideration of wireless channel
parameters and medium access control schemes would extend the use this model for
analyzing cross-layer protocol performance. After all, the proposed model can be
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used to effectively study the inter-relationship among link-level packet error proba-

bilit¡ hop-level ARQ policy and pa^rameters, and the end-to-end performance in a
multi-hop wireless network.
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Chapter 7

Impact of Error Control on a
Multi-hop Wireless Network:
Part II Batch Transmission

In chapter 6, an analytical model for a multi-hop wireless network with an arbitrary
number of hops v/as proposed. The main observation there was that the increasing

number of hops significantly degrades system performances (e.g., Figure 6.3). There-

fore, the number of hops in a path should be limited to a small number. For example,

in a multi-hop cellular network ([16],[73]) or a u'ireless mesh networlc [14], short range

communication leads to better link quality, higher transmission rate, less energy con-

sumption, and improved load-balancing among base stations. Typically the network
path in such a scenario consists of only few hops (e.g., two hops), and due to the
presence of a central controller (".g., u base station) the network is more controllable
compared to a pure ad hoc network.

There is limited research regarding multi-hop cellular networks. An architecture,

namely, the ad hoc global system for mobile communications (AGSM) was proposed in

[7a] which allows mobiles to switch to an ad hoc mode when the direct link to the base

station is unavailable. Mobiles located far away from the base station could achieve

higher data rate and better fairness with the aid of the relaying architecture proposed

in [75]. Developed in [76], the multi-hop cellular network (MCN) architecture enabled

short range communication and reduced transmission power for mobile nodes. An
integrated cellular and ad hoc relay (iCAR) system to redirect tra.ffic from a highty
loaded base station to neighboring base stations was presented in [77]. For a cellular
multi-hop network, [60] proposed two algorithms in which the base station participates
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in packet relaying and each mobile adaptively switches its mode of operation (peer-to-

peer or direct communication with the base station). Anaþical models to evaluate

network throughput under multi-hop relaying were developed in [78] and [zg].
Again, the inefficiency of TCP in a multi-hop wireless network with IEEE 802.11-

based MAC was revealed in [63] and [80]. With transmission window size of one,

[81] investigated the effects of different hop-level ARQ protocols on end-to.end per-
formance. The effects of number of hops and channel error on energy efficiency and

throughput performance of TCP were studied in [62]. [65] presented a model for
analyzing TCP performance over a two-hop chain topology under error-free wire-
less channels and a collision-free MAC protocol, assuming that only one mobile can

transmit at any instant in time.

In the literature, all of the analytical works on multi-hop wireless transmission

modeled only throughput performance and assumed a fixed transmission rate and/or
only one certain type of ARQ. Since multi-rate transmission such as that achieved

through AMC can significantly impact the transmission performance in a radio link,
its impact on the end-to-end protocol performance need to be studied. To the best of
our knowledge, a general analybical framework which captures the impact of multi-
rate transmission, packet error probability, as well as ARQ policies (at each hop)

on the end-to-end latency and reliability in a multi-hop wireless network was not
reported in the literature,

In this chapter, we present an analytical model to evaluate end-to-end performance

in a multi-hop and multi-rate wireless network. For a batch of packets, we determine

the probability mass function (pmfl of the end-to-end latency (in terms of number

of transmission intervals) and the number of packets successfully delivered to the
destination under different AMC settings and hop-level ARQ policies. These statistics
could be useful in many different ways.

By analyzing end-to-end latency and reliability, the hop-level ARQ parameters can

be adjusted to achieve the optimal routing paths and/or desired latency-reliability
tradeoff. Since an ARQ protocol increases link reliability at the expense of latency,

different applications might choose different paths to fulfill their requirements. For
example, delay sensitive application might opt for a low latency but less reliable path,
while a more reliable path might be preferable for data traffic.
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The statistics on end-to-end latency and reliability can be used to improve the
performance of TCP flow-control mechanism or design even more efficient flow con-

trol protocols. Specifically, for an end-to-end flow and error control mechanism for

a multi-hop wireless path, the results from our model would be useful to guide the

source about when to transmit and when to withhold the transmission. In a window-

based flow control protocol such as in TCP, the source node essentially transmits

batches of packets, one after another. Therefore, data packets in the previous batches

which have not yet reached the destination might affect the latency and the reliability
performances for the current batch of transmission. Our model can capture this inter-

action, by analyzing the the end-to-end performance for a particula,r batch of packets

and considering packets from the previous batch(es) which are still in the network

path. For example, upon receiving an acknowledgement, the TCP sender prepares

a ne\M batch of packets for transmission. At this moment, the sender can estimate

the number of packets in the network (".g., by using the unacknowledged sequence

numbers) based upon which it can estimate the throughput and delay statistics which

could be utilized for adjustment of window size and/or the timeout value. Multi-hop
batch transmissions also occur in sensor networks during network tasking [82].

The organization of this chapter is as follows. Section 7.1 outlines system model,

assumptions, and methodology for the analysis. Section 7.2 presents the Ma¡kov-

based model to evaluate end-to-end performance for a batch transmission across

multi-hop wireless links. The numerical and simulation results are presented in Sec-

tion 7.3. In Section 7.4, we demonstrate the usefulness of our model in predicting the
performance of TCP in a multi-hop transmission scenario. Finally, the summary and

the concluding remarks are given in Section 7.5.
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System Model, Assumptions, and Methodol-
ogy

7.L.L System Description

Consider a static two-hop chain topologyl where the transmission range of each node

is just enough to reach its neighboring nodes (Figure 7.1). We assume that node 1 and

node 3 are the source and the destination nodes, respectively. A batch transmission is

initiated with I/r and ÀI2 packets at node 1 and node 2, respectively. Due to limited
transmission range, node 1 forwa,rds these packets to node 2, which in turn forwards

them to node 3. The process finishes when the buffers of node 1 and node 2 are empty
(i.e., either delivered to the destination or dropped due to limited persistence of an

ARQ protocol). For analytical tractability we do not consider MACìayer delay in
this chapter. We also assume that communications in both the hops can occur at the
same time2.

Ð

G
\ - ffi Destination

Wn-@.
Figure 7.L. A two-h,op chai,n topology.

lAlthough we consider a two-hop network here, the foìlowing a.nalyzes can be performed for a
general I/-hop network in a similar way.

2Examples of MAC protocols which allow concurrent transmissions in both hops include the
ODMA (opportunity driven multiple access) for UMTS networks [78], an interference.limited CDMA
protocol [79], and a MAC protocol in a multi-radio multihop wireless mesh network where each

mobilè is equipped with multiple wireless interfaces [88].

Source
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7.L.2 'Wireless Channel Model and Multi-Rate Tbansmission

The channel model in this chapter is assumed to follow an RSC model defined in
section 2.3.1. During a transmission interval3 where the channel state is zn, a mobile

can transmit at most r(zn) packets in order to satisfy the constraint on packet error

probabiiity (p*,).Each of r(rn) transmitted packets are assumed to be in error with
probability p",,. The probabiiity that exactly s packets are successfully transmitted

by node n during a particular interval (p"("")) can be calculated from (7.1) below

p.(s") :

p"(s"lr(m)) :

p"(s"lr(m)) ' r* T p.(s.lr.) .

(r - p*,(n))'"' (p",,(r))'(*)

Yrn:r(m){rn

[ (":,)

[0,

_-*)
r(m),

r(m),

(_

-S4

r(m)>t

sr(
Sr)

,(7.1)

(7.2)

where :xn, p"rr(n), r(m), and M are the number of packets in node n, the average

packet error probability in the corresponding link, the transmission rate corresponding

to channel state m, and the number of channel states, respectively. Although we

assume r(m) : rz throughout this chapter, other channel-to-rate mapping functions

(e.g., those in [23]) can be modeled in a similar manner.

7.L.3 Hop-Level Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) Proto-
cols

We define a transm'issi,on fai.lure as an event where all of the transmitted packets

during a transmission interval are lost. This may occur due to two main reasons: first,

when all of the transmitted packets are corrupted due to channel fading, and secondly,

when the intended receiver node is turned off or rnoves out of the transmission range

of the transmitter node. In the latter case, the transmitter invokes a route discovery

process) during which it does not receive any packet (corresponding to the tagged

batch) from other nodes. To combat with transmission failure due to channel fading,

each node implements a certain type of ARQ protocol, which retransmits only the lost

3A transmission interval is defined as the period for each node to transmit a burst of packets to
its neighboring node and to determine which packets have been successfully transmitted.
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Table 7.1-. Parameter ARQ protocols.ad, to AR to renresent other

ARQO ARQ- ARQF ARQP

€'(r;, k 1 Kn 1 0 0 t
Sn

€"(K") 1 0 I t
\n

Kn 1 1 Kn 1

packets. We consider different ARQ protocols defined in section 6.1.3 which provide

different levels of reliability-latency tradeoff.

Among those ARQ variants, ARqFr is the most general one. Table 7.1 shows

different parameter settings for which ARqre reduces to the other variants of ARQ.

In this chapter, we develop the end-to-end model with ARQFP in each hop.

7.L.4 Methodology for Analysis

We derive complete statistics in terms of. pmf, cdf, and expectation of the two fol-

lowing basic performance parameters: the end,-to-end latencg (Ø"2") and the nurnber

of packets successfully deliuered to the desti,nation (,7). The end-to-end latency is

defined as the number of. transm'ission'interaals required for all packets to reach the

destination (when ARQ- is used to provide reliable end to-end delivery) or to be

transmitted through/dropped out of the network (when other types of ARQ is used).

The end-to-end latency is the duration after which there is no packet (from the tagged

batch) in the network. Flom these two basic parameters (i.e.,,7 and Ø.2.), other

performance metrics can also be calcuiated. For example, lhe end-to-end throughput

(1.2.) and the transmi,ssi,on reli,abi,li,ty can be calculated from ,7 f Ø.2" àrLd ,9 f N , re-

spectively, where l/ : Nr + l/z is the total number of packets in the entire network

path.

We model a batch transmission process by using an absorbing DTMC. This DTMC

starts when N1 packets are at the source node, while l/2 packets are in the interme-

diate node. The DTMC finishes when all ,^/ : lú * À/z packets leave (either deliv-

ered or dropped) the network path, and the process is absorbed to a state in which

I e {0,1, ' . ' ,,n/} packets are successfully delivered to the destination.

The pmf (fø","(d)) and the expected va\';e (ElØ"r"]) of end-to-end latency, and
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the pmf (f e(t)) and the expected valre (81,7]) of ihe number of packets successfully

delivered to the destination can be evaluated as follows;

f ø","(d) : f s(t) '",
f"sþ) : [.f]',",

ElØ"r"1 : E[g]-e,
¡/

EIYI : I". T.rþ),
s=0

where fs(t), ¡f,and ElT)canbecalculatedfrom(2.16)-(2.18). Inthenextsection,
we formulate the initial probability vector as well as the transient and absorbing

TPMs for the above DTMC. All relevant results can then be calculated by using the
formulated matrices in (7.3)-(7.6).

7.2 Analysis of Batch Transmission Under Differ-
ent Hop-Level AR,Q Policies

In this section, we first assume that the number of packets in the intermediate node

ly'z is zero (i.e., l/ : Nt), and formulate the key matrices for ARQ-. Then, we use

the formulated matrices to obtain the matrices for ARQFP. Towa¡ds the end of this
section, we also generalize the derived results for the case where N, # 0.

At each transmission interval ú, we keep track of the number of packets (from
the tagged batch) in the buffer of node n by using XP ç" e {I,2,8})a. We use an

absorbing DTMC x(Ð - (xÍÐ,xlÐ,xj¿)) to model the above transmission process.

The process starts with x(0) : (N,0,0), and finishes at interval ú where xlt) ¡ y{Ð -
0 (absorbing states).

7.2.I Infinite Retransmission ARQ (ARQ-)
Since with ARQ-, each lost packet is retransmitted until it is successfully received by
the next node in the path, the total number of packets in the network path is always

4In fact, 'JÍÐ 
, x@) is sufficient to represent the process, but we also include xjt) i.rto ¡(t) ¡o

facilitate understanding of the process.

(7.3)

(7.4)

(7.5)

(7.6)



Table 7.2. AU transi,tions X(t) úo X(¿+

(Xlt*t), X[t*')) P(Xtt+t)lX{t);

((xÍt) - sr), {;.tÐ - sz * sr)), 
", 

( xÍt), t, < x[t) ø(st)p2(s2)
((Xit) - sr),sr),", < X{'), tr2 X[t) p{sr)p2(x2)

(0, (xjt) - sz i x{t))), tr 2 xÍ') , t" < x[t) n(xt)pz(sz)
(o,Xlt)), tr2 X['),"r2 X[t) p{xt)pz(Xz)

Ltz

N, or mathematically

Ð xf) : ¡'t, vt'
n=1

The states which violate the constraint (7.7) are unreachable and can be removed

from the DTMC. In other words, all reachable states o¡ ¡(t) can be obtained by

enumerating all reachable buffer states of node 1 and node 2, i.e., X{t) : {0, 1, . . . , ¡/}
and. X(Ð: {0,1,'..,¡y'-XÍt)}. The number of reachable states in the DTMC is,

therefore, Ðy=.(¡/+ 1-z) : (N+ 1)(¡/ +2)12. Due to (7.7), att N packers will
reach the destination and there exists only one possible absorbing state (0,0, N).

Let s,, be the number of packets successfully transmitted by node n with the

corresponding probability p,(s,) defined in (7.1). All the possible transitions from

X(ú) .to X(ú+1) and the correspond.ing conditional probabilities (P(X(¿+l)lX(¿))) are

given in TableT.2. We arrange the states (Xtt) , 
y{Ð¡ in an ascend.ing order. Therefore,

the initial probability vector (a¡), the transient TPM (QN), and the absorbing TPM
(Ry) for ARQ* with batch size N can be formulated in (7.8)-(7.11).

(¿)

(7.7)

,1).

1

(o

(

{

{
R¡,¡

d¡v

P7v where

A'N, i:i:L,
(O,píi, - j)' Aw-o+r), i : {2,...,N +I},j : {1,...
pz(i), i: {7,... , N},
0, otherwise.

)

(7.8)

(7.e)

.. (7.10)
,xj,

(7.11)

lQ"l,',¡

lRtlo,'

Here, Qry and are a squaxe matrix and a column vector, respectively, with size
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¡ü(¡/ + 3)/2. Inherited in each row/column of Q¡¿, Ai, and A¡ are squaïe matrices

with size N and k, and their entries (?, j) are defined in (7 .r2) and (7.13), respectively.

[A'r]0,, :
pz(i - j), i : {r,...,N),j : {1,. ..,i},
0, otheruise.

1, (i,j) : (1,1),

pz(i- i), i : {2,...,k},i : {I,...,i},
0, otheruise.

(7.r2)

l/-rlo,¡ : (7.13)

For better understanding, examples of TPM for l/ : 3 are given in Appendix I both
in matrix and scalar forms.

Two major components of Q,v are successful transmission probabilities at node 1

and at node 2. In (7.9)-(7.10), we explicitly specify the probability at node 1, while
repreienting the probability at node 2 with matrices Alr, A¿, and R. A transition
from (x{t) : o,xf,'): b) to (xÍt*t) : a- sr,x[t+L) :b- s2) occurs with probability
pr(sr) . [An]n,o-",, [A1u]o,o-,,, or [R]"r,1 depending on the values of x!t) and Xj¿). In
the matrix form, row k + 1 and/or column k + 1 of Q,y stand for a set of states for
which XlÐ : k. Due to the constraint in (7.7), the size of A¡ becomes smaller as

x{t) bu"o-es larger and. vice versa. Correspondingly, first s1 and sr - 1 columns of

[Qt]**r,u*r-s1 ârld [Qr]**r,, are 0. Conditioned on X{t) : 0, the DTMC process will
and will not finish at interval ú* 1 with probabilities R,y and A!r, respectively whose

entries depend only on the probability of successful transmission from node 2.

After obtaining all the matrices, we calculate all the main statistics, by using

(7.3)-(7.6), where

ls(t)

Fo(t)

El,e)

E[sl

(7.14)

(7.15)

(7.16)

(7.t7)

a¡uQFtR¡n,
t

lrr{t),
i=O

o"(I - Q")-tR",
or(I - Qr)-'Rr.
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7.2.2 Probabilistic Retransmission with Finite Persistence

ARQ (ARQ..)

In this section, we divide the analysis into two parts. First, we model the evolution

of the transmission counters and the route failure declaration process. Then, we

incorporate the buffer dynamics into the modei and formulate all relevant matrices.

7.2.2.I Modeling Tbansmission Counter

Consider an absorbing DTMC with
of node n and an absorbing state

According to ARQFP, we formulate

TPN4 (T,), and the absorbing TPM

transient states being the transmission counter

representing route failure deciared by node n.

the initial probability vector (B), the transient

(F") as follows:

p : (1,0),
M

Tn : It,("),
s:0

(7.18)

(7.1e)

lT"(o)ln.¡ : {:"ror'(1 -ç"(?)) , i:i-7,i:{2,"',Kn+r}, (7,
I o, otherwise, Q '20)

[T,(r)]0,¡ : {n^"@' ':-,{''' 
''K'+7}' j:1's: {L',"'',M}', (7.2r)

[ 0, otherw'ise,

I n,Q) '€,(i), i: {r,... ,Kn},
fF']¿,, : i t, i: Kn*r, (7.22)

[ 0, otherwise,

where M is the number of channel states, K, is the maximum number of allowable

retransmissions specifled by ARQFP for node n Ç {7,2}, and {"(z) is the route failure

declaration probability when node n experiences i consecutive transmission failures.

The TPM T,(") with size (K.+ 1)2 represents the change in the transmission counter

when s packets are successfully transmitted and node n does not declare a route

failure. with TPM F, whose size is (K" + 1) x 1, all transmitted packets do not
reach the next node in that hop and node n declares a route failure. Since the

transmission counter always starts from 0, entries of B with size 1 x (K" + 1) is one

sThe transmission counter is gleater than the retransmission countet by one.
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in the fi.rst column and zero elsewhere, regardless of n. Since the counters at both the
nodes are independent, their evolution follows Yr 8Yz, where I denotes Kronecker's

product, and Y' is T, when node n does not declare a route failure and is F," when

node n decla¡es a route failure.

7.2.2.2 Modeling ARqP

If a route failure is declared by node 1, the buffer contents at node 1 (corresponding

to the tagged batch) will be flushed and the process will continue with ¡(ú+1) :
(0,Xj'*t),Xjt*t)). If a route failure occurs at node 2, the packets from node 1 and

node 2 will not be able to reach node 3, and the process will finish in interval ú * 1

.$/ith X(¿+r) : (0, 0, Xjt*t)).
Let T¡¡ be a state space containing all the reachable states in the DTMC for ARQ-

with batch size ly', where (7.7) is satisfied. The DTMC for ARQFP starts off at the

last siate of.T¡¡ (N,0,0), and stays in the space {y until aroute failure is declared.

Assuming that u packets are dropped, the process moves to T¡¡-r, where D!*:, XP :
N - r. Therefore, the entire state space for ARQFP is 7o U TUTzU . . U 7¡n

With ARQFP, the batch transmission process finishes when the buffers of node 1

andnode2areempty,orintheintervalúwhere lçft): (0,0,Xj¿)),Xát) e {0,1,...,¡/}.
We model ARqff by using a DTMC with // * 1 absorbing states, each of which cor-

responds to a certain value of Xj¿) when the process finishes. We arrange the states

by grouping all absorbing states as first ¡/ + 1 states and concatenate them with
(Ti,T;,'..,Tíu), where T;: To - (0,0,y). In effect, ARqnr is represented by a
DTMC with state space TnfP : ((000), (001),... , (00¡\¡), Ti,T;,... ,Tíò.

In general, to incorporate the transmission counters of both nodes, we need to
inherit (Kt+I)(Kr+ 1) states into each state in TflP. However, when XÍP :0, node

n does not need to track the transmission counter. Therefore, each buffer state in
ARqP consists of flr<,rr¡( K,+ 7) sub-states. The formulation of initial probability
vector (ofi"), transient TPM (oflP), and absorbing TPM (c.rf,P) for AReFP is similar
to that for ARQ-, except that p,(s) is replaced with T"(s) or F,,. Mathematically,
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(7.23)

(7.24)

(7.27)

(7.28)

(7.2e)

(7.30)

)
I

o*
0

Ql"
Ã1," i.:j:r,
T1(0)8Ãl!i*r, ,i:j:{2,...,k+1}, 

,_^_\
(0, (T1(? - j) -e)8 Aff*r), i: {2,... ,k+ 1}, j : 1, \t 'zÐ)

(0,Tl(i-J)8 Ãl!o*), i.: {2,... ,A +r}, j:{2,... ,i},

(7.26)

fz(i - j). e, i, : {2,-..,h},j : 7,

Tz(i - j), i,: {2,... ,h},j : {2,... ,i},

otherw'ise,

(2, j) : (1,1),

otherw'ise,

(i,j) : (1,1),

(Rf",0)

rz : {I,...,1},j : {I,...,r2},
otherwise,

lLl'ln,¡ Tz(i - j), i : {2,...,h},j : {r,...,i},
0, otherw'ise,

Ft ØTz(rz - j), ¿ : Iflt!-)-I{ltÐ I I i 
'.2,

I
I

z : {1, "' ,k},
otherwise,

1Rfl"1,,, (7.31)
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Fr,

Fz,

0,

(i,j) : (1, Àr),

un(i, j) : Fr 8 Tz(z - 7) .., i.: {2,... ,k}, j : k,
(7.32)

i. : {2,..',k),j : k + I - i.,

otherw'ise,

u'x(i, j) : r.z, i. : {I,...,k},j : k+I -i,
0, otherw'ise,

(7.33)

The implications of the above matrices are as follows. First, QfP consists of

probabilities that the process wiiÌ stay in 7r. The structure of Qf,P is similar to that
of Qr, but p,(s) is replaced by T"(s). We use a Kronecker's product operation to

combine transmission counters of both node 1 and node 2. Again, we do not need

to keep track of the counter for node n when X*) :0. If s : X*), the buffer size

of node n in time ú * 1 will be zero. For node I and 2, this case corresponds to the

fi.rst column of Qf," and Af,P", respectively. For these entries, we multiply e to the

right of T,(r) to integrate aÌl possibilities into one column. The first rows of these

columns are the place where the process also starts from zero-buffer. Therefore, we

also need to multiply e" to the left of T,(s). Correspondingly, the entries (1,t) of

these matrices are one. When the packet flrst arrives, node 2 sets the transmission

counter to zero. Accordingly, entry (t,1) of RfP t B.

Secondly, entries (i,j) of V¡¿ stand for a route failure at node 1, and j packets

successfully transmitted by node 2. Therefore, lVr¿]¿,¡ : Fr I Tr(X[') - j). With
Vn,, X{t) - k - I packets are dropped from node 1 , and the process moves from 7¡ to

fi. Since all packets in node 1 are dropped, the non-zero entries of Vr¿ are located at

therowswith X{¿) - k-1, whichspanover !(!t%4Eq +r+Xtt),XtÐ: {1,... ,¿}.

Note that, the range of X[t) excludes 0, since the process wi]l move to the absorbing

states if. X(Ð - O.

Thirdly, girren X{t) : 0, RfP is the TPM corresponding to the case that all

packets in node 2 are successfully transmitted. Otherwise, if a route failure occurs at

node 2, the process will finish with TPM u/0. Note that, since in the absorbing states

X{Ð : XlÐ :0, we need to multiply T,(s,) with e" and/or e. FinaÌly, for Xl') ¡ 0,

ü¡ r€pr€sents three possibilities to finish the process: a route failure at node 2 (Fr),
a route failure at nod.e 1 while Xtt) :0 (F,), and a route failure at nod.e 1 and all
packets in node 2 are successfully transmitted (Fr I Tz(i - 1) .").
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Similar to those in case of ARQ-, examples of OfiP and arfiP with N : 3 are

given in Appendix I. with ARQF", sizes of transient TPM ofP and absorbing TpM
cufP expan d to (L*P)2 and Lf,,P x (,n/ + 1), where Lfu" : ¡/(¡/ + 1)[3(I{r -l Kz + 2) *
(h + r)(K, + 1)(N - 1)]/6 (see Appendix J). Now, we replace dN, c¿N, and c.r¡y

in (7.r{-(7.17) with the formulated afiP, ofiP, and a.'fiP respectivery, and derive all
main statistics from (7.3)-(7.6).

7.2.3 Non-zero Initial Packets in the Network

The model for ARQFP developed above is modified to support the case where the
source and intermediate nodes have .A[ and N2 packets and their current transmission

counters ate lq and k2, respectively. Again, we need to derive three major matrices.

We first observe that the initial condition X{o) : l[ and X[o) : À/2 is one of the
states in TffP**r. Therefore, the transient and the absorbing TPMs in this case aïe
just Ofif*", and øfif*rr, respectively. Since the process starts with parameters.ðy'1,

Nz, kt, and k2, we set the entry of the initial probability vector (ofif*rr) in the state
with the corresponding pa,rameters to one and set all other entries of afif*r, to zero.

7.2.4 Computational Complexity

Calculation of (7J$-(7.17) involves matrix multiplications and inversions which in
general incur computational compiexity of. o(Lï), where .L is the size of the ma-

trix. In our model, the worst case complexity is determined by ofl. whose size is

Ll,' : ¡/(N+ 1)[3(1{r * Kzi_2) + (Kr+1)(K2+ 1)(¡{ -Ð]16 (see Appendix J). For

brevity, we do not explicitly quantify the computational complexity for each step in
the calculation. Rather, we show how the complexity of the calculation reduces com-

pared to that for the worst case due to the special structure of the above formulation.
First, the initial probability vector (*fi) contains only one non-zero entry. There.

fore, ïhe result of the multiplication (afiP . A) is simply the row of A which corre-
sponds to the non-zero entry of ofiP. Nexb, since OfiP is a lower-triangular matrix,
the complexity of self-multiplication of oftP and inversion of (I - ofl.) (by means

of. baclc substitution) is reduced by half. Finally, since non-zero entries are sparsely

populated in the lower triangular part of OflP, the complexity can be reduced further
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by using sparse matrix operations [84].

7.3 Numerical and Simulation Results

This'section presents numerical results mainly for the two basic performance metrics

- end-to-end latency (Ø"2") and number of successfully delivered packets (7) - from
which other metrics such as throughput or reliability can be calculated. 

.We 
assume

that the wireless channel states are equally-likely and are the same for both the hops

(i.e., r* = IlM,rn e {1,..- ,M} and p".,"(1) : p",,(2) : p.,,). Unless otherwise

specified, we assume that lú : ly' and I/z : 0. Each node in the network is assumed

to implement the same variant of ARQ protocol. For brevity, we only consider ARQO,

ARQ-, and ARQP with (1 : €z : {. Numerical results for other cases can also be

obtained by adjusting the parameters in the above ARQ models accordingly.

7.3.t Model Validation

We validate our model by simulating a batch transmission with .ly' packets provided

to node 1. We measure the end-to-end latency (Ø"2") and the number of successfully

delivered packets (9), and average them over 106 samples. In each transmission

interval, the channel state is simulated based on (z'1, 1r2¡... ,r¡¡), where M is the
number of channel states. When the channel state is rn, each of the rn transmitted
packets is assumed to be in error with probability p",,.

We set pe* :0.1 and N : {1, 2,. . . ,10}, and plot expected latency ( E[Ø"2"]) and
expected number of successfully delivered packets (El,y)) in Figure 7.2 (for M : r)
and in Figure 7.3 (for M : N).Also, we plot ElØ"2"1 for ARQ- in Figure 2.4, where

N : M and p"r, : {0,0.1,0.2,0.3}. We observe that the simulation results closely

follow the numerical results obtained f¡om the developed analybical model.
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Figure 7.2. Variat'ions in erpected end-to-end latency (ElØ"2.)) and erpected number

of successfully d,eli,uered paclcets (E\YD when M :7.

7.3.2 Expected End-to-End Latency and Number of Success-

fully Delivered Packets

7.3.2.L Performance Bounds

For ARQ-, E[Ø"2"] is the time required for all the packets to reach the destination.
Therefore, the minimum latency for M : 1 is ,¡/ + 1 transmission intervals. With
all other ARQ policies, batch transmission can finish earlier due to a possible route
failure. For example, if node 1 implements ARQO and if node 2 does not receive any
packet by the end of the first interval, the transmission will finish at the end of the
fustinterval. ForageneralARQ"policywith0 <€ < 1, ARQ- (i."., €:0) and
ARQ0 (i..., ( : 1) provide upper bound and lower bound., respectively, for end-to-

end latency. Intuitively, the expected number of successfully delivered packets is the
largest for ARQ- (where ^9: l/) and the smalLest for ARQO (Figures 7.2-T.B).
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Figure 7.3. Variati,ons in erpected end-to-end latency (ElØ"r.]) and erpected number

of successfully deli,uered packets (El,y)) when M : N.

7.3.2.2 Effect of Batch Size

With ARQ-, when M : I, each packet incurs the same amount of end-to-end latency.

Therefore, increasing batch size causes a linea¡ increase in the expected end-to-end

Iatency (Figure 7.2). For ARQO, packet z is dropped not only because it is not received

by the next node in the path but also because packet k (where k < i) was dropped.

Essentially, packet z has higher unconditional dropping probability and incurs less

latency (per packet) than packet k (k < i) does. As a result, the rate of increase in
both ElØ"2,] and El,7l for ARQ" with { ) 0 is a decreasing function of l/.

7.3.2.3 Effect of Packet Error Probability

with p",, : 0 and fixed transmission rate of (M + L) 12, each node requires two
transmission intervals to transmit all packets in its buffer and the end-to.end latency
is three transmission intervals. For an equallylikely channel with a small number of
channel states (e.g., 1 or 2), both node 1 and node 2 might be able to transmit several
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Figure 7.4. Vari,ations in erpected end-to-end latency (E[Ø"2"0 for ARf with
M: N.

packets when their buffers are full, and might experience ðad channel condition when

their buffers are empty. We observe in Figure 7.4 (ARQ- with M : ¡/) that with

Perr :0 the expected latency can be less than that obtained when the transmission

rate is fixed to the average transmission rate. For exampl e, ElØ"2"] : 2 f.or M : 1, and
E[Ø"2"] ( 3 for M : 2. Howevet, increasing M increases the possibility that a node

will not transmit at the highest rate. Therefore, some packets might be lefb in the
buffer of node 1 after the first transmission interval. In subsequent intervals, nod.e 1,

node 2, or both might have fewer packets than it can actually transmit (i.e., x[! < m,
where rn is the current transmission rate). Since the node cannot fully utilize the
available transmission rate, we observe that the actual average end-to-end latency
is greater than three transmission intervals f.or M ) 2. During these transmission

intervals, the node may adjust the AMC mode such that the transmission rate does

not exceed the number of available packets. This adjustment would reduce packet

error probability without trading off the number of packets transmitted.

10
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Figure 7,5. Erpected end-to-end latency (ElØ"2"]) and erpected number of success-

fully deliuered paclcets (EIYD us. paclcet error probabi,tity (p",,).

Next, we set, M:.ly':5, vary p.,, from 0 to 0.3, and plot the resulting EIØ"2"1

and El7l in Figure 7.5. We observe that E[Ø"2"] and El,7l for all the ARQ policies

areequivalentwhenperr:0. WhileforARQ* El,Tlisindependent of p",,,Elg)isa
decreasing function of p",, for the two other ARQ policies. For ARQ-, increasing p",,
always increases ElØ"2"]. However, with ARQP, especially for large { (e.g., € : 1),

increasing p",," increa^ses ElØ"2"1only initially, and further increase in p"r, decreases

the end-to-end latency due to more frequent route failures.

7.3.2.4 Effect of Number of Channel States

trÌom Figures 7.2-7.3, we notice that increasing the maximum transmission ltlte (M)
decreases ElØ"2"1, since packets can be delivered faster. It also prevents route failure
and increase reliability, because more packets a¡e transmitted during a transmission

interval. However, from Figure 7.6 (¡í : I0, p"rr: 0.1, and M : {1,.. . ,10}), we

realize that this may not always be true.
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of successfully deli,uered packets (El,yD for N :10.

For ARQ-, E[,9] is not affected by M, while ElØ"2"] decreases exponentially
with increasing M. For large M, the transmission rate is under-utilized, and the rate
of deàrease of ElØ"2"'is not as fast as the rate for smaI| M. Similarly, for AReo and
ARQP, increasing M increases E|7). For small € (e.g., € : 0.5), the same trend (as

of ARQ-) f.or ElØ"2"] is observed for ARQP. With large € (e.g., €: 1, or AReO),
increasing M initially increases the latency, because the process is less likely to finish
earlier due to less frequent route failures. As M increases further, ElØ"2"1begins to
decrease because all the packets tend to be delivered faster. In Figure 7.6, we can

observe that both low latency and high-reliability can be achieved if M is increased.

beyond 2. Nevertheless, if the range of. M is confined to M ( 2, higher number of
channel states will lead to improved end-to-end reliability at the expense of increasing
latency which might not be preferable to delay-sensitive applications.
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7.3.2.5 Initial Number of Packets in the Network Path

With fixed .lft, the effect of l/2 is similar to that of batch size. In particular, increasing

À/2 increases ElØ"2") añ Elgl with decreasing slope. However, the slope is less than
that due to increasing batch size, since the packets (in the intermediate node) have

to traverse only one hop. This result is quite expected.

Number of packets in the network (Nr)

Figure 7.7. Variat'ion of erpected end-to-end latency (E[Ø"r"]) and erpected number

of successfully deli,uered paclcets (El,frl) as a funct'ion of i.ni.tial number of packets in
the networlc path (N2) for Nr:5.

For a tagged batch of size ly'1 packets, we define the expected number of success-

fully delivered packets as E[gt]: Dfiiì, þ - Nr)f.o(s). The expected latency in
this case is still the same, since it is the time to get all the packets out of the network
path. In Figure 7.7, we prot E[Ø"2"] and El91l for the current batch of l/, : 5

packèts as a function of l/2 : {0,1,' . . ,15} and. M : {1,8, b} when perr :0.1. We

observe that the effect of Àþ is opposite to that of the number of channel states.

Initially, increasing ÀI2 increases route failure probability at node 2 and decreases
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batch latency. Further increase in /V2 leads to an increase in latency since there are

more number of packets to be delivered. For M : 1, increasing l/z always results

in a decrease in reliability due to route failure. However, for M ) 1, the reliability
for Àþ : 2 is greater that that for N2 : 1, since node 2 might transmit more than
one packet during a transmission interval, and one of the transmitted packets might
be delivered successfully. In this case, the route failure is less likely to happen, and

the reliability improves. The reliability degrades again as À/2 increases beyond M. In
this case, although there are enough packets for transmission, node 2 cannot trans-
mit all of them, and the lefb-over packets might cause route failure in subsequent

transmission intervals.

7.3.3 Expected End-to-End Throughput

We define expected end-to-end throughput æ El.y"z"l : El.lllEÍØ.2"]. With p",, :
0.1, we plot El7"2"l in Figure 7.8 for different ARQ variants for difierent batch sizes

and transmission rates. For ARQ*, with M: 1 and pe*:0, El.y.z.) and the rate of
increase of. 811"2"] with respect to batch size lú a.re given by NIN * 1 and (lf + t)-2,
respectively. We can observe the same trend for perr:0.1 and M :7 in Figure 7.8,

where E[1"r"] is an increasing function (with decreasing slope) of N.
Although increasing instantaneous transmission rate beyond XÍ¿) does not de-

crease end-to-end latency, increasing maximum transmission rate increases the chance

to transmit more packets per interval, therefore decreasing route failure probability
and increasing 811"2"1. In Figure 7.8, we observe that, with frxed M (where M : I,
5, or 10) and 1/ 1M, El.l.z"] is larger thanthat withvariable M (where M : N).

When M is small, ARQ- does not under-utilize the radio resource and has higher

E[1"¿"] than ARQO which causes frequent packet drops. ARQ* and AReO provide

upper-bound and lower-bound, respectively, for 817"2"]when M is small. For a system

with large M (u.g., M :70), when ly' is also large, ARQ- suffers from transmission-

rate under-utilization, while ARQo and ARQP with large ( avoid this situation by
dropping only few packets to terminate the process earlier. We can observe that for
M : 10 and ly' 2 4, E[.y"z"l for ARQ- is not as high as that for ARe0 or AReP.
clearly, this trade-off between reliability (El,yD and latency (ElØ"r"]) implies that
we can adjust { in ARQP to maximize the expected throughput.
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Figure 7.8. Typi,cal uariations i,n erpected end-to-end throughput.

7.3.4 Probability Mass F\rnction of End-to-End Latency

Figure 7.9 plots the cd,f of end-to-end latency, Fø(d) : Ð!:, f øQ), for .|y' : 5, M : !,
and p",,: 0.1 for the above three ARQ policies. For ARQ-, it is impossible for the
process to complete before ¡/ + 1 intervals (i.e., f e.r.(d) : 0, d < ¡0. Therefore, it
provides an upper-bound for the end-to-end latency. For both ARQo and ARQP, the
cdlstarts to increase when d ) 1. When d < N, the process can finish only because

all the packets are dropped, while for d > l/ the process can finish because all packets

are dropped and/or delivered to the destination node. Due to the small packet error
rate, the cdffor d> N convergesto 1 at amuchfasterratethanit doeswhen d ( l¡I.

At|er lUlØ"r.]'l (: 5 for ARQP in Figure 7.9) intervals, the probability that the
batch transmission process with ARQP has finished is only 35.7%. Therefore, there is

a very high probability that some packets are still in the network path after lEÍØ"""11.
In other words, the expected end-to-end latency may not be a goodmetric to measure

the quality of a network path.
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Figure 7.9. Cumulati,ue di,stri,bution function of end-to-end,latency for M : I.

Next, we set M: ly' and plot the cdlof end-to-end latency in Figure 2.10. All
other parameter settings are the same as those in Figure 7.9. We observe that for
all the ARQ policies the cdl increases sharply when d ) 2 because the route failure
probability decreases due to higher transmission rate. Compared to the case with
M : r, the probability that there is no packet left in the network arter lÛlØ.2")]
intervals is as high as 78.85Vo. This observation implies that multi-rate transmission

not only improves El,fl, EÍØ.2"1, and 811"2"1, but also helps avoid congestion in the
network path.

Clearly, the expected latency per se would not be a very useful metric for an

end-to-end flow control mechanism. Instead, the cdf of the end-to-end latency can

be exploited in controlling the end-to-end transmission (e.g., setting up the timeout
value at the sender). For example, at the sending node a timeout may be triggered
after all the packets have lefb the network with probability g5%. with M : ¡y', the
minimum number of transmission intervals (which is, in general, larger than ElØ"2"))

that ARQ* requires to achieve this probability is plotted in Figure 7.LI f.or different
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Figure 7.10. cumulatiue di,stributi,on functi,on of end-to-end latency for M : N.

packet error rate.

7.3.5 Probability Mass F\rnction of the Number of Delivered
Packets

For ARQ0 wilh M : 1, s (" < ¡/) packets will be successfully delivered to the
destination node with probability f "qG) : (\ - p.,,)2"(1 - (I - p*,)2). Literally first
s packets must be successfully transmitted in both the hops and no more packets are

successfully delivered to the destination. For s : ly', transmission of all packets must
again be successful in both the hops, and the corresponding probability for this case

is /y"(.n/) : (1 - p",,)2N. Note that, the term (1 - (1 -p",,)") vanishes because the
buffers at both the nodes are empty afier .ly' packets are successfully transmitted. For
ARQ0, /v(s) is convex in s as can be observed in Figure T.\2 where ry' : 5. For small
p",,, the transmission of the entire batch is successful with high probability and f yþ)
is strictly convex Us(w) > ly(N - 1)) because the term 1 - (1 - p",,)2 appreciably
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Figure 7.L1. Mi'nimum latency for 95% end-to-end batch del'iuery in a reli,able batch

transm'iss'ion (ARf ).

scales down /y,(s) for s ( l/. When perr :0, the pmfs corresponding to all ARQs

converge to each other, where f y(N) : 1 and f .y(t) :0, s < |y'.

For p",, > 0, if ARQ- is employed, all N packets will be delivered to the desti-

nation node. Therefore, ARQ- provides the upper-bound for E[,9), while the corre-

sponding lower-bound can be obtained when ARQo is used. For ARQP, the effect of
increasing M andf or decreasing Ç on fs(s) is similar to that due to decreasing p",,
because both result in fewer number of route failures and higher number of delivered
packets. We omit these intuitive results for brevity.
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Figure 7.L2. Probabi,Ii,ty mass funct'ion of the number of paclcets successfully delzu-

ered to the desti.nati.on node (fs(s)) for N :5 and, M : !.

7.4 Application of the Model: Estimating TCP
Performarrce in a Multi-hop Wireless Network

In this section, we demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed analytical model in
estimating the performance of TCP across a multi-hop wireless path. Since TCP
is a window-based flow control protocol, afber transmitting a window of packets,

the TCP sender waits for an acknowledgement (ACK) f¡om the destination. Each

acknowledgement opens the congestion window, and allows the sender to transmit
another batch of packets. In general, packets from the previous transmission window
might still be in the network path when an ACK arrives at the sender. At this point,
the sender begins a new batch of transmission with size .ð[, while there are N2 packets

in the network path.

We define batch rel'iabi,li,ty as the percentage of delivered packets f¡om a batch
of l/r packets. The batch reliability is equivaJent to transmission reliability (i.e.,
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YIN) when ly', : g. For rlz f 0, when the packets a¡e delivered in order6, the
batch reliability is just (." - N2)lNr. If. N2l0 and an in-sequence packet delivery
cannot be guaranteed, we will need to determine which batch each of the successfully

transmitted packets belongs to. Analysis of this case with out-of-sequence packet

delivery is left for future studies. In the following experiments, u¡e use TCP Reno [85]
wlth M:1, and therefore, the batch reliability is calculated from (.y - N2)lM.

using ns-21701, we set up a three-node chain topology (as in Figure 7.1), and run
one TCP flow over a two-hop wireless path. We assume that each mobile in the path
implements ARQ0 and has maximum transmission rate M : !. Again, if a route
failure occurs, the node will flush its buffer and will not receive any packet from other
nodes. In the simulation, r¡/e vary the data rate (i.e., link capacity) in each hop from
10 to 500 packets per second (pps), and vary perr from 0.01 to 0.3.

Due to TCP window dynamics, \Me measure average TCP packet latency, defined

as ElØ.2"11Iy'1, rather than batch latency. We measure batch reliability as the ratio
of the number of delivered TCP packets and the batch size. Flom the simulations,

we observe that TCP timeouts occur fairly ofben. Under these circumstances, there

is no'buffer accumulation in the intermediate node, and the buffer size of node 2 at
any time is zero or one. Based on the knowledge about average congestion window
(I{t : I,tr/) (measured from the simulation) and buffer dynamics at node 2 (Àþ), we

predict the end-to-end latency (E[Ø"r"]) and batch reliability (E|y - ¡fr]/¡fr) UV

using our model. Since the average congestion window (Ø) is not a whole number,

the predicted value is interpolated between N, : lWl and ,n[ : Fv- J, and averaged

over /y'2:0 and À/z: 1.

Figure 7.13 plots TCP packet latency and batch reliability obtained from the
measurement and from our model. We plot batch reliability for data rate of I0 pps

only, since the results for other data rate values aïe very close to each other. We

observe that in most cases, the results from the analytical model (shown by symbols)
provide fairly good approximations for both latency and batch reliability. However, at
high error probability, route failures cause more TCP timeouts, which in turn causes

more fluctuations in the TCP window size. In these cases, the average window size is

6For example, if each node always transmits one packet per transmission interval, only the head
of iine packet will be transmitted, and the entire batch will be delive¡ed in order.
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not a valid representation for batch size. Therefore, predicted values deviate slightly
from the simulation results. This discrepancy is scaled by hop-level delay, which is
Iarger when the data rate is lower. Accordingly, the difference between the predicted

and the measured values becomes smaller as data rate increases. To alleviate this
discrepancy, \¡¡e can predict the latency at every window adjustment instant. Since,

at each instant, we have exact knowledge about the size of the congestion window,

the predicted latency matches with those obtained from simulations in all the cases

(the results are omitted for brevity).

In Figure 7.13, the concavity of packet latency in p",, results from two major
factors. First, when operating over high p"rr,TCP experiences frequent timeouts, and

the corresponding average batch size (which is the denominator of packet latency)

tends to be small. Secondl¡ an initial increase in p.r, results in a smaller TCP window
size, and therefore, an increase in packet latency. However, higher çt"r, also leads to
reduction in latency due to more frequent route failures. The overall trend of packet

latency depends on which factor is dominant for a particular p",,. In our particula.r

case, increasiog p"r, initially increases packet latency since the denominator decreases.

When P",, is relatively high, the average window size becomes somewhat constant
(".g., 1) and the packet latency decreases due to higher route failure probability.

Again, when the data rate increases, the relative change with respect to hop-level

- 
Predlctlon

^ Meæured

0.1 0.15 0.2

Packet enor probability (p"r)
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delay becomes less noticeable. Therefore, we observe rather monotonic change in
packet latency for higher data rate (Figure 7.13).

7.5 Chapter Summary

We have presented an analytical model for batch transmission in a multi-hop and

multi-rate wireless network. We have derived the pmf of the end-to-end latency as

well as the number of packets successfully delivered to the destination. The following
provides a summary of the key results obtained from the developed analytical model:

o 'The upper-bound and lower-bound for both expected end-to-end latency (E[Ø"r"])

and expected number of successfully delivered packets (Etgl) can be obtained

from ARQ- and ARQO, respectively. A certain level of trade-offbetween end-to-
- end latency and reliability can be achieved by adjusting route failure declaration

probability (() in ARQP.

o Route failure probability is an increasing function of {, packet error probability
(p",,), and the number of packets in the network (A/z), and is a decreasing

function of the number of channel states (M).

. E[.7] is an increasing function of batch size (N1), and is a d.ecreasing function of
the route failure probabilit¡ while El2"z"] is an increasing function of l[. Low

end-to-end latency can be achieved either when the route failure probability is

very high where all the packets are dropped quickly, or when it is very small

where all the packets are delivered within a short period of time.

o To maximize expected throughput (E[1"r"] : E[./)lE[Ø"2"]), the optimal route
failure declaration probability {* can be obtained by solving €* : orgo<€çr max E[7"2"].

. The optimal (" should neither be too small to cause rate under-utilization (as in
ARQ-) nor should it be too large to cause excessive packet drop (as in ARe0).

o For an end-to-end batch transmission, the probability that some packets remain

in the network aft,er lElØ"2"]l intervals could be significantly high. To avoid

the congestion, flow control mechanism should be based on the cdlrather than
the expectation.

o Multi-rate transmission increases El,7) and 811"2"1, decreases E[Ø"2"), and.

helps avoid congestion.
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o 
. 
The pmf of the number of delivered packets is convex, and is strictly convex

when the route failure probability is greater than zero but sufficiently small.

The developed model reveals an interesting inter-relationship between hoplevel
parameters and end-to-end performance metrics. As an example, we show that our
model can predict TCP packet latency as well as batch reliability fairly accuratel¡
especially under high data rate (i.e., link capacity) and low packet error probability
in each hop.
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Chapter I

Summary and Directions for
Future Research

8.1 Summary

A Markov-based model for a channel-quality-based opportunistic scheduling',¡/as pro-

posed in Chapter 3 [7]. This model captures independent and correlated channel

va¡iation as well as rate adaptation at the link layer. It also incorporates the use of
an ARQ mechanism to counteract possible transmission failures. Using this model,

lhe pmfof the inter-access, inter-success, and connection-reset delay can be obtained.

The main observation from this chapter is that the opportunistic scheduling aiming
at maximizing system throughput could lead to severe unfairness among all mobiles.

Even under Fi'red Modulation and Codi,ng (FMC), providing fairness among all
mobiles is a complicated job. Most of fair scheduling algorithms in the literature
resorted to different heuristic-based approaches. In Chapter 4, an optimization-

based fair scheduling algorithm, Optzmal Radio Channel Allocati,on for Si,ngle-Rate

Ttran'smi,ssion (ORCA-SRT), was developed [86]. ORCA-SRT formulates a fair schedul-

ing problem as an ass'ignment problern, where each mobile and time slot are viewed as

an individual and a job, respectively. ORCA-SRT solves the assignment problem, by
using the Hungarian Method, and employs lead-lag compensation mechanism to min-
imize the transmission that might not be successful and to maintain fairness among

all mobiles.

\Mith multi-rate transmission, the fair scheduling problem becomes more compli-
cated due to different fairness notions: ternporal fai,mess and throughput fai,rness.
An extension of ORCA-SRT, namely, Opti,mal Radi,o Channel Allocati,on for Mutti,-
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Rate Transrn'iss'ion (ORCA-MRT ) l4I] was presented in Chapter 5. Subject to hard

constraints on temporal fairness, ORCA-MRT employs cost-function manipulation to
provide throughput fairness among mobiles. One of the main assumptions for both
ORCA-SRT and ORCA-MRT is the perfect knowledge of channel states. In Chapter

5, two channel prediction models were also proposed. With these prediction models,

ORCA-MRT performs as good as it does with perfect channel knowledge.

For a multi-hop wireless network, a mathematical model for deriving the required

number of transmissions for a successful packet delivery was developed in Chapter

6 [87]. In this model, a packet is forwa¡ded via several hops until it reaches the

destination node. Each hop is subject to (independent) packet error probability.

This probability could be due to channel fading or data collision in a contention-

based MAC protocol. If the transmitted packet is in error, the transmitter will
invoke retransmission procedures based on the underlying ARQ policy. If the packet

is dropped due to limited-persistent ARQ, the source node will retransmit again after

some time. The statistics for the required number of transmissions is an indication

for both energy usage and end-to-end latency for a successful delivery of a single

packet. The results from the above model revealed the performance degradation as

the number of hops increases.

Multi-rate transmission improves network performance by using techniques like

AMC. Nevertheless, it is still unclear how much improvement rate adaptation yields

at the end-to-end level in a multi-hop wireless network. To answer this question,

a Markov-based model was formulated for multi-rate transmission across a multi-
hop link in Chapter 7, and the pmf of. the required number of transmission intervals

for successful transmission of a batch of packets (N packets) from a source node

to a destination node was derived [88]. In this model, different types of hop-Ievel

ARQ policies are considered to combat with the eïror-prone wireless channel. If the
packets are dropped due to limited persistence of the ARQ policy the transmitting
node will initiate a route discovery process. This situation can occur due to the
absence of the receiving node. Therefore, all l{ transmitted packets may finally reach

the destination, or be dropped during a route discovery process. End-to-end latency
in this case is defined as the time until all N packets a¡e no long in the network path.

The trade-off between the reliability and latency in such a transmission scenario was
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investigated thoroughly. Also, the usefulness of the analyiical model in predicting

the performance of end-to-end flow control mechanism such as TCP was illustrated.

8.2 Main Contributions and Insightful Results

For a cellular wireless network, an analytical framework was developed for a channel-

quality-based opportunistic scheduling. In general, the scheduling algorithm operates

better in less correlated wireless channels, due to higher time-diversity gain. We derive

lhe pmf of. the delay and throughput, and show that the pmf cots,ld provide QoS levels

(e.g.,'the percentage of data delivery for delay-sensitive services) to the customers.

This delivery percentage represents reliability-latency trade-off in that it decreases

as the bounded delay becomes smaller. Although the use of multi-rate transmission

(e.g., AMC) increases per-mobile throughput (and henece system throughput), it re-

sults in larger delay variation and unfairness among mobiles, since the only objective

of the above scheduling algorithm is to maximize the throughput. To address the

unfairness problem, we propose two optimization-based fair scheduling algorithms

(ORCA-SRT and ORCA-MRT), and two channel prediction models. These algo-

rithms outperform all other protocols proposed in the literature. In comparison to
the channel-quality-based scheduling, these two protocols achieve better fairness at
the expense of degrading throughput.

Two analybical models are developed for multihop wireless networks: one consid-

ering singlepacket transmission and another for batch transmission. The developed

models reveal interesting trade-off among reliability, latency, and energy, and would

be useful in estimating end-to-end latency as well as energy consumption, and in
the design of an efficient end-to.end flow control mechanism for multi-hop wireless

networks.

The above trade-off can be manipulated by adjusting ARQ pa"rameters. Under

limited-persistent ARQ, packet dropping, especially at the hops closer to the destina-

tion node, is detrimental to both end-to-end latency and throughput. One solution
to this problem is to increases persistence level of the underlying ARQ protocol. Nev-

ertheless, this solution may lead to increasing latency for route failure detectionl. In
lFlom this point of view, infinite-transmission ARQ is unable to detect ¡oute failu¡e.
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addition, when the channel condition is fairly poor, it might be better to reset the
connection and find a new route with better channel quality.

In some cases, ARQ with high level of persistence also leads to throughput degra-

dation. Consider a batch transmission under a multi-hop path. At the beginning, the
transmitter uses all radio resource to transmit packets in a batch. As some packets are

successfully transmitted, the transmitter might still try to transmit other few packets

in its buffer, and might not be able to utilize all available radio resource. When a
transmitter has less packets than it can transmit, the radio resource is under-utilized.

In this case, the mobile should decrease transmission rate to decrease packet error
probability. Since infinite-retransmission ARQ does not give up transmission until
all packets in the buffer are successfully transmitted, resource under-utilization oc-

curs for an extended period of time. The throughput in this case is, therefore, less

than that with other ARQs with lower level of persistence. These ARQ protocols

(e.g., ARQP or ARQF) give up retransmission and let the source node retransmit the

dropped packets as well as newly arrived packets as a nerÀ/ batch. Therefore, they do

not suffer much from wireless channel under-utilization.

Multi-rate transmission helps decreases route failure probability. Since a route
failure can occtlr only if all transmitted packets are lost, a mobile transmitting more

packets has less route failure probability. In some cases, packet drop under a multi-
rate multi-hop wireless path with a small number of hops (e.g., two hops) could

be less detrimental than the resource under-utilization. Under such circumstances,

ARQ protocols with smaller persistence levels are preferable, since they yield higher

throughput and less latency in route failure detection. The model proposed in this
dissertation provides a means to quantify the trade.off between packet dropping and

resource under-utilization. Therefore, the best ARQ policy for a certain scenario can

be identified.

8.3 'Work in Progress and Future Research Direc-
tions

The results obtained for cellular and multi-hop wireless networks would be useful for
design and analysis of mult'i-hop cellular networlcs. However, the implementation of
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this type of networks requires more research in many more aspects. The followings

provide introductory descriptions for potential future research.

o Medium Access control (MAC) protocol: The model in chapter 7 as-

sumes orthogonal channels for different hops. In some implementations, the
channel access policy, especially between a relay node and a mobile, can be dis-

tributed. The incorporation of IEEE 802.11 MAC into the model would make

the model more flexible, and more useful in some cases.

o'End-to-end flow control: Another possible extension of the model in Chapter

7 is to identify the operation after all N packets have left the network path. For

example, a new batch of packets can be transmitted immediately. The souïce

node may adjust the batch size and/or defer the transmission of a new batch

based on an acknowledgement received from the destination node. With a more

completed model, fl.ow control mechanism could be optimized, by experimenting

with different environment and control parameters.

o Multi-hop scheduling algorithms: The multi-hop model considered in this
dissertation assumes only single mobile at a source node. In multi-user environ-

ment, both source and intermediate nodes needs to schedule packet transmis-

sion for different mobiles. This dissertation reveals the unfairness and resource

under-utilization of the current version of scheduling algorithm. Therefore, the
newly-developed scheduling algorithms need to take channel condition, buffer
variation, and other mobiles' constraints (e.g., fairness, delay, or energy con-

sumption) into account.

¡_Cooperative diversity: An emerging concept, namely cooperatiue d,i,uersi,ty,

which exploits the principle of. Multi.-Input Multi.-Output (MIMO) communica-

tions has shown improved performance for a broad class of wireless networks.

Nevertheless, one of the major drawbacks of a MIMO system is the space and
power requirements to accommodate multiple antennae. These requirements

are very critical for a mobile with small size. Cooperative diversity employs

the relay nodes as uirtual antennae, and remove the space and power require-

ments at the mobile node. Since these relay nodes are not closely located,

their channel fading characteristics tend to be independent, leading to higher

space-diversity gain. Also, in a multi-hop cellula¡ network, relay nodes can
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be fixed and equipped with po,v¡/er supply, therefore eliminating the energy-

consumption constraint. However, current research in this area does not take

ARQ mechanism, buffer management, and scheduling algorithms into account .

The research work in this dissertation can be extended for cooperative diversity

as well.
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Appendix A

Derivations of (2.L9) and

For a single absorbing state, R : e - Qe. Applying this relation to (2.16),

t
Ft: oo+ÐoQo-tR, t>r

i':t
t

: oo+ÐaQ¿-l '(e-Qe), t>7
i:I

: dolo¿e-oQ'", t>L
: a¡*l-aQ'e, t>\ (4.1)

which proves (2.19). Similarly, from (2.18)

E[t] : a(I-Q)-'(I-Q)-'("- Qe)
: a(r - Q)-'(r - Q)-'(r - Q)"
: a(r - e)-t., (A.2)

which proves (2.20).

(2.2O)
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Appendix B

Proof of Propositions 3.1,

derivation of (3.30), and the
extension for non-i.i.d. cases

For Case I,

pÍ],]@) : Pr{(the channel of mobile z is in state zn) and

(mobile i is selected))

3$ /" - 1\ (,.-)n (F^-)"-k-L: "*k\ k )- n+r-
,n-l 'IS-/ n \: 
å à (- i t) ("^)o+l(F -1)n-(e+1)

: 1i f :l (iT-\k(F*-),-k
n 'L \k ) \t'm)

,t= 1

: * (å (i) ø*trro-,,"--) - (F*-,)'

1: i.("* + F*-t)" - (F*-t)^

: (F*)" - (F^_ù"
n , (8.1)

which proves Pnoposruox 3.1.

For Case /1I, when mobile 1 acquires a channel access, the number of eligible mo-
biles with FSMC and RSC would be rnult,n(m1) and fr, respectively. Similar to (8.1),
the probability that k out of n, mobiles will be eligible ir (?) (n^r)*(F*r_r)n,-r.
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Eq. (3.30) is then obtained, by summing all possibie values of k weighted by proba-

bllity 71ft * mult, (m1)).

By setting Ttr : 'tL - !,

n-L
o(m,\: 

'- 
l"-1\ (rr*)u(F_,¡,-t-t

s\,rL) : àt k ) k+r

: pÍ? @) : Í,::"_]^) 
(B 2)

llm hT^

When the channels for different mobiles are not i.i.a., pl!@) becomes,

pÍ?@): r:)),r^)î*'i' I II ¡,:l,r^t\ ( II r!]¿r*)\,
k=0 1:t \Vj€er(n_1,,r) / \vjder(n_1,Å.) /

(8.3)

where e¿(n,k),I e {t,2,..' , ([)] consists of (i) sers of k eligible mobiles when the
total number of mobiles is n.
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Appendix C

Proof of Corollary 3.1

Inter-access delay (Ø"u) is conditioned on that the mobile is granted channel access

at time slot 0. Therefore, its prnf can be calculated by summing lz,ø"".(m, d,) in (2.2)

over all possible channel states, that is, f ø"..(d): Xo- f ¡/,s"".(m,d). Now, Ellrrrl
and E[9o""1 can be obtained by averagin g 1"y" ar'd Øou over probabilities /r"r, (rn)

and f e"".(d,), respectively. Mathematically, from (3.2),

lvt

Elt"oÅ : Ð*. ((F*)" - (F^-r)*)
m:l

M-| M.L
: M(Fr)+ t m. (F^)^- t(?+ 1) . (Fn)"

m:L i=O
M_I M_L

: M(F*)"+ Ð ^. (F^)"- t(i + 1) . (Fo)"+ (F'0)'
m:l i:L

M_7 M_I M_T: M +Ð*.(F^)" _ t i.(Fo)" + Ð (4)"
m:I i,:l i:I
M_L

: M -Ð(F^). (c.1)
m=l
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Similarly, from (3.5),

ElØ"""1 : fo fø"".(d)
d':t

: ; å'(+)'-'
!.(r-t'-1\-'
;'\'- " )

:n. (c.2)
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Appendix D

Gene r alization of Channel-to-Rate
Mapping Function

Let El1"o"(M)) be the system throughput of a channel-quality-based opportunistic
scheduling defined in Chapter 3, when the number of channei states is M. Also, let
a general channel-to-rate mappinS r(^) returns transmission rate when the channel

state is r¿. Following Appendix C,

M

Eb,o,(M)) : Dr@) . ((F*)" - (F*-r)")
tn=1

M_L M_I
r(M)(F¡¡) + f r@).(F*)* - Ir(z+1) .(F,)"

m:l i,--O

M_L
: r(M)(F¡a) + | [r@) - r(m * L)] . (F*). - r(1) (r0)"

n:!
M_l

,(M) - Ðlr@+ 1) - ,(m)1.(F^)*
M:L
M-l

: r(M) - Ð O@) ' (F*), (D.1)
¡n:l

where d,(m) : r(m 1-1) - r(m).

Proposition D.l Let L(M) : E[-r"o"(M + 1)] - Eh,o"(M)1. For an equally li,kely

channel wi'th d(m) > 0, L(M) 'is a decreas'ing function in n (total number of mobi,tes).
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PRoon First, expand L(M) as follows:

L(M) : Elt"o"(M+A-E[.y"r"(M)) 
M_L: r(M + 1) - t d@) .(F^) - r(M) + t d(*) .(F*)

m:7 m:\

).(M\-S ot-l *ts@\"'/ L"(nt -,r- l)n' , ! M"
Ti-_"' . ., .' m:7

: d,(M\ +ï lrf-l _ d(*) \ _ ¿t¡¿l
4\tw" (u+t)") M+rm:l \

: d(M)+Eo,*,(*_@+ù)_ffi (D.2)

The only part that depend on n is # - ùry,. For M > 0, it can be easily observed.

thal ffi - @# is an increasing function in n. since d(rn) ) O,vm, (D.z) is an

increasing function in n ) 0.

Theorem D.L For an equally-li,kely channel, E[1"0"(M)]

I

i,n D.f is an'incresi,ng i,n

(D.3)

M i,f d(m) ) 0,Ym. !
PRoor': Agai,n, we need to proue that L(M) i,n (D.2) i,s greater th,an 0 for all ualues

of M and n. From proposi,tion D.1, the minimum of L(M) i,s at n: I (one mobi,te).

Therefore, we only need, to proue for n : 7 that L(M) > O,VM > I. From (D.p)

uith n: I,

^(M) 
: d,(M)+l^*r(h

m=I

. d,(M) ('- ri) .
Agai.n, s'ince I - # ) o and h - h > o,

an'increas'ing function in M.

Flom Theorem D.1, we conclude that if

1 \ d,(M)-(uT71- M+I

*î-0,*r(+-#r)
L(M) > 0. Therefore, El"r,o"(M)) zs

T

. r(rn) is an increasing function in rn (therefore d,(m) ) 0), and

o the channel state is equally-Iikely,

increasing M will lead to increased system throughput.
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Appendix E

Proof of Theorem 3.2

Lemma E.L Let dl be a nzl-potent matrir, where {l¿i : ldll¿¡, and

(o, i:j,
If)n,¡:(b, i:j_I, (E.1)
I

[ 0, otherwise.

Then, Al!,) : fll(ú)]¿j and,l¿i: [f]n¡ : [(I - O)-t]n¡ can be calculated from (E.P) betow

ô(¿) I (,'-,)ar-(i-i)u-i1 t>i-i',
o oi.i \ ^'" 

[ 0, oth.erw'ise,

(-Y
I i-a' 2:J'

f¿j : { .*r (-ö )(i-4 , i,< j, (E.2)

I o, otherw,ise.

PRoop: Lpvtvla 8.1 can be prouen by znductzon. Si.nce dl i,s ni,l-potent

CI1;, : { î:i,:,',,+ 
a erii;li' 'ult,l, 

(8 3)

I o, other-tLti.se.

Srep 1: Obui,ously, Lpl,rua E.l zs true .for t:2.
SrBp 2; Assume that LEMM,A. E.1 zs true for t > 0, and proue that proue th,at

Lptr¿ua E.1 zs true fort*I. From (8.3),
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f (;:i) û&+1)-(i-i)ai-i, i < i,
o{i+'l : { oì*'; i: j,"t

[ 0, otherwise.

(8.4)

We obserue th,at (E.l i,s equi,ualent to th,at obtained from (8.2), whi,ch proaes the first
part of Lemma 8.1. Si,milarly, ue can also proue the second part wi,th relatr,onshi,p

ualues of i, and j, whi,ch i,s omi,tted for breui,ty. r
consider an absorbing DTMC with initial probability matrix a and TPM w

given in (3.7). FYom (2.16)-(2.18), the joint probability that the process will be

absorbed to state s at time d, absorbing probability to state s, and the expected time
to absorption to state s can be calculated from [oo(d-l)c.r]r,", [o(r - Q)-lc.r]1,,, and

[o(I - O)-'.]t,,, respectively. For the DTMC in TspoRpM 3.2, o,: + and b : Ç0.

By applying Lnurrae 8.1 to O(d-l), (I - O)-t, and (I - e)-r, TsBoRprr¿ 8.2 can be

proven by replacing ø and b with * and q0, respectively.
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Appendix F

The Hungarian Method to Solve

an Assignment Problem

We illustrate the Hungarian method by using the following cost matrix C:

/ s 2 B ¿\' n u I

":17I r.
lo3bol
\z 2 z s)

The solution steps are described below. The details can be found in [b8].

o Stepl: Find the minimum element min¿in each row and subtract each element

in the row by this value (i.e., c¿¡ - c¿j - mi,n¿,V¡).

o Step2: Find the minimum element mini in each column and subtract each

element in the column by this value (i.e., ej : ej - mini,V¿).

After step 2, the matrix C will be as follows:

/s o 1r\I oolc: I 3 4

ls o 2 rl
\o o 1 ,)

. Step 3: Use minimum line drawnl through all zeros in the matrix C. If the
number of lines is equal to the matrix dimension (i.e., 4 in this case), go to step

1A line drawn through a row is represented by a line under the row. A line drawn through a
column is represented by a line on the right of the column. In this example, lines are drawn through
row 2, column 1, and column 2.
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5. In this example, three lines is needed, and therefore, we proceed to to step

4.

o Step 4: Find the minimum Tnin¿¡ amoîg the elements that are not drawn

through by any line (in this example, min¿¡ is L). Subtract m,in¿i from each

element which does not has any line drawn through and add rni,n¿¡ to each

element which has two lines drawn through. Go back to step 3.

Step 3:

Now, the number of lines needed to cover all zeros is four, which is equal to the
dimension of the matrix, and therefore, we proceed to step 5.

o Step 5: Now the solution can be identified on the lines as a set of zeros (marked

by squares) which contains only one ma¡ked zero in each row and column.

":(+ffitJ

"(ll:ï)

":(llllï

':[å +fï)
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(i, j) : {(4,1), (3,2),(2,3), (1,4)},

otherw'ise.

Therefore, the minimum cost will be achieved if we assign the 1"ú job to 4¿ä individual,
2"d job to 3"d individual, 3'd job to 2nd individual, and. 4th job to 1"t individual.

"rr: {;:
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Appendix G

Proof of Theorem 5.1

Let A(úli) be average prediction error when the last know state is i, and the probabil-

ities that predicted state (//t) and actual channel state (//) are in states m' and m

in time slot ú be represented Ay ¡f),@'lt) : pÍi)*, ana ¡j)@l¿) : pli)*, respecrivety.

Since predicted and actual channel are identical and independent to each other,

M

^(Ð 
: D"o.a(¿li), (c.1)

i=1
MM

where A(úli) : t t l* - *'l pÍi)".pll)*,. (c.2)
mt=Lm:L

G.l Proof of eq. (5.24)

Flom (5.11),
MM

^n(t): I "oÐlm- E|lr¿lül.pli)*.\ (c.3)
i=1 rn:I

which proves (5.24).

G.2 Proof of eq. (5.25)

Let an autocorrelation function A pÍi)- (Ê"(úli)) be the probability that the states in
time slot ú of two identical FSMC processes starting at state i will be differed by z
and Ëe calculated from (G. ) below. The expectation of R,(tli) over all values of r
(E"l&"(tli)l) can be calculated from (G.b) below,
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R.(tli): t p5i)^.pÍi)**"+ t pÍi)*.pÍi)"_"
Ym:m*r{M Yn:m-r)l
M-¡: \z plil'pli)^*",
m:7

E"lR-(tli)l : t" . R (tli)
Yr

M-I M-r: Ð t z''pll)"'pÍi)-*,'
r:1 n=l

(G.4)

(c.5)

Equivelent to A(úli), E"lR-(tli)) is an average prediction error in time slot ú when

the initial state is i. To verify this, we replace rn' : rn * r in (G.2) and obtain
A(úl?) : E"lR"(tli')1. Therefore,

M

As(¿) : Ð",. E"l7.(tli.)l
i:L
M M-I M-r: Ð4 t I z, .pÍi)".pÍ'l)-*". (c.6)
i:l ¡=I m:I

G.3 Proof of eqs. (5.26) and (5.27)

In an RSC, pj| : r*(Vi,ú) and the average channel state is DX:rTrL . tT... By
replacing the pl'l and the average channel state into (G.1) and (G.2), eq. (b.26) is
proven. In common with the proof of (5.25), eq. (5.27) can be proven by replacing

elil ana p::Ln" with r^ ald r*¡,, respectively.
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Appendix H

Derivation of (6.25)

Ëeâ'o'(,1 - Ë rêr'(t) : Ë tr - o. (To,a,), ."j -
t=0 t=O t=7 

oo

I {t - o'(To'a')' '"}
t=l
oo oo

: o . f(fa"or), . .- o !{rARQr)t' . e
t=1 t:I

: o. ((I _TARq2)-r _t). 
"_

o . ((I - laaQt¡-t - I) .e

: øn^ar[g] _ uena\gl. (H.1)
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Appendix I

Illustrative Examples for Major
Matrices in AR,Q* and ARQFP

For ARQ-, the TPM for the case with N:3 in matrix and scalar forms are shown

in (I.2) and (I.3), repectively. Also, with Kt : Kz : 0, the matrix and scalar

forms for OfP and us{P are shown in (La) and (I.5), respectively. Representing each

row/column, each three-letter label and two.letter label in the first row and column

stand for (XÍ') , XIÐ ,Xjt)) ana (i, XÍÐ), respectively, where z is the number of packets

in the system 4. In a scalar form, each two-letter code (c1, c2) representing each entry

of P3 and OflP corresponds to probability P1(c1) . Pz(cz), where

P*(c*) :

and p"(c") is calculated from (7.1).

1,

P"(0) .€",

p"(0) .(1 - €"),
p"(c*),

Cn: X,
Cn: F,

Cn:0,
otheruise,

(r.1)
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003 0L2021 030 102 111 120 20r 21,0 300

003 1

0t2

021

030

R3

Aä

L02

111

t20

Pr(1)'Ae Pr(o) 'Ae

20t

2t0
0 pt(2).Ãz 0 pr1)'Az ø(0)..L2

300 o I rr(3).,{r 0 | p1(2) ..4'1 0 | p1(1) .41 pt(o)'Ar

Pg:

Ps:

003 012 027 030 L02 111 t20 20r 270 300

003 1

0r2

02t

030

x,l
x12

x.3

x,o
x,t x,0
x,2 x,t x,0

702

111

120

t,x
1, 1 1,0

1,2 1,1 1,0

0,x
0, l- 0,0

0,2 0,1 0,0

20I

270

2,X

2,t 2,0

L,X

1, 1 1,0

0,x
0, 1 0,0

300 3,X 2rX lrx 0,x

(r.3 )
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30 31 32 33

of' :

010 100 011 020 101 110 0I202t 030 102 111 120 201 210 300

01

10
Qr

011

Qz101

1lC 4o
200

0r2

021

030

Q¡

L02

111

I20
4o
41 40

20L

2rc 40

(r.4)
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000 001 002 003

01 X,F
Rr o

1 F,X

011 X,F
X,F

Rz 0101

110

F,X
X,F F,T

F,X

0r2

02L

030

X,F
X,F

X,F

R3

t02

111

t20

F,X
X,F F,I

x,F F,2

20t

2t0

F,X
x,F F,l

300 F,X

160

(r 5)
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Appendix J

Size of Matrices in ARQFP

Qf,P consists of k * 1 sub-blocks, each representing a fixed value of X{t). Only ttr"
first sub-block with size k corresponds to X{¿) : 6. In each subsequent sub-block

j : {2,... ,lc * 1} whose size is k - j + 2, only the first column corresponds to

Xlt) : 0. In order to track the transmission counter of node n with X*) # O, *"
expand the matrix by K.* 1 times. Accordingly, the size of the first sub-block, where

XlÐ :0, is lSll '(Kz+l), where lS¿l is the size of sub-block i in case of K, - Kz:0.
Similarly the size of sub-block j : {2,.. . , k+r} is (Kr+t)+ (KftL)(Kz+1)(lSjl-1).
Therefore, the size of QfP is

&+1

Lk : ls'l'(¡rr+1) +Itf¡r' + 1)+ (h+I)(Kr+ 1)(lsjl- 1)l

' : k.(Kr+1)+Ito'+1)+ (h+r)(Kr+1)I(lsrl-r)
fr+1

j:2

È+1

j:2
,b+1

: k.(Kr+1)+ k(K',+1)+(r(1 +1)(K2+1)Ð(k - j+2-r)
j:2

[È+1 fr+l I: k. (K, t Kz:_2) + (K +r)(K2+ 1) lÐ(k+ i) - Ð¡lLi=z ¡=z )

: k.(K,,* Kz+2)+(Kt+L)(K2+ r) fr(r+ 1) - 
k(k=* t) 

- rl- 'L' 2 l
: k.(Kr*Kz+2)+(Kr+r)(Kz*t)W*I. (J.1)

Since OfiP consists of Qf", the size of OfiP can be calculated from (J.2), where
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A : Kt _t K2 _t 2 and B : (Kt+ tXI(z + t).

N

Lff : Ð"U
k=7

: >(ou+s'k(k- 
1)\

*j\^"-"' 2 )

: ^är-#(å-,-å-)
: (^-"u) (åÙ.#(å-')

(^ B\¡/(¡/+1) , B ¡/(¡/+1) 2N+r
\-2) 2 -r2' 2 3

¡/(¡/+t)(^ B.B z¡,¡+t\: 2 \^-t-r2' 3 )
N(¡/ + r) ,^ 

^: -_Ë (6A_ 38 + B(2¡l + 1))

: l(#I $A- B(2N -2))
¡'r(¡/ + t) ,o n: _i---1(BA_B(¡/_1))

: l(+t9 (3(n, + K, + z) - (K, + 1)(K2+ 1)(N - i)) (r.2)
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